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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

TITE OLD RELIABLE

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

Hancock County Savings Bank,
ORGANIZED MARCH 17, 1873,
paid regular semi-annual dividends amounting to
.....
Surplus above all liabilities
Loans only on unquestionable security mot names alone).

$201,811.01

has

X. U. Coolidoe, President,
(’. C. BrBBiLL, treasurer,

33,’805.70

John F. Whitcomb, vice-president,
F. 0. Bubbill, assistant treasurer.

NATL

BANK

GEO.

The

H.

GRANT

In
GOING

DISTANCE

I.PNC

Going East—7.00 a
Going West—11.20

ME.

We close

Saturdays at 1 o'clock

■

and that ache.

ones

ever

can

per cent,

ninety-five
FREE—rainless extracting

special courses

of ex-

do the work

of the teeth that

your own
are

decayed
I

when others are needed.

use

the best of material in all my work.

nothmy but

Full Set Tectli,

Bridge

$7.00 Gold Crowns,

$5.00.
Teeth, each, $5.00.

22 karat, eacli,

Work according to number of

Hicliniond Crowns, half Porcelain and half Gold, $8.00.
Logan Crowns, all Porcelain, $■*. Gold Fillings, $1.25 up.
Silver Fillings, 75c up.

Estey. Single copies,
5
cents;
subscription price,
$1.50 per ye ar in advance.

We

tracting under the two best men in New York.
Teeth that are broken down and decayed should
not always be extracted. SAVE THEM. No
artificial

F. Whitcomb

Sheriff H.

Bangor

in

was

Thursday.

Crouch, of New York, is visiting
Mrs. Helen Wicgln.
Mrs. Julia A. Crabtree is visiting relatives In Winter Harbo-.
Mis*

Rev. J. P Simonton is in Belfast for a
days visiting his aged mother.
Rev. David Kerr will sroti begin *pecitl

few

Sunday

services in the

Baptist

church.

David Kerr snd wife are attending
the Bapt 1st Slate convention at Rockland
Rev.

this week.

Knights

The
second
ance

Pythias

will work the

evening.

A full attend-

of

rank this

is desired.

George N

Cleaning, $1.00.

A written guarantee for ten years given with all my work. That is sufficient
to quality and workmanship. Hours 8 to 6.

friend Mr, Pitman

were

in the

city

his
few

a

days last week.

ELLSWORTH DENTAL PARLORS,

Eudora

Mary F. Hopkins and Lillian A.
borne from a visit to Mrs.

are

Hopkins

The Ernerys I
back to

i

ave

Bangor.
cloned

at Hancock

tbeir

cottagr,

Point,

and

are

Ellsworth for the winter.

Miss Maude

Goggins is spending a twoweeks’ vacation among friends in Massachusetts. She win visit in Bath on her

v

Thursday

and

Friday,

David Kerr conducted the

Mrs.

Oct 8 and9

the afternoon.
The

!
•

cordially

The ladies

are

invited

call and

to

circle

tomorrow

attendance

see

A

Fall and Winter Styles.

last
as

of

A.E. Moore
Ellsworth

Methodist
F. M. Blals-

tbe

afternoon.

A

large

desired.

is

meeting of tbe Dlrigo club was held
evening for the purpose of deciding

to the annual concert and

ball that

is

Thanksgiving eve.
Rev. P. A. Hayes, tLe assistant at St
Joseph’s Catholic church, left Sunday
evening for his home in putney, Mass
held

Corner Main and Franklin Streets,

ladles’

church will meet with Mrs.
dell

/

morn-

ing service in the Baptist church, Lamoine, last Sunday, and at Trenton lu

9

£

ou

where he will

spend a week.
Y. McGowu, of tbe First national
bank, with his wife and daughter, left
Saturday for Boston. Mr. McGown is
taking his annual vacation.
M.

IF YOU WEAK A

Kirschbaum

Fred H. Lord, assistant postmaster, has
from a vacation spent in tbe

Suit

returned

Mnosebtad Lake region
bis duties at tbe

AND A

A dinner

wse

and lias resumed

postotfice.
given Monday

Overcoat

Portland, tbe occasion being bis blrtbdsy
anniversary. Twenty-six guests were

vou ARE VVKI.L DRESSED.

SUbbtrUanjunte.

Reliable Clothing Co.,
i

and MASON & HAMLIN

ORGANS.

Artistic, Beautiful, Durable, Popular,Successful

Carefully constructed and thoroughly reliable
large stores m Maine we nave eigineeu

instru-

umon...

~

TVrite for catalogue to-day.

STAPLES, SMITH & MOODY,
Telephone

53-5.

was

illness of

a

year
recovered to

ently

two

or

as

has

ago,

suffi-

it.

resun e

There will be a parish supper at the
Unitarian vestry this evening at 6 o’clock,
to which all the members of the society
are invited.
After supper the
annual

meeting of the parish will be held.
Judge and Mrs. Wiswell are back from
Hancock Point, where they occupied the
Hamlin cottage this summer.
They are

rapidly getting
fully remodeled

settled
house

lu

on

their

beauti-

for to morrow,

8,

Oct.

and also

for

the

15tr

been

very successful

talent, it promises

local

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

1'he Ellsworth American—only C’OITNTY Paper.

developing

in

be

to

great

a

success.

The first meeting of the Associated
Charities for the season was held on Mon-,
day afternoon. The room in the public Care of
cem,
library building occupied by tbe society ! Insane,
last year will be open as usual on Tuesday !

Saturday afternoons from 2 to 5
Fire dept,
All
o’clock, beginning next Saturday.
applications for aid may be made directly {
at the room.
Contributions of clothing
Poor,
are earnestly solicited.
Library,
The football season was opened at Ellsworth Saturday when tbe high sohoi 1
team was defeated by the Calais high
Scboolhouse,
and

eleven

scnooi

dj

me score oi

played well,

tennis

but

10 u.

the

com

visitors

hurl

of their opponents by tuTrie
parlor strength and experience.
home team showed a lack of coaching hi d
practice, but considering Ihe number if
the ad vantage

inexperienced

that

men

they did very well.
game

was

in the game
feature of the

were

The

the brilliant

Monaghan

Mabtl

where she

has

is home from
spent the past

month**.

She will return to Boston
to take up her work with the Ariel
ladies* quartette, of which she is first

three

shortly

soprano.
The schooner

“Wesley Abbott”, Cap'.
a record trip recently

J. W. Jordan, made

cargo of stone from Sullivan lo
York, loaded coal for Frtuik S. Lord
a

Eilsworib, and discharged— all in fif
days.
»e

many friends

of Rev. C. 8. Mr L

arn.

4

School,

J. A. Leonard, chief engineer of the Bar
& Union River Power Co’., has
fined up a working place in the office of
Church stie t, and is at
plans of its proposed big
it is the hope of the projectors that

the compauy
work on the
dam.

will

matters
can

on

progress

rapidly

enough to

beginning of such work

of the

be done in cold

just

weather

as

well

as

in warm. Whi-e the plans of the company have not yet been made public, the
impression is very strong that the b»g
project, about which so much talk b s

as

been

during

niHde

the past two year*,
out, substantially as oritiiia ly planned.
The schooner “Napoleon”, Cap’. Falkeustein, was capsized Mouday morning
while entering Bar Harbor on her way
from Ellsworth with lumber.

Tue

“N»-

poitOn” got into trouble two or three
d«ys Mgo at Mt. Deseit bridge, when she
lo t ntr deckioad, and was run aground.
attempting to make the harbor Mond y morning, owing to a bad leak, she
b came filled with water and capsized,
lumber
Her

in

her

crew

George 8 Weseott,
A II UuiHole,

9 00
3 CO
120
2 97
17 OS
12 00
3 00
6 00
1 00
12 45
2 00
27 00
5 00
5 00
3CO
5 00
12 00
3 80
5 00
6 40
10 39
3 C6
24 22
15 to
36 29
68
10 00
1100
1 57
3 25
12 00
75
45 83
25 60
3 85

.1 I*

Eidridge,

Mary olalsUell,
Edward Haney,
A Thompson,
L J Mllliken,
Mrs Henry Lord,
Mrs Carter & Lord,
Carter, Cottle A Lord,
*irx A M Alexander,
Mrs Eliz.-.beth Johnson,
G li Stuart,
M C R K Co,
Judson Sargent,
H gh school,
Chas 1 Welch,
C C Burrill & Son,
Contingent, C R Foster,
J P Ektrldge,
II W Nason,
Han Co Pub Co,
C F Davis,
J A Thompson,
J A Phillips,
E Bonsey & Son,
Supt schools, G B Stuart,
School sup,
L E Knott Apparatus Co,
V F Hooper A Son,
Bridge,
Total,

In

.ud, but for her load of
ho d, would have sunk.

45 08
8 00
8 00
b 00
6 00
6 00
4 00
600
13 00
8 00
47 9f
15318
75 00
1 65
9 63
165
20 00
11 85
5 50
17 78
40 43
7 25

Mrs Frank Carter,
Clara .I Carter,
Curtis K Foster,
W S Murcb,
G E Higgins,

Smith, of Calais. The next game will » e
played Saturday at Bar Harbor with the
Y M. C. A. team.
Harbor

O A Morrison,
A II Gray,
Arthur Brown,
W W Brooks,
Clifton Woodward,
Ira B Hagen, Jr,
J WUJordan,
Elmer Kingman,
C R Foster,
J P Simon ton,
Maine insure hospital,
Eastern Me Ins hospital,
Columbia II & L Co,
J P Eidridge,
John Colson,
J P Eldrldge,
8 8 Edtey,
C I Welch,
C P Brehzke,
F R Moore,
Stratton & Wescott,
VIn Smith,

W W McCmtney,
C II GriuUal,

offensive work of

will be c-trried

Miss

T

has

permit

Main street.

The Maine Central sold excursion tickets
to B«r
Hsrbor and
return
last
The same
Thursday for ninety cents.
rates, good day of date only, are offered

STREET

$956 59

COMMISSIONER’S

ROLL.

Highway.
Bridges.
Cemetery walk.

es

boro, N. S.

apratt.

The winter scheduleof the Maine Central railroad will go into effect next Sunday. Trains will run about the same as
last winter. The morning train will arrive about 7.20.
It is understood that
there wilt be no Sunday trains this win

comedy

ter.

at

Last

week
were

15.500 land-locked year-old
taken from the Green lake

hatchery to Sebago lake.
two

and

one-baif

to

Tbey
seven

from

were

inches

in

length, and the guides at Lake Sebago
they were the finest lot of fish
they had ever Been.

said that

Ibe first of

a

series of

parties

to be

givau this fall took place at the Nlcoliu
clubhouse Friday evening. About thirtyfive members were present and passed a
thoroughly enjoyable evening. The clubhouse Is

open for the
Hunneweli 1b steward.
now

season.

“You

can

than you

catch

can

with

people

ptease

vinegar,”

better

with sugar

flies

more

by

and you can
them

making

augh instead of cry, and the mission of
Village Fool”, the successful rural

“The

drama t hat is announced to appe*
Hancock hall on Friday, Oct. 9, seen
be to make

to

play is of the higher order of rural
it abounds in all kinds of good
things, a strong and particularly effective
story, pure, clean, healthful comedy, and
plenty of it. Telliug scenes and situations,
incidents and scenes of heart interest ai d
the

p ays,

pathos, a very elaborate scenic investi
ture, and a most capable cast of characters, Chase, Clark and Keunington,
promise us an entertainment above the
average, and indications
large audience.

CHURCH

The annual meeting of the Congregational parish was held at the vestry

point

to

a

METHODIST

NOTES.
EPISCOPAL.

Simonton, pastor.
Sunday, Oct. 11— Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Epworth
league at 7 p.

Bayside—Preaching Sunday evening

Tuesday

last
in

jear

chosen.

were

adjourned

until

the

Tte
first

November.

Eve.iing

CONO’L,

decided

H.

that the evidence

for

Main street

the

near

Dutton

The matter of the

stoppage

of the brook

Appointments by the Governor.
Notary public—George M. Warren, Caabine.
J ustice of I he peace and quorum—A. W,
King, Ellsworth.
Trustee Maine school for tho deaf—
Haury W. Sargent, Sedgwick (Sargent-

viile).

__

COMING EVENTS.
Friday, Oct 9

7 30.
prayer meeting

at

Haucock

hall—“The

Village Fool.” Prices, 25, 35 and 50c.
Tuesday, Wertne-day, Thursday, Oct. 27,
at

Hancock hall- Fair of Catholic

*>ocietj.
ai
in

aerV'Cc at

Friday evening

Brannii;u»

fo** o< tor ♦o'd me to g11 a
f
re
to rsneh.
Drup
gist—Yes Hi. ; w bat »ort do you want?
Brat nigwn—T,-» Mm o l rare what SJrtic
is so In g hm Mis «i«iy digested.
a

p

rouH

la

—

er

BAPTIST.

municipal court yesterday the
B. Phillips against Walter
Smith to recover for the alleged false warranty of a cow was heard. Judge Peters
of

on

between Main and Church streets was referred to the board of health.
It was voted to lay cobblestone on
either side of Main street for
protection from water.

28 and 29
ELLSWORTH PALLS.

at 7.30.

In the

Case

at

Mi. Simonton.

Monday evening. A W. King *»■
Her.. J A. Scheuerle.
moderator; O. P. Tapley clerk. The same
Sunday, Ooi 11— Preacuiug service
standing committee, solicitors and cui- 10 3J a. in. Hii.m.hv scuuoi at 11.30 a.
was

hydrant

residence.

m.

Mr. Suhouton.

UNION

$643 50
17533

Falls, which is now owned by tbe company. It was also voted to buy r new
pipe for tbe hose company at the Falls,
The board instructed the chief engiueer
to notify the water company to repair the

Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
Trenton—Preaching Sunday at 2.30 p. in.
7.

£553 n
3.

Total,
$818 S3
Besides the regular business of the
meeting, at the suggestion of Chief-Engineer Eaton, of the fire department, it
was voted to purchase the hose cart at the

very

Hev. J. P.

last

meeting

s

Although

people laugh.

Charles

Last Wednesday afternoon a barn, with
its contents, and a camp belonging to
Fred tl. Osgood, situated on the Staoawl
road were burned.
The barn contained
about twenty-three tons of bay, besides a
lot of farming tools.
The loss is estimated at about |800.
The property was
partially iusured.

hctorsas

r

$83 45
317 21
12*> 45

Total,

formerly pastor of the Baptist church i
euptd in boats, and the vessel was later
TEACHERS’ SALAHT ROLL NO
this city, will be in eresied to learn that
The “Napoleon” is
towed into harbor.
City schools.
be has accepted a unanimous call to tie fifty tons, and a very old vessel.
She s
High school.
pastorate of the Baptist church at Guys- o vued joint ly by Seth Hopkins and Frai k

tiff; Kedman

HARVARD PIANOS

wur six

work

show to be given is under
direction of Charles P. Halpin, who

the

was

not suffl

defendant.

Hev.

2laurrti3;:::nus.

Daoid Kerr, pastor.

Oct. 11—Morning service at
10.30.
Sermon by the pastor.
Sunday
school ai 1145
Junior C
E. at 6 p. m.
Praise and preaching service at 7.

Sunday,

7.30 p

Prayer meeting Friday
Hancock Service Sunday
at

South
p.

m.

hi 2 30
neat hen lands. Mis. Kci
—

m : a

trip

Trenton

—

iu

Harvest tnanksgiviug

2 30

in.

Mr

aerv.ee

Kur

hot Water

Bags

Good bags, made of good rubber by
a good firm.
Every bag carefully Inspected and all imperfect ones thrown
out. No cracks or weak spots in any
of them.
All good substantial bags
that will stand hard usage. We invite
The
yon to examine this new lot.
prices are at the bottom notch for
such quality.
Nothing better marie
for the money.
1 qt., 2qt., 3 qt., 4 qt.

p.
Joseph Clark, who Is e npluyed as fon- suxiucy
UNITARIAN.
rnan of the heeling room
in the Union
Hev. S
W. Sutton, pastor
8hoi Co.’s factory, met with a
very painSunday, Oot. 11—Service at 10.30 a. n
ful accident last Saturday morning.
Mr.
achuoi
at
11 45 a. m.
Sunday
Clark was engaged in trimming one of
CONGREGATIONAL.
the blocks in the heeling room with a
Hev. J. Af. Adams, pastor.
large adze, when it accidentally slipped;
Friday, Oct. 9—Prayer and conference G.A. PARCH ER, Apothecary,
the blade struck his ankle, crushing the
meeting at 7 30.
No. 14 Main
a.

—_

ct ,lom'

whose

instrumental music
somewhat broken up by her serious

teacher of vocal and

cient to prove a verbal warranty, and diac isrged the defendant.
Hurley lor plain-

ELLSWORTH.

s

evening

Tbe Pines by Senator and Mrs. Hale in
honor of their son Frederick Hale, ol

at

Kirschbaum

a

salmon

way home.

store,

%

they return home.
Miss Mary F. Hopkins,

for

festival

office, is,

before

teen

the

and

.Newman, jr., ioreman oi ihe
with his wife, mak-

r.

Boston.

regular monthly meeting of tie
Senator H«le hose company was held
Monday evening.
A. H. Carlisle t as gone to Moosebead
lake where he will colect eggs for the
State ttsh hatchery.

tended

G.
John

the main island to

friends and relatives in
They expect to go to New York

Btngor lam week.

a

on

visit among

a

New

Belcher

MILLINERY OPENING !

ing

in

chorus

on

Wilcox, of New York city,
Hagan, of Philadelphia.

festival

Crosby lodge,

*•

quarry

to Stonington
Monday sold the

went

and

H.

Sire look

First National Bank Bldg., Ellsworth.

my

Thurlow

Charles H LHand won the horse beOiiging to Fiank H. Gould that was
drawn by ticket.
Eleven n.toilers
of
the
Ellsworth

Misses

at

Sunday,

Lstnoine

Black, of Boston, and

The

as

Dr. F. O. BROWNE, Mgr.

Col. C. C. Burrill
last

and H. W.

Do not liave your teetli extracted before con-

I save

of their horse.

Ellswortibfit tlie news stands of
C. H. Leland, .J. A. Thompson

last

an

m.

v*eurKo

teeth]
natural ones can do.

B 45, 5.30 and 10 p
2, 5 and 10 p m.

American

BANK BUILDING, ELLSWORTH.

I have had two

m.

latives after

visiting friends and
absence of twenty*seven

years.
Two thoroughly reliable men report that
on their way home
from Nicolin last
Friday evening, a large animal, unmis
a
takably
bear, crossed the road in front

a m.

THE AMERICAN is on sale in

represent suo^
companies as the following: “jlEtna,” "Hartford,” “National,” “Royal," “Western," “Commercial t'i ion,” “New York Underwriters," "Hamburg-Bremen,” "Norwich.” “Manchester,” “Mereaut le," and “Williamsburg City.” They are tlie largest companies and write at the lowest
ran-*. Give us a call.

I

m

Mall trains arrive from the west at 6.13 a m,
12 52 and 6.11 pm. Leave for the west at 2.23,
5.31 and 10.28 p m. Mall closes for the west at
2, ft and 11 p m.

CO.,

of all kinds.

me.

23, 5.S1 and 10.28 p

8UNDAT.

0. W. TAPLEY, insurance

sulting

a m, 2

MAIL CLOSES AT POST-OFFICE.

BAR HARBOR, ME

TELEPHONE.

12.88, 4.20 and 6.11

m,

members, Arno LaiHn and Arthur

in town last week

was

POST-OFFICE.

a

new

Studer, were elected to fill vacancies.
Henry Sullivan, a former resident of
EllBWortb, who now resides in Boston,

effect June 16, 1903.

east-6.18, 7,21

p m.
Going Wkst— 1I.P6

General Insurance and Real Estate.
ELLSWORTH and

—

r
AT ELLSWORTH

BLDG.,
ELLSWORTH,

CITY MEETING.
present. Among those from out of town be set up. Orindle will be represented by
were Judge Clarence Hale, of Portland,
O. F. Fellows, of Bucksport, and L. B
and Eugene Hale, jr., of New York.
Deasy, of Btr Harbor. Mrs. Littlefield’s Routine Business —Rolls of Accounts
Fire Apparatus Purchased.
Capt. Jacob Lord, an aged and retired condition is practically unchanged. It Is
The regular monthly meeting of the
the opinion of medical experts that she
sea captain, left last Friday for New York
Ellsworth city government wrs held last
where be will enter a sailors’ bone. will never fully recover. Her mind is still
He was accompanied by Capt. Samuel L. dark as to what happened on tbe day of evening. Mayor Ilageithy presided, and
tin full board, with toe exception of Aid.
the dreadful assault thatcame so near end
Lord.
Hooper, of ward 4, was p -esent.
ing in murder.
Ellsworth’s fall strawberry crop con
The records of the last meeting were
The rehearsals for the minstrel show to
tinues good. C. M. Witham picked sevread and approved.
Roll of accounts No.
be given by St. Joseph’s Catholic society
eral handsome cultivated berries on Oct.
8 was read ai.d pished as follows:
the latter part of October, in connection
4, on his farm near Pond spring.
BOLL OF ACCOUNTS NO. 8.
with their fair and sale, began Monday
At the regular monthly meeting of City
V*
FUNU.
NAME.
AMOUNT.
man
Hose Co., No. 2, held Monday evening, evening. Much interest is being
John 811vy,
Police,
$45 00
fested. As the
two

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

INSURANCE
FIRST

Frank E Lewi*—Nuuct- of foreclosure.
Mrs Ruby A Mercer—Freedom notice.
M Gallert—Dry goods.
G A I’archer—Apothecary.
Wlggln A Moore—Apothecaries.
I Irst Nat'i Bank -Rome banking system.
Hancock hall—The Village Fool
A W Greely—Simmons watch chain.
C H Grlndal—Flour, sugar etc.
A E Moore—Drv goods,
millinery, etc.
Reliable Clothing Co—Clothing.
Hancock Co Savings Bank.
Bllbhill, Mb:
Alexander T Gillie—Notice of foreclosure.
Brooki.in. Me:
Marien fur boa—Lost
Augusta, Mb:
Home Supply Co.

40.”"

No.

j“™£c““0“*™j

hone and severing the arteries and veins.
Or. Hagertby.

The October term of the supreme judiHancock county will convene in Ellsworth next
Tuesday. Justice
L. A. Emery will preside. It is
expected
that the case against Guy Griudie, who so
brutally assaulted Mrs. Eliza Littlefield a
year agojat Penobscot, will be brought to
trial. Qrindle has been in Augusta ever
s nee his arrest under the
observation of
Dr. Sanborn, of the insane asylum. It is
n lerstood .that the
plea of insanity will

Sunday, Oct. 11—Morning service
Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.

at

Street. Ellsworth Maine.

10 30

MOUTH OF THE

cial court for

RIVER.

W. L. Remick and wife spent last week
among relatives in Boston.
George Murcb, of Portsmouth, N. H., is
visiting his parents, W. S. Muich and
wife.

Mrs.

Flora Grigory, of Bar Harbor,
made her mother, Mrs. Mark Milliken, a
brief visit last week.
Oct. 5.
R.

GO To

CRINDAL’S
for your

MEATS
for

SUNDAY

DINNER.

Everything In the Grocery Line.
C. H. GRIND AL,

Water St.

CHRISTIAN

ENDEAVOR.

Topic For (br Week Ito-ci

nfiiK Oet.
11—Comment by Uev. s. II. Doyle.
men
of
tne
1
pileWhat
Topic.—Great
Joseph teaches us. Gen xll, U-l*i. 42. 4S.

The life of Joseph read? almost like
romance, and yet it is trn \ and one of
the lives that Illustrate that truth is
1f
favorite
stranger than fiction.
of his father, he was treated with
The jealousy
consideration.
and envy of his eleven brethren were
aroused, and after a determination to
take his life they did sell him us a
servant to merchants traveling to
Egypt. H ere he started in a lowly position, and was even subjected to a
"false charge and to a false Imprisonment.
But, wonderful to tell, lie was.
in Uie marvelous providence of $od,
Irais.d from the prison *to the palace.
He became second only to the k ng, and
saved both Egypt and his people, the
Israelites, from starvation during a
famk
of si
years' duration.
1. J ii'ph tenches us trust in God.
tfnd htedly, in all his years of adverse y.
Joseph must have kept his
His
trust in G<gl firm and secure.
life must have seemed a hard one at
time!, his future must have looked
dark and foreboding, yet God watched
over him, and when he trusted Him he
All have their
was not put to shame.
No pathway in life is
adversities.
Let us
strewn alone with flowers.
learn from Joseph to trust God along
the rough ways.
z. Joeepn teacoea a lesion in purity.
His act in resisting the advances of
the wife of Potiphar, even at the risk
at Ills life, demonstrates the great purity of his heart and life. This lesson
needs to be impressed upon us today
Impurity in thought, word and deed
abounds all about us in life, and many,
many people make no effort to restrain
J,et us
their passions and appetites.
follow the example of Joseph, remembering the words of the Master,
"Blessed are the pure in heart, for they
(hall see God.”
8. Joseph teaches a lesson in forgiveHis forgiveness of his brethren
ness.
•tends as one of the most conspicuous
Illustrations of Old Testament forgiveness.
It bears a likeness to the spirit
of the Master when He prayed. "Father. forgive them; they know not what
they do.” It Is hard to forgive sometimes, bat we should forgive one another. “even as God for Christ's sake
has forgiven us.”
4. Joseph teaches a lesson In God's
"It was not you. but
providence.
God. who sent me to Egypt,” said
Joseph to his repentant brethren. God
was working out his plans In the life
So he is In all our lives.
at Joseph.
Our God Is a sovereign God. He moves
In a mysterious way His wonders to
perform, but He moves and performs
His will. Our lives are in His hands.
Bet us rejoice over that fact and then
Btrive more and more to come Into
complete harmony with H1b will.
son

unusual

BIBLE

READINGS.

Gen. xxxvii. 28-36; xxxix. 1-4; x. 23;
Jdv, 1-15; u 22-26; Josh. 1, 7; Ps. xlvi,
1; Matt, v, 8; Rom. viil. 28-39; Rev.
II. 10.
____

Tralalas School.
Christian Endeavor has always had
In President George B. Stewart, D. D.,
of Anbnm Theological seminary a
warns friend, a loving admirer and an
A Director of the

untiring supporter. Before
his call to Auburn seminary
and while he
was
pastor of
a large and influential Presb y t e r 1 a n
church he met
the
exacting
demands of the
office of president
the
of
i'ennsyiva
txv. geobge
abt,

b.

d. d.

stew-

n

l

a

union,
filling the po-

state

SgHon with marked distinction. He la
teach In demand as a convention speakfails to Interest and Inlet an audience. He recently formed
Christian Endeavor Correspondence
tool For Training Christian Worknever

tand
ed.

Sparks.
Tike Presbyterian society of Bement,
HL, composed of forty-five members,
last year gavs |150 to mission*.
In a post office of northern Japan
Aw clerks have formed themselves Into a Christian Endeavor society to win
their Buddhist companions to Christ.
Bev. Dr. Jacob Chamberlain says
that undoubtedly the Christian Endeavor society will advance the evangelisation of India by a foil generation.

Washington's faee is on the
sight cent postage stamp at tha

Marttya
Mnr

suggestion

of a Christian Endea rarer,
CaL AaMadden
that her

Idas Julia Fraser of Oakland.
Artaat Postmaster General
hna acknowledged In a letter
article In the Liles' Home

Incontestable

fllutual Benefit Column.

Journal.

•Why

Hot a Woman’s Face?” suggested the Ideate him.
teeth Dakota Eethasissw

Field Secretary Eberman writes of a
■•nth Dakota minister who rode ninety miles on his bicycle to attend a convention.
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Its Motto:

"AUfiT MADGE”.

Proof

Hopeful.”

and

“Helpful

The purpose* of this column are succinctly
In the title ami motto—It is for the mubenefit, and alms to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good. It Is for the com
moo u«e—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for tbe Interchange of ideas. In this cajtacity It solicits
communications, and it** success depends largely on the support given it In this respect. Communications must he signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will lip subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of tlw column, but. none
will l«e rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The amf.kioan,
fcl!»worth, Me.

IF WE KNEW.

Could wc but draw back the curtains
That surround each other’s lives.
See their naked heart and spirit.
Know what spur the action gives,
Often we should find it better,
Purer than we judge wc should—
We should love each other better,
If

we

only understood.

Could we judge all deeds l»y motives,
See the good and bad within.
Often we should love tbe sinner,
All the while we loathe the sin.
Could we know the powers working
To overthrow integrity,
Wc should judge each other’s
With more patient charity.

errors

knew the care and trials.
Knew the effort all In vain,
And the bitter disappointment.
Understood the loss and gain.
If

we

Would the grim external roughness
.Seem, I wonder, just the same?
Would we help where now we hinder?
Would we pity where we blame?
We judge each other harshly,
Knowing not life’s hidden force;
Knowing not the fount of action
Ah!

Is less turbid at its source.
not amid the evil
All the golden grains of good;
Oh! We’d love eaoh other better,
If wc only understood.

Seeing

—JFVom McCall*
Selected

Magazine.

by Alexia.

Friends:
it a good text we have for this
week? “If we only understoodl” I suppose ev*ry one of us have at sometime
made up our min 1s a .out a certain thing,
Dear M. B.
Isn’t

or

passed judgment upon the doings of
one, and finding ourselves mistaken

sojoe

in

d

our

judge

cl-iun b»ve said:

again,”
forget. “If

another

“I will not

and

straightway

we

knew” there

go and
would be more

we

charity txercised, more
sympathy expresse 1, more help given.
Now reverse tne thought. “If we knew”
how

our

own

motive*

d

a

misconstrued,
by it? I wonder
how

were

affected

kind
wou

intents

d

we

be

sometimes

if

not, on the whole, made
creatures; and once
more, I wonder what “Si*ter B.” and “8.
J. Y.”, “Ego” and others who “think on
these thing')’’, will say to that last
propohuman kind

t)

were

be self-satisfied

sition.

It gives me great pieasu'e to welcome a
sister to the cl«cle and to introduce to
you “May” who comes with some excellent recipes, and she mast remember the
“mites” were “more than they ail gave”,
new

so we

hope

to have

more

of your

“mites”.

Dear Aunt Madge:
For some time I have been interested in your
column and helped by the useful hints suggested
therein, many of which have found a way into
my cook book. I will send a few recipes which
1 have used and found very good.
Apple Tapioca—To one-half cup of tapioca
(1 use the "Minute") add one-half cup of sugar
and one-half teaspoonful of salt, over this pour
one quart of boiling water, cook In double boiler
twenty minutes or until the tapioca Is transparent, stirring often. Pare, halve and core
several tart apples, place In a pudding dish, Ailing cavities with sugar and a lew drops of
vanilla. Over this pour the tapioca and bake
until the apples are tender. Cool and serve
with sugar and cream or whipped cream. A
similar dessert may be made from peaches,
cooking the tapioca in the syrup. This makes a
very templing and delicious dessert.
Baked Cohn—1To one quart of corn cut from
cob add ODe cup of sweet cream, one tablespoonful of butter, season with pepper and salt.
Bake one hour stirring frequently.
Fudge—Three cups sugar, one-fourth pound
chocolate or cocoa, one cup milk, two ounces
butter. Boll ten minutes or until It makes a soft
ball when tried in cold water. Take from stove,
add vanilla and beat until creamy. Pour Into
buttered pan and crease when cool. If one
likes fresh candy this is easily made and the
result is very satisfactory.
"There is a beautiful spirit breathing now
Its mellow richness on the clustered trees,
And from a beaker full of richest dyes.
Pouring new glory on the autumn woods.
And dipping in warm light the pillared clouds."
If you consider these lines worthy of attento add my mite from time to
time.
Mat.

tion, I shall be glad

PRAISE SOMETIME*.

There to nothing better for a girl sometimes
than a little hearty praise. Many good people
conscientiously set on the direct opposite, snd
seem to thlna nothing better than a little hearty
blame. They are mistaken, conscientious in
their blame as they may be. There are sore
burdens enough Id life, bitterness and pain
enough, bard work enough and little enough for
It—enough to depress us all and keep us bumble,
a keen enough sense of fhllure, succeed as one
may; and a word of hearty commendation now
and then will lighten the load and brighten the
heart and send a woman on with new hope and
energy, and If she have any reasonable amount
of brains at all It will do her no harm.
Children are sometimes half-starved for a
Utile hearty praise. Boys will act up to the
estimate put upon them, or at least try to, If
they are worth their salt. ▲ hearty word of
commendation 1a meat and drink to them for
the next endeavor.
It to so with wives. The strongest of us cannot work without some recognition of our work.
We want to know that It to considered good.
Our own judgments are not sufficient for us.
A '‘Well done!" now and then makes us certain
of doing better still In the future.
-Selected.
_

dais Bex.
[Any question may be asked that pertains to any phase of Christian Xadeevor
work. Address Lock Bex 4T4. Bingham
toe. N. t.J
104. O. D. N„ Binghamton, N. YHave regular stated times for yonr
business meetings and committee meetings. Order la the first law of successful Christian endeavor.
108. 8. M. P., Dunmore, Pa.—You
can get an Illustrated story of the Denver convention for 50 cents at the
United society headquarters, Boston.

I add a few quotations from the October
Success:
Don’t worry, don’t fret, however dark the
outlook, you will ultimately come to the light If
you look upward, Uve upward, work upward.
To be content with little to difficult; to be content wltb much. Impossible.
We often find that boys who have educated
themselves in the country, almost without
schooling or teachers, make the most vigorous
thinkers.
Life to like the ooean. It drowns one man
because be yields to it passively and blindly.
It buoys up the other because he strikes It skillfully and buffets It with lusty sinews.

Aunt Madge.

\

Ionic

of the Things That Vakc Ilia
Life at Times n Burden.

The lot of the purser Is anything but
happy one. From his title one would
think that he had only to lis>k after the
finance of the vessel, but In reality his
office, so conveniently and picturesquely situated at the top of the grand staircase, Is really ns busy a bureau as any
It is no
In I 'a pel court or Wall street.
doubt legitimate enough to expect ttie
purser to he quite au fait with the
monetary matters, to explain to the
Britisher the difference between a dollar uml a crown or to the American
that the greenback Is treated wilh
scorn and contumely In Europe, hut
our American friends are par excellence the Interrogators of the world,
and to them the purser Is simply a
t

tual

[Original.]
The Turner murder case was liefore
the coroner. Old man Turner had been
found at 8 o'clock in the evening, with
a cup that had contained tea before
Prussic acid
him. dead In his chair.
had been found in [lie dregs. Agatha
Drew, his niece, was being examined.
“Have you been brought up to consider yourself your uncle's heiress?”
"I have.”
“Had any one else hope of inheriting
the property?”
“Yes, my Cousin. Mark Turner. He
Would have been, tlie heir, but my
uncle had seen very little of him. while
he had adopted me when 1 was a
child.”
“Did you have any trouble with your
unde?”
“Only in one matter. He wanted me
to marry my cousin, Mark Turner. I
refused, whereu[>on my uncle threatened to disinherit me and leave his
property to Mark.”
Every one in the court room scrutinized the witness. She might have had
every reason to commit the murder.
Yet her appearance was so Innocent
and her words were so frank that few
believed she was the guilty one. The
next witness was Edward Turner's
(the deceased’s) lawyer.
“When did you see Edward Turner
last?”
tie
On Friday— throe days ago.
called me In to make n uew will. Ilis
property had been willed to his niece,
I drew a uew will,
Agatha Drew.
which was executed In favor of Mark
Turner.”
“Is that will the latest?”
"The latest to my knowledge.”
“Did any one know of this change of
will?”
“I think not.
Mr. Turner strictly
charged me not to speak of It Therefore he probably did not speak of It
himself. He told me his niece knew
that If she persisted In a certain marriage and refused to marry her cousin
she would be disinherited, but she did
not know the will had been changed.”
“Call Elliot Stanford.”
A young man of prepossessing appearance stepped to the witness stand.
“Are yon acquainted with any reason why any person should desire the
late Edward Turner's death?”
“No.”
“What were his relations with his
nephew, Mark Turner?”
“Recently they must have been very
intimate, for Edward Turner listened
to many stories Mark Turner told him
to my disadvantage.”
“What motive had Mark Turner for
this?”
"To marry Agatha Drew, I being
out of the way.”
Tills did not carry much weight.
Since a will hud been made leaving the
property to Mark Turner he could have
motive, for the old man's death,
no
while before this will was made the
property Would have gone to Agatha
Drew, whereas Agatha and her lover
looked for a change of will and In case
of the testator's death before it*was
made the property would go to the
niece.
"Call Mark Turner.”
The witness stepped Into the box apparently very much self possessed. He
had been examined as to his location
at the time of the murder and had
proved that within a few minutes before and after the murder he was In
his club, a short distance from his
uncle's house.
jl l.
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chemist, desires to ask you a few questions.”
“Mr. Turner,” said the professor,
looking the witness In the eye, “have
you any knowledge of the properties of
prussic acid?”
“None whatever.”
“How long would It take you to go
from your club to your uncle's house?”
“About five minutes, I think."
“And to return would be ten. Now,
prussic add acts ldstantly.”
“I object!" interrupted a lawyer present whom Turner had retained.
“Mr. Turner, did you not as a child
have an accident by which half an
inch waa cut off your thumb?”
“I did.”
“Hold It up and let us see It”
The witness, who was now getting
The first
nervous, did as required.
joint of the thumb on his right hand
waa

missing.

“Here,” said the chemist, “1# a silver
stand on which rested a silver teapot,
which waa before tbe deceased wbeu
he was found dead. It had been polished during the afternoon. Now, if I
touch it with my Auger or any moist
article, an Impression la left. The Impression disappears aa It dries, but may
be revived by being dampened, as In
breathing upon it I found tbe edge of
the stand blurred, but breathing upon
It and examining the part with a magnifying glam, eaw the Imprint of fingers beneath and a maimed thumb
above”
As tbe speaker approached tbe climax
the witness began to show signs of a
terrible strain and at tbe last word fell
over In a beap.
This endvd the Investigation. It came
out that Edward Turner, after making
a new will, had informed hi* nephew
of the fact, telling him at the same
time that be thought he should destroy
the new one and leave tbe old one In
force. Turner called on him, found
him taking a cup of tea with no one
in the house, put the poison In the cup
when the old man’s back was turned
and got back to his club, from which
he was not missed, all within fifteen
minutes.
The will stood In favor of the murderer, but as Agatha was the only other and legitimate heir she finally got
the property.
MILDRED TREMAINE.

111. <S. <1. II.

THE SHIP’S PURSER.

*nd

[The editor Invite* secretaries of local union*
of the W. C. T. U. In Hancock county, and
white rlbboners generally, to contribute to Utt
column rejMjrts of meeting* or Item* that will Iw
of Interest to worker* in other parts of the
county. We would like thl* to be a llvceoiumn,
but It needs some effort on the part of W. C. T
U. woman to make it so. It 1* a column of their
making, not ours, and will lie what they makt
Items and communications should be short,
It.
and arc, of course, subject to approval of the
editor.]

re^ubmlsslon and
the gauntlet has been thrown for action,
it may be interesting to keep an eye on the
arguments advanced by tbe frleuds of this
the battle is

on

for

policy.

At tbe lecent gathering In Its b< ha!f, a
prominent speaker who has visited nearly
walking encyclopedia.
ajl of Maine and ha* said that eight out of
He is expected to tell them all about, ten would favor resubmission, is repotted
the ship—that's right enough—but they as
saying that the prohibitory law has been
want to know all about the passengers “the
plaything of politicians” till now
as well, who they are, where they have
“we have a -ystem, built by our own effort
come from and whore they are going,
and your own votes, whereby tbe law has
how much they are worth and any litbeen ignored by a large class of our cltitle titbit of news about their social life.
zeus, and liquor bas been sold throughout
He Is aiso asked about every hotfl, beMaine as freely and with a cheaper cash
ginning at Liverpool and ending nt
penalty than any licensed state In tbe
Rome, the best shops whereat to pur- union”. Note this: Liquor sold as freely
chase different articles, who will give
as In any state; then compare with wbat
the best discount for cash, where the
follows, and see if there is not a slight
he
wife
can
best
up
rigged
questioner's
tendency to irconMstency.
In Enropean fashion and the most likelie wen auuues vu me prrrvuv
ly resort at which his daughter might enforcement of tbe law, and Ih willing to
run ncross some impecunious scion of
excuse the courts from any blame for so
British noDility.
Harry Fumesa in
doing. He adds: “While it is tbe primary
Strand.
object of tbis society to first gain resubmission, !f successful we shall then ask for
Position of Wood and Ita Durability.
license law; to overthrow
The problem has troubled many why a conservative
monster called prohibition, which has
two pieces of wood sawed from the this
been clutching at tbe throat of liberty,
same section of a tree should possess
and trampling upon tbe rights of a large
very varied characteristics when used
have been vainly
In different positions. For’example, a body of our citizens who
at tbe doora of our legislature
gate post will bp found to decay much knocking
faster if nie butt end of the tree is for the past two sessions, asking only for
the American privilege of being permitted
uppermost than would be the case if
the top were placed in this position. to vote upon a vital proposition affecting
The reason is that the moisture of the tbe rights of every citizen of the State”;
atmosphere will permeate the pores of “denying every male voter the right to
the wood much more rapidly the way vote and say w hat he shall eat and drink.”
Well, now what do they want? What
the tree grew than it would if in the
more can they want In the way of drink
opposite direction.
Microscopical examination proves that If. as it Is said, liquor is as free here as anythe pores invite the ascent of moisture, where? If prohibition hasallowed all this,
while they repel its descent. Take the why, oh why. Is the national association
familiar case of a wooden bucket. of liquor dealers so willing to pay a
Many may have noticed that some of princely salary to have reeubmietton canvassed and urged on the voters of Mwine?
the staves appear to be entirely sat
united, while others are apparently Why don't the liquor associations canvass
quite dry. This arises from the same license states and advocate prohibition, if
it gives them so much trade at cheaper
cause—the dry staves are In the posi
—

tion in which the tree grew, while the
saturated ones are reversed.

rates?
A

system built up by your

own votes;
denied the right to vote on
what they shall eat and drink. Again
speaking of summer visitors: “It seems
to be absurd to attempt to legislate for a
class of people who have been educated In

yet voters

A Reminiscence of Fnnny Kemble.

Fanny Kemble Is rememtiered by old
residents of (lermantown and Philadelphia as a superb horsewoman. She had
a fiery temper, which matched that of
her husband. Pierce Butler, and speedily brought about one of the most noted
divorce trials reported in the law books.
In her youth she was remarkably beautiful, and hi the role of Juliet she was
the personification of nuzzling loveliShe was noted for her keenness
ness.
of wit even in the days of her old age.
Once when an impertinent street lounger stepped up to her while she was
looking in the window of a bric-a-brac
store and said, "Are you fond of antiquities?” Mrs. Kemble quickly unpinned her veil and, turning on the
man her aged face (she was then seventy-three), asked, “Are you?”
Am Assrantlac Speech.
One of tbe wits of tbe parliament
house is said to have observed ou the
occasion of Judge Deas' promotion to
the honor of knighthood, “The queen
may make George Deas a knight, but
no one will ever make him a gentle
man." Deas was quite able, however,
to bold his own, and be punished the
wits when they came to make theii
“ITis
maiden speeches before him.
oner at the bar,” be once said to an
unfortunate wretch on whose behalf
an Infant advocate
had been feebly
urging “extenuating circumstances,”
‘‘everything that your counsel has said
in mitigation I consider to be an aggravation of your offense.”

are

other states to eat

and drink

whatever

them best, Ac.”
When Ma ne peop'e visit other states,do
those states find it right and proper to
chanse or annul tbeir laws to suit the
principles or whims of these visitors?
Temperance people may not feel afraid
of resubmission, but resubmission means
unlimited money to secure license, and
license once established in Maine will be
an octopus which will not easily be overthrown for the reason of that same money
which will hire the ignorant and unprincipled to be at the polls to vote early and
often for ihe liquor loterests.

seems

to

we near constantly: “U, a good license
law would be better than tbe prohibitory
taw not enforced.” Who ever heard of a
good license lawT And how much better
would It be enforced than the prohibitory
law Is? There are hundreds who drink In
saloons because of “good fellowship” socalled, who would not go Into some low
shanty to get a drink. Who can say how
many open drinking places would spring
up all along our streets under license,
where now none Is seen?
One more item: It was asserted that
thousands of men In the old parties were
in sympathy with this society but dare not
come out openly
for fear of social and
political ostracism. If, as was asserted
before, eight out of teu favor tbe move-

ment, those two

must

be

tee,"

Accordingly the following *erc.
I«. 3, 18 24; Jer. 4, 30; Prov. 31
i»«'
1 Tim. 2, 8 10; 1 Pet.
3,18; Rev 17
T’
18,15-20; 19, 5 10.
The story of Aclun was «ls0 I
„,gh, „
with several others, among them
th«t0(

Jexebel. Now If a few question arc
,sk(jg
In regard to these btble charsetr-, it rot
be surprising to find Ihst
y. un
who have attended church ai d
Sun3ay
school all their lives may be found
trip,
P*
over
the
answers.
Par Instance:
ping
Who waa Jexebel, how did she
die and
why was her death what It was?
What was Acban’s sin?
Who followed after Naaman and
a*kcd
for changes of raiment? Wh
-mant
was he, and what was his
punishment)
What queen put on her royal
sppsref
and Wi nt to ask the Uvea of her j.t
III answering these questions there Is
room for discussion of the charnelrs, and
with that on the texts given a very intereating hour may he spent.
The union here
tskes
the topic:
“Giving," st the next meeting.
Prkhs St PT,

ladtZ

RES1BM188IOK.
As

It” being uppermost In
m|»H
this suggested that tie
topic o! th “
next
meeting should be ”dr'M'member to bring some
scripture
tt.e subject (or* hkbl*
re.ding, tie
to be the basis of discussion.
to nuke

(Solnmn.

powerful

to

ostracize tbe eight.

BCCTHWEST HARBOR.

Another twelve 'completed in our Y!
On Thursday, Oct. 1, we gave a reception
to the literary twelve, and a great time we
had. About thirty members of our so-

ciety

were

out

short

and

present,

htlped to carry
musical programme which the
committee had prepared.
The banjo solo by Mrs. Harmon was
greeted with loud applause. We are glad
to And that we have so much musical talent in our Y, even to the honorary members w bo are brought Inlo prominence
by
the rhythmical tapping of their feet.
After the programme had been carried
through a grand march was played, the
young men choosing tbelr partners for
supper and marching in a circle around
the ball. When the music stopped there
was a rush for places at the table*.
The tables were most artistically arranged—flowers in profusion, large bouquets of pansies forming Ys In the centre,
and on each end of the table.
We were glad to welcome one of our active members. Miss Alta Smith, who has
been absent during the summer at her
home in Caribou.
Auer supper remarks were in order, and
a short response lu behalf of the literary
twelve was given by Mrs. Emma Norwood.
A rising vote of thanks was extended to
Miss Grace Carroll, for her able management in making the reception a success,
also to the friends who so kindly assisted
in preparing refreshments.
Our Y Is steadily growing in numbers,
having now about twenty-five active and
twenty-five honorary members, and we
wish to extend our best wishes to the
other Ya of Hancock county.
Now. our Ys, don’t forget that we meet
Press Scp%
next Tbursda/^ct. 8.
a

Stops

Uiugb niid Works off the Cold
Bromo-Qutnlne Tablets cure a cold
No Cure, no Pay. Prlc^ 45cents.

the

Laxative
n one

day.

Banking.

1* what your money will
Invented In share* of the

earn

if

Ellsworth Loan and Bnilflina Ass’a.
A NEW SERIES
U

open, Shares, 91 each; monfklf
payments, 91 per share.

now

WHY PAY RENT
when you

can

borrow

on

your

shares, give a first mortgage an <1
every month Monthly
payments and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
reduce It

rent, and In about 10 years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars Inquire of

Henry W. Cushman, s
y
First KatM Bank Bldg.

A. W.

Kino, President.

Verily, consistency Is a jewel that seems
BZjZjSWORTEL
be lacking among our friends, the
Two Wars of Doing Business.
enemy. As to a good 1:cense law, when STEAM
The industrious man—the plain, ev- the license
money Is sit paid toauppoit
AND BATH BOOMS.
eryday kind, we mean—gets to bit tbe victims of the traffic instead of
being
work early. Three hours later the man
"MO FAT. MO WASHKE."
used for county buildings, Ac., that mlgut
of marked executive ability drops in to be a
All kind, of laundry worm done al ,bor« »>
good law; but Isn’t prevention better
see that the Industrious man keeps
lea. Goode nailed (or and dellrered.
than cure?
H. B. EHTET A CO.,
steadily at work. If everything is goAs to tbe rather saroastlc allusion to the
Ellsworth. Mi.
Waal Bad Brides.
ing well tbe man of marked executive W. C. T. U. end Its
members of
president,
ability leaves for tbe day. for there it that body may feel flattered that
they are
Publishers and Printer*.
no need for a display of bis peculiar
of sufficient importance to receive the Advertisers,
qualities.. If everything is going ill tbe notioe of such
as addressed the
speakers
TIMES and
QAUr
man of marked executive ability quits
MONEY by u»ino
convention, for If tbe liquor lntere-t did OR w t
at once in order that bis reputation
not feel that tbe work of tbe W. C. T. U.
Thai leu's Record Books.
may not be compromised by bis pres- was a menace to their
success, be sore tney Subscription Record,
Advertiser’"
ence.—Boston Transcript.
would not waste breeth to adve'tiae
Job Printer’s Reconi,
Advertising
to

A Slavs to

Methnd.

A medical specialist was very much
In tbe habit of using a notebook to assist bis mss&ory and insure precision.
In course of time it happened that his
aged father died. Tbe worthy doctoi
attended the obsequies as chief mourner with due solemnity.
At the close he
was observed to take ont his notebook
and carefully to erase the words “Mem
Bury father.”—Scottish American.
Trenelnted.
“I heard her boasting that bar dlnnsr
a
success from the beginparty was
ning and ended with the greats*
‘eclaw.’ What’s ‘eclaw,’ anywayf*
“Why—er—that whs the dessert, of
Didn’t you ever eat a chocscourse.
eclaw Y ’’—Exchange.

existence.

LAUNDRY

ibelr
Press 8uft.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

The union here held Its last meeting
with Mrs. Bertha Berdeen, and as It was
quite Interesting the scribe will pass along
the programme, suggesting that other
Unions try It and report.
At the meeting before, some of the
younger members bad at the close been
mach Interested In discussing the problem
of winter dresses, “what to wear and how

Recoid,

Correspondence Record.
Ruled, printed and Indexed for quick entry
and reference
Descriptive circular and pn*»
Hat on application. Published by

K. A. & W. E. CHILD,
14 Dotct

Pauper Notice.

Landlady

—

went Into that sonp.
Boarder—Never mind, madam, never
mind. No barm done. No one would
ever suspect It I assure you.—Town
and Country.
Narrow minds think nothing right
above their own capacity.—Rochefbuf
canld.

«

noth*Jb»l
ofBH»M®J™
ea.ua^uoytoton f®'' iJJJJ
Meiherthi»fortTl«,np*r«onsfton>

underelaned hereby *lre,
ha, contracted with Ih* city

THE
for the

euoport of the poor, rturine
year, end ha. made

rapport-

furulehlna .uppllre to nny p.uper on
win p»r
count, ne without hi, written order be
Heanv 8. Junn,
(or no aoodeto lurnlebed

nHKJ

One mill a day—one cent every ten o»y*
—to all It coeU to make a bea t be li reltoat ol layer* in tbr fall and winter,

^n4SS?tl?m<atyrofiUble.
Will Happen.
Yes, sir, two chickens

Accidents

New lort

Street,_

the

Giro

poultry one* daily

Sheridan's
Powder
At druggi»U, grocer* and feed '’.-alert.
If you can’t find It, we rend, prepaid,
20*
one pack, tte. t ftve.fl; 2lb. can. ll
Sample of beat poultry taper, fr.^

I. S. JOHNSON k

CO., Bo*ton,M»s».

Molly Hunt’s
Temptation

UP RIVER FAIR, v'

*

1 Original.1
new, Mist re**

delightful weather

and

Hubbard squash, 1.

cucumbers, 1.
| 1;
B W HI Is
best

POTATOES.

EXHIBITS ABOVE THE AVERAGE—THE
ball games—the fakirs

Molly, 1 mn*t bid
«\r. :
Yotir father, your mother,
n,ii, n
-THE DANCING.
If, have merited the thanks of
for
congress
harboring
continental
The eleventh Annual fair and cattle
nnd you especially deserve my ■how of the Northern
Hancock agri
while
I
have
kindness
r
your
cultural society was held at Amherst on
thanks f
roof."
in hiding under your
and Wednesday,
Tuesday
Sept. 29 and
to the Americans*”
you go direct
30.
The weather was flue, just a little
up p pair of temptbut the temperature of the fair
,1,,. asked, putting
chilly,
a farewell kiss.
more than madu
ing lips. Inviting
up for that. The attendI go to the house of that Tory ance was
•■No
large and the crowd was a happy
one
to
stop
night.”
Andrew Monerlef
one.
“Mid. pray, what will you do that
The fair was one of Amherst’s best, and
the events were all that could be desired.
for?" asked the girl, blanching.
his
daughter, Is The
“Margaret Monerlef.
stage show which the genial Dr.
he replied. "1 must see her Fatten
one of ns."
selected proved bis good judgment
She and I are warm on
return.
I
before
this kind of an article, and Prof. Colee,
the
friends."
blind entertainer, furnished amuseInstinct told
The girl drew away.
ment in variety in his several entertaina man risked his life to
when
that
her
ments.
It was not friendship
meet a woman
The baseball games were close and exto do so. The man called
him
led
that
citing, particularly that between Amherst
had parted.
anil
they
a goodby,
and Great Pond, in which nearly ail the
of British solThe next night a party
players were known to the people.
on the place of Andrew
diers appeared
The dances each evening, which are no
If a stranger had
asked
and
Monerlef
small feature of a good fair, passed off
for the night. On being
there
stopped
very pleasantly.
told that no one was there they searchThe exhibits in ail the departments
and
outhouses
the
at
then
ed the house,
were fine, and the display in the hall was
Lionel
Otis
Lieutenant
last came upon
as good as any fair in the
county. The
was searchbidden In the haymow. He
exhibits in the agricultural departments
fortiflenthe
British
of
ed. nnd plans
were well up to the high standard of
prewith information as
tlotva at Trenton,
vious years. The
in all the exhibforce
the
of
defending its was far above quality
to the strength
the average.
In his
thorn, wore found concealed
The exhibits of C. M. Smith, who is
clothing. lie was taken to the house of always a large exhibitor, contained many
the
Into
kitchen,
Former Hunt nnd led
good varieties, and also many varieties of
where Molly, was cooking supper. fruit. G. F. Archer, J. F.
Gregg, A. D.
When she saw him she turned deadly

n,lrL,

L,„

pale.

“Cood morrow, Mistress Moby," said
the young man. ’"We meet again very
soon. Some one has given me sway."
Molly staggered, without n word, out
of the room, turning her back to the
soldiers that they should not see her
fats'.

“Strange," said Otis, “that she should
be so affected. But perhaps she knows
the fate of a spy.”
It was late when the prisoner was
taken to the farm, nnd his guard con
eluded to keep him there over night
A sergeant in command went to the
second floor and selected a room with
Intc
but one window and one door.
this room he thrust Lieutenant Otis
placing a man at the door nnd one un
demeath the window. Then tire real
of the guard lay down on the kltcher
floor before the great stone fireplace
ami went to sleep.
At midnight the sentinel below stood
leaning against the house, his hands
grasping bis musket, his hat over his
eyes. Presently ha sat down on tin
ground, then fell over on his back. Hi
was asleep.
Suddenly he felt bis gur
slip from his bauds and, looking up
saw Molly bending over him, holding
a long knrre, Its point within an inrl
of his heart. He thought her insane
so wild looking was she.
"What do you want?" he asked.
Molly did not answer; but. keeping
the point of the knife as near his heart
as possible and her eye fixed on him
she drew a little away till suddenly
she raised the ibtisket and. pulling ug
the tirelock, pointed it at him instead
of the knife. Then she told him in t
whisper to go before her, indicating
the direction by pointing.
Marching
him to the house of a patriot whom sh<
well knew she could depend on. tin
two locked him up in the barn, and tin
man stood guard while Molly returned
Going at once to an outhouse, she took
out a ladder, raised it to Otis' window
and, mounting, gave a faint tup. Otis
heart jumped within him as be wen!
softly to the window and cautiously
raised the sash.
"Come,’.’ said Molly, aud she descend
ed the ladder.
In the barn (wo horses stood saddled
Molly list the way with one, Otis fol
lowing with the other, through a Held
to the rear, and, making a circuit, they
struck the road far from the house.
“Molly,” said Otis, his voice trembling with emotion. "1 owe you everything, if i Ket clear some day I will
return to thank you. 'If a life of devotion will help to repay”—
"Oh, hush!”
-‘•Mi.*,

iiMieu

10

uuu.

reruajm jruu

thought

that there was more than
friendship between me anti Margaret
Mouerief. There is not. She is working with me ami was to give mo war
secrets.
True, her father Is a Tory
an'T must have got wind of my being
on the
platte."

Archer and several other extensive growers of
farm produce and fruit iftlso had

many and noticeable exhibits in these

departments.
THE ART

DEPARTMENT.

The exhibits in the ladies’departments
of fancy work, paintings and flowers all
deserved much praise.
The paintings

displayed were worthy
exhibition; there were

of

much

a

larger

many fine specimens of taste aud skill in these lines. In

departments

these

exhibit of

shown

was

a

y

ber.

The midway was of course the real
First there was Lynch’s band to

thing.

her reins ott her horse's u-rk
“nil covered her fan* w ith her hands.
Molly, sweetheart, never mirnl who
rave me
away. You have rescued me,
“nil my iife
belongs to you. It will be
“
willing servitude, for my heart is
“Iso your slave.”
x°. no, no!” w ailed the girl. “I am
unworthy of you. I thought you loved
Margaret Monerief and were going
rom me to her.
I
I betrayed you.
“ffl a
selfish, fiendish creature. I put
}ou in
Jeopardy of the halter, and the
®my hope I have for
peace of mind is
* have undone what I have done.”
bhe turned her horse’s head and
ent galloping back in the direction
,rom which she had come. Otis reined
horse and sat looking after her.
Molly!" he called. “Molly! I for-

J>.

„.re

There

was

lltl r,,piy except the dlsound of her horse's hoofs as
drew farther from him.
>ter
Cornwallis’ surrender Otis
* out Hunt’s
farm, hoping to find
'. TT hnt he was told that she had
ed
away and died. Her doctors said
'.it she
sultereil from some mental
‘■m that
sapped her vitality.
GEORGE WOBDEB PLUM.

™“hiug

“a

No. 1, 1. BA Ken nisi on, new queen, 1.
H B Chatterley, Aurora, Dakota reds, 2;
J F
Gregg, carmen No. 1, 2; early
Lawrence Johnston,
thoroughbred, 1.
rural New Yorker, 1.
Mrs. George GarGreat
Dakota
C H
land,
Pond,
red, 1
Stlsby, Green Mr., 1; mortgage lifter, U.
G F
Archer, Clifton, 2d best display

potatoes.
CORN, BEANS, ETC.
C M Smith, barley, 1; yellow eye beans,
1; pea beans, 1; trace pop corn, 2; sweet
corn,l; Lincoln oats, 1. Samuel Giles,
H. B. Chatterley,
Aurora, field corn, 1.
Aurora, field corn, 2. Mrs Gilman Jordan,
Waltbam, case knife beans, 1. C M
Smith, best display.
rnuit—A. ruBB.

man
from
Waltham nearly
wrecked and rang the bell so loud that it
sounded like a fire alarm, and the jingle
board, from which another brawny man

brawny

lifted

many dimeB that he “won out
his expenses”; and many another game,
so

from bowling down to ping-pong.
BALL GAME..

SNAPPY

The first event of Tuesday
bail

between

game

was

the base-

local teams

the

of

Amherst and Great Pond, which resulted
in the defeat of the home team.
The
game was close and exciting, and the
crowd of rooters made the air ring at each

good play of
The result

by

which

was

there

victory

a

were

many.

for Great

Pond

of 16 to 13.

a score

After the ball game came the stage show
by Prof. W. A. Coles, the blind enter-

tainer, on the stage in front of the hail.
consisted of speeches, imitations

This
and

feats of

ventriloquism

and

was

orig-

inal

throughout.
In the evening there was a social dance
in the town hail, for which Monaghan’s
orchestra, of Ellsworth, furnished music.
A supper

was

served iu the lower hall at

midnight.
SECOND DAY.

THE

get

a

second

Amherst

team

did

along, and the result
a score

Nevertheless

base.
the

was

the

right
their victory by

same

trick

of 22 to 6.
THE

WIND UP.

tbe Amherst
Monaghan’s orchestra, of Ellsworth,
furnished tnUr-ic fur dancing. A delicious
cbicktn supper whs served in the lower
hall; the wuoie crowd was fed with
that

otherwise

mentioned

GARDEN PRODUCE.

#*%

Mjf

■ Bk ■ diseases and affections of

OlMIMW
A

every nating

Cleared Away

skin prescription—all powerful in treatment of parasitic
breaks in the skin. Not greasy or unpleasant, but a clean
liquid, sopped or atomized over the affected parts. Instantly
relieves all itching burning pains or soreness.

new

Country Produce.

Creamery per ft
Dairy.

28 §30
.*.20§;5
...

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per ft.16018
.16
Best dairy (new)
90
Dutch (imported'
05
Neufchatel
...

are

getting very scarce, and the price
..

1; winter strawberry, 1; hutbardstone, 2; Siberian, 1; gravenstein, 2;
winter sweet,
gratuity; baldwlns, 1;
porter, 1. Mrs S L Brimmer, Mariaville,
porter, 2. A D Archer, duchess, 2; Williams, 1.
PEARS, ETC.
C M Smith, Clapp’s favorite pear, 1;
Lombard plums, 1.
Mrs Gilman Jordan,
Waltham, Green Mt grapes, 2. M<s S
L Brimmer, Mariaville, grapes, 1; cranberries, 1.
\
PAINTINGS, ETC.
Mrs B W Silsby, figures, 1. Mrs J H
Patten, stand in pyrography, 1; charcoal
drawings, 1, Mrs E B Garland, Great
Pond, cbloe penwork, original landscape,
1; saved penwork, 1; figures, 1. Mrs
Annie Melninch, Great Pond, fruit, 1;
Mrs J H Patten, trout,
roses, 1; trout, 2.
1; trout copied, 2; fruit and flowers, 1; St
Cecilia, 1, baud painted.

pearman,

FLOWERS.

Mrs Clara Nickerson, pansies, 1. Mrs
O D Archer, asters, 1; phlox, 1; verbenas,
l;swett peas, 1. 8 E Silsny, best exhibition potted plants, 1.
Mrs F W Bowden, Clifton, floral designs, 1; table decoration, 1; stocks, 1; phlox, 1; bouquet, 1;
tie, 1. Mrs Annie Melninch, Great Pond,
Mrs
landscape, 1: landscape original, 2.
FE Mace, Great Pond, moonlight In oil,
1; roses, 2; fruit, 2; landscape, 2.

pillow,

fettle

Silsby, batieuburg Bideboard scarf, 1;
centerpiece,l; handkerchief sofa pillow,1;
crocheted shawl, 1.
Mrs B W Silsby, silk
sofa pillow, 2
Mrs George
Stanley,
Waltham, crocheted
handkerchief, 1;
drawn work aofa pillow, 1.
Mrs Lucretia
Melninch, drawn work waist, 1. Cassie
Coleman, Great Pond, night dress case, 1;
lady’s handkerchief, 1; doily, 1; medallion tidy, 1; pineapple doiiy, 2; fancy
nightdress, 1; crocheted table mats, 1
Sadie Shuman (age 10), tumbler doily, 1;
best work by girl, 1.
silk work bag, 1;

Mrs S A Keuniston,
battenburg doily, 1;
doily, 2; battenburg jacket, 1. Etta M
Eastbrook, Mexican pillow
Googins,
Mrs A E Mace, Aurora, battencases, 1.
table
burg
cover, 1; Mrs Clifford Archer,
Mrs G A
Great Poud, point collar, 1.
Mrs
Anderson, crocheted sofa pillow, 1.
Adelbert Giles, Moose llili, undershirt, 1.
Bernice WiUiams, Great Pond, bead-rest,
1; centerpiece, 1; glove case, 1; handkerchief case, 1.
Kuth Williams (age 10),
silk piu cushion, 1.
Mrs Abbie Kovve,
Mrs
Aurora, drawn work cushion, 2.
Annie Melninch, Great Pond, embroid
ered doily, 1; crocheted dolly, 1; tatting
Hattie Crockett, ribbon
doily, 1 and 2.
sofa pillow, 1; crocheted centerpiece, 1.
Mrs Grace Richardson, fasciuator, 1.
Mrs
Mrs
Abbie Richardson, velvet collar, 1.
F W Bowden, Clifton, sideboard scarf, 1
Mrs F W Bowden, Clifton, lamp mat, 1;
set table mats, 2; centerpiece, 1.
Mrs
Florence Archer, Mariaville, sofa pillow,
2; bedspread, 1.

Moose Hill, worsted quilt, 1. Mrs
Jordan, Waltham, men’s blockskein
Mrs S A Parks,
ings, 1;
yarn, 2.
Clifton, drawn rug, 1. Mrs F W Bowden,
Cllftou, cotton quilt, 1

Craney,
Gilman

COOKINU, rKEBEK V r.B, HT1U.
Fannie Jettison, loaf cake, 1. Clara Nickloaf
erson,
yeHHt bread, 1; Mrs. Unman
Jordan, Waltham, home-made cheese, 1.
Mrs (J F Archer, Clifton, preserves, 1;
Mrs S L Brimmer,
p ckles, 1; jelly, 1
Mariavii.e, butter, 1. Mrs. G F Archer,
Clifton, brown bread, 1.

HOBBEK, CATTLE, ETC.
Silsby, yearling colt, driving, 1.
W N Croaby. Aurora, driving mare and
colt, 1 J F Gregg, sucking colt, 2 James
Rice, pr 2 yr draft colts, 1; driving coit, 1R N Rankin, Mariaville, d»aft
yr, 2.
horse, 1. B W Silsby, yearling Ayrshire
bull, 1. C A Richardson, native cow, 1.
S W
Archie Johuston, Durham cow, 1.
L
Rankin, Mariaville, yearling steers, 1.
B W

chicken pie and all the delicacies, and in
F Dunham,
E Crosby, Jersey cow, 1.
spite of the large number there was food heifer
calf, 1. W J Clark, heifer calf,
The same
in plenty and some to spare.
Dutch beef, 1. Harry Silsby, yoke oxen,
S W
condition was characteristic of all the 1. Dellie Bridges, native heifer, 1.
meals served under the auspices of the Rankin, Mariaville, 2-yr native heifer, 1.
J F
C M Smith, poll angus cow, 1.
fair society.
Oregg, Jersey cow, 2. BW Silsby, white
1.
E
C
LIST.
Chester
PREMIUM
boar, 1; Shropshire buck,
Dunham, southdown buck and ewes, 1. C
Following is a list of the premiums M Smith, Shropshire buck and ewes, 1;
Place of residence of owner Plymouth Rock hens, 1.
awarded.
not
when
Amherst:

7, ms»3

*K<

Batter.

Eggs

CLOTH, BLANKETS, ETC.
The second day’s attendance was much
Mrs Laura Roberts, woolen geuts’ hose,
larger than the first. Lynch’s band was 2; knit gloves, 1; ladies’ woolen hose, 2.
on hand early, and the fakirs began to
Mrs Sarah Saunders, Aurora, (age sevenfake as soon as the gates were open. The ! ty-nine), braided rug, 1; crocheted rug, 1;
1.
Mrs F W Giles, print quilt, 2
judges parsed arouud the hall exhibits, quilt,
Mrs 8 E Crosby, gents’ knit drawers, 1;
made deliberation and narnqd ail the ladies’ knit
ladies’
woosted
|
hose, 1;
winners of the blue before noon.
! sweater, 1; Mrs Sarah Fletcher, woosted
Mrs Cassie ColemBn,
Great
Prof. Coles entertained the crowd in quilt, 2.
Poud, drawn work apron, 1 and 2. Lucrefront of the hall at 130 o’clock, and tia
Melninch, Great Pond, knit table
I
following the entertainment there was a I mat, 1. Sadie Shuman, Great |Poud (age
baseball game at the Richardson field. 10), tray cloth, 1. GO Anderson, button
1.
Mrs R Davis, Moose Hill, button
The Franklin team, which was expected rug,
Mrs Adelbqrt Giles, Moose Hill,
rug, 2.
to play Amherst, failed to show up, and a boy’s sweater, 1; men’s double woolen
picked team was made up of players from mittens, 1; yarn, 1. Ruth Williams, Great
1.
Mrs. James
various places, in which Pitcher Luce, of Poud, woolen stockings,
Eddington, seemed to be the strength.
He retired the Amherst team three different innings without allowing a man to

A RIGHTS AMI*

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh (H1
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island «al» *hsd
weigh 7n pounds
I he standard weight of a bnshoi of potato*-.,
';
in good order anil tit for shipping, Is 6<> non
of apples, 14 pound'
I'm-standard weight of a nu hel of ueans In
good ortier ami tit for shipping. Is 62 pounds.
Of wheat, beets, ruta-ba*;: nirnlps and peas, 60
pounds; of corn V! pounds; of onions. 52
of carrots, English turnips, rye and
pounds;
Indian meal, 50 pounds;of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley anti bu«kwheat, 48 pounds; of oats.
32 pounds, or even measure a* by agreement
The prices quoted betow are the retail prices
at Ellsworth
Farmers can easily reckon from
these what they are likely to receive in trade
or cash for their prtwiucts

J R Snuman, Great Pond, Alexander is a trifle higher.
apple*, 2; Tolrnan sweet, 1. Jtt Patten,
Fresn laid, per do/
28080
bellflowers, 2; R I Greening, 2. CM
Smith, Baldwin, 2; golden russet, 2; Tot- Poultry.
20
Chickens.
man sweet;
Northern Spy, 2; red bell16
Fowl.
flower, 1; black oxford, 1; Wagner, 1;
Hay.
Kings, 1; Hubbardstone, 1; Starks, 1;
Best loose, per ton.12014
Gravenstein, 1; Sutton beauty, gratuity;
Baled.18
red astrachan, 1; Duchess, 1.
Archie
Straw.
1.
Arno
JewJohnston, Roxbury russet,
ett, rambo, gratuity; northern spy, 1;
No loose straw on the market.
golden russet, 1. CM Smith, sweet crab,
Loose.10012
W J Oroutt, fameuse, 2; wealthy,
2.
18
Baled.
1; Alexander, 1. Urban Clark, Roxbury
Vegetables.
russet, 2; Ben Davis, 1. 8 L Brimmer, Til- Cauliflower,
20 Turnips, 1b
02
den, Williams, 2; red astrachan,2; maiden Potatoes pk
03
20 Beets, th
05 Cabbage.
04
blush, 1; fameuse, 1; R I greenings, 1; Lettuce,
02
25 Carrots, lb
AD Archer, Kings, 2; blue Splnaoh, pk
pearman 1.

FANCY WORK.
disperse
Mrs Sarah Saunders, (age 79), Aurora,
throughout both days. Then
1.
cushion,
Maggie Crosby, Aurora,
plu
the striking machine which a
embroidered sofa
1.

'Oh. no, nt>! You were informed on
Tbe fair closed -with the annual grand
by n wretch, one unworthy to live a
agricultural ball at the town ball in the
nihiute by your side!"
evening. This was one of the largest and
“Who?"
tbe most pleasant and orderly affair
Wie tvas
riding at a gailop, but she yet
ever held.
fair has

dropped

B
W SilstSy, Mills’ pride, G.
C M
Smith, early Canada. 1; G ecu Mountain,
1; Aroostook Hose. G. uinnony beauty, 2;
best display po<a o»s. Archie Johnston,
York, 2: t.armony beauty, 1; brauly
j rural
Hebron. 2. Harry Stlsby, heauty Hebron,
11.
AD Archer, early canad*, 2; new
queen. 2; early thoroughbred, 2; carmen

hold down the band stand and
gay music
there was

Wednesday, October
MAINS LAW BKGAKlilNG

HbbrrUatinnita.

MAKKKi

A

(

special

pretty pieces of pyrograpby work by Mrs. J. H. Patten which
wore very beautiful.
The department of
fancy work also contained very pretty
pieces, of which there was a large numma>

BliUWOKTH

A 1) Archer, s,-. sify,
F Uregir, pop corn, 1

by,
d'Sp'ay garden* produce.
C M Hunt b, 2d best display.

a

CROWD.

BIG

J

is
reckon
won't believe it,”
“I
you
remarked Farmer Hayrick, “but that old
rooster what jist crowed is more’u twenty
“Oh, I believe it all right
years old.”

E C Dunham, Mariaville, field pumpkin,
B W Silsby, golden H squash, 2; Bos2.
ton marrow squash, 1; new Faxon squash,
Boston enough,” replied the summer boarder,
1; field pumpkins, 1. C M Smith,
marrow squash, 2; cauliflower, 1. Archie “and I am also willing to believe that the
Johuston, Hubbard squash, 2; all season old hen we had for dinner was his grandcabbage, 1; early York cabbage, 2; table mother.”
C M Smith, pie pumpkins, 1;
beets, 1.
“Is your daughter improving in her
English turnips, 2. J J Roberts, rutabaga turnips, 2. J H Patten, English music?”
“I shouldn’t be surprised,”
1.
turnips, 1. Harry Silsby, red W onions,
“The dog has
J F answered Mr. Cumrox.
George Rodick, yellow D onion, 1.
Gregg, golden H squash, 1. Urban Clark, quit howling eyery time she sits down to
2.
C
M
ox heart carrots, 1; table beets,
the piano.”
Smith, green tomatoes, 1; ripe tomatoes,
Nothing squeezes the water out of a
1. J H Nickerson, ox heart carrots, 2;
cucumbers, 2. J R Shuman, Great Pon^i man’s possessions like a visit from the
ruta-baga turnips, 1* Mrs S E Silsby, assessor.

<5
08

Squash,

Beans-perqt—
Yellow-eye

Tomatoes, lb
u5
Pea.
String beans, qt
Green corn doz, 12§18 Cucumbers,
06
Sweet potatoes, lb
Fruit.
16§25 Oranges, doz
Pineapples,
Biackueriles, qt 10gl2 Lemons, doz

12
10

02.03
§.45
25§3<>

.85

12
26

Cranberries, qt
Apples, pk

Groceries.

Coflee—per lb
Rio,
Mocha,
Java,
Tea—per lb—

.16 § -26
36
35

.45 §.66
Japan,
.30 3 65
Oolong,
Sugar—per lb—
06
Granulated,
Coffee—A A B, .05*
.05
Yellow, C
Molasses—per gal—
.35
Havana,
.50
Porto Rlc®,
.60
Syrup,

Rice, per lb
.06§.08
l’lckles, per gal .453.66
Olives, bottle
.25§.76
Vinegar—per gal—
.20
Pure cider,
.05
Cracked wheat,
.04
Oatmeal, per tt>
.20
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
Graham,
.04
Rye meal,
Grauulated meal,1b 02>4
OH—per gal—
.65§/P
Linseeu,
12
Kerosene,

Lumber and Building Materials.
1 25
Bpruce,
Lumber—per M—
13 §14 Hemlock,
135
Hemlock,
Hemlock boards, 13 §1* Clapboards—per M—
Extra spruce,
16 §20
24§26
Spruce,
20 §25
Spruce floor,
Spruce, No. 1, 20 §40
25§5U
20§t0 Clear pine,
Pine,
50
Matched pine.
20§25 Extra pine,
Laths—per M—
Shingles—per M—
2.50
3 25
extra
Spruce,
Cedar,
*•
2 75
2 00
Hemlock,
clear,
"
2 25 Nalls, per
2d clear,
,04§.06
•*
1 60 Cement, per cask 1 50
extra oue,
"
05
1 36 Lime, per cask
No. 1,
••
7§11
,75 Brick, per M
scoots,
White lead, prfc .Q5®/8
Provisions.
Venleon is now In the market.
25c per lb; roasts 15c.

Steaks

Pork, lb.
Steak, lb
Chop,
.08 §.10
Pigs’feet,
18
Ham, per lb
.05 §08
Shoulder,
Bacon,

Beef, lb:
Steak,
Roasts,
Corned,
Tongues,
Tripe,

20
10 §.U

Steak,
Roasts,

Lamb:

Salt

Lard,

05
Tongues,
10 §15
Mutton,
Spring lamb, 1018
Fresh Fish.
Fresh fish are scarce, cod and haddock
lc to 6c this week.
06 Clams, qt
Cod,
06 Lobsters, tb
Haddock,
16 §18 Blueflsh,
Halibut,
Mackerel, each
25 §30 Sea trout,
Finnan Huddle
12

Entirely Cured

CEORCE A. PARCHER, ELLSWORTH
Have you been—or do you know anyone who has been—in a living hell of torture with a skin disease?
Dispair usually seizes those so afflicted. Many imagine
it is in the blood and too subtle to cure. Doctors have stood baffled and helpless
Eczema.
Half
of
them think its worse forms are blood poison. Ninetyagainst
nine cases out of a hundred of manifestations on the skin are purely local—SKIM
disease—not BLOOD disease. Healthy blooded people break out as often as any
It is a parasite in the skin
one, the blood has nothing to do with it in most cases.
that spreads. This prescription is today completely clearing away—quickly too—
and permanently curing every trace of such parasitic trouble and leaves the skin
soft, healthy and perfect. Call on the above druggists and investigate the unquestionable proofs in their possession.
The prescription is sold in above drug store at $1.00 for a liberal bottle, and
comes under authentic label of the D. D. D. Company of
Chicago, who solely compound tho prescription for druggists everywhere.

CEORCE A. PARCHER. ELLSWORTH

EVERY NOOK

IN

1«
16
.C6

16§.20
.13
18

j

10 §12
12

and
are

corner

hold

up

brings Sunlight

linens
new,

No

boiling,

A

ClaNsifyine Him.
“Yes, ma’am,” said the peddler, “this
^ere hair tonic will raise hair on a
Jilliard ball.”
“But will it raise hair on a pumpkin?” asked the lady of the house.
“Well, I should say so!”
“I’ll take a bottle and get my husband
to try it.”—Judge.

J

as

down.

toiling

no

\mlight

Cleanses More and Purity Galore

—

All for Five Cents.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR LAUNDRY SHAPE
Cures

UwiUctreYOUoyou^jour
In

Tablet form only.

money

Nothing

But'

RJ\6UTOcltiSni

NO ALCOHOL.

Price

THE WOODBURY CHEMICAL CO. (Incorporated 170 Summer

50 Cents.

St., Boston, Mass.

Your Liver

Bowels
regular? Digestion good? If
not, remember Ayer’s Pills.
Is it acting well?

—-------

—

Want your moustache or beard a
beautiful brown or rich black ? Use

Buckingham’s Dye

SOcts.of

druggist*or

R

P

Hall ScCo

Nashua,N

H

:_

ILHuiLO
AR1FC

Who Have Used Them
Recommend as the BEST
MH. KlWCi’S
Star Crown Brand

4 "7 85 Fire Proof
I f

Office

or

I I Home Safe with
I ■ a Combination

Second Housewife—Gracious!
How
do you dare?—Detroit Free Press.
I

j

Regulator has brought happiness to
hundreds of anxious women, there Is positive,
science
ly no other remedy known to medical
that will so quickly and safely do the work.
Longest and most obstinate Irregularities from
Success gu r.
any cause relieved immediately.
antced at any stage. No pain, danger,or Inter,
of

Mouthlv

KING MEDICINE CO.. Cox 1930. BOSTON. MASS.

First Housewife—Some days I undo
about eVerythlnc the servant does.

Il
Or. Emmons'

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

Immediate relief, no danger, no nain.
U»ed for year* l>y .-catling specialist*. Hundreds oftestU
tuonialn. A trial will convince you of their intrinsic value
incase of suppression.
Send ten cents for sample and
book. Ail JJrugghu or by mail #1.50 box.

Servant*.

Subscribe for The American.

£

with

Dream.

Striking: Simile.

as

1

as

the hands

soft and white

in

Old Employee—You know as well as
I do that I have been as faithful as
clockwork in your employ.
Old Employer (bitterly)—Yes, just
exactly as faithful as clockwork. You
struck every time you could and never
gave more than five minutes’ warning.
—Baltimore American.

good

as

and

History Made Palatable.

One evening Victor Hugo was dictating letters to his secretary. Overcome
by fatigue, the great man dropped into
a
slumber.
A few moments afterward he awoke, haunted by a dream
which, as he thought, had extended
over several hours, and'he blamed his
secretary for sitting there waiting for
him instead of wakening him or else
going away. What was his surprise
when the bewildered secretary told
him that lie had only just finished writing the last sentence dictated to him.

to

the

lily white,

woodwork

7 00
7 00
7 00
7 00
7 Ot

the world of letters.
“The reading of history is like a pill—
it needs the sugar coating to make it
palatable,” argued the novelist.
“Ah, but it is the ingredient which
cures, not the coating,” remarked the
historian.
“Then let us divide honors," said Sandeau, “for if it were not for my sugar
coating your historical facts would dry
on the shelves.”

of the house-

the darkest corner. Makes

20
25
14 §16
14

Joseph Salvador, the French historian, and Jules Sandeau, a novelist,
made their meeting at a public reception the occasion for a dispute as to the
respective places which they occupied

a

^

Days.

Astonishing quick and complete cures of all varieties of skin diseases by D. D.
D. have been fully verified in nine cases out of every ten that have come under
In every case it did its work in 3 to 6 weeks time. It is to our
our observation.
knowledge the most wonderful curative agent in all Materia Medica for diseases
of the skin. Its results are marvelous; some cases of years’ standing were cleared
away in a few days almost before our eyes.
We give this public aknowledgement in response to a request from the D. D.
D. Company as to our honest opinion of this medicament. We have no hesitancy
in expressing ourselves positively concerning it, as its efficacy has been proven to
as beyond the possibility of doubt.

Flour, Grain and Feed.
Maraet Is firmer.
50 §55
Flour—per bbl—
Oats, bu
4 25 §5 75 Shorts—bag— 1.15 § 1 25
1 35 Mixed feed, bag
Corn, 100 tb bag
Corn meal, bag
1 35
1 25 §1 30
Cracked corn,
1 35 Middlings, bag
1.60

of

in 21

The following testimony speaks for itself. It Is a matter of humanity
to tell everybody with a skin disease about this medicament.

Fuel.

The Duration

'u -m m

7* /r

v

and

TESTIMONY FROM LEADING DRUGGISTS

each

Wood—per cord
Coal—per ton—
Broken,
Dry hard, 5 00 §6 50
3 00 §5 00
Stove,
Dry soft,
Egg,
Roundings per load
100 §125
Nut,
5.00
Blacksmith’s
Buttings,

Away

Cleared

are

.15§.30
12 §.25

Veal:

^

i f

i ii

■ ■
Inside diLock.
mensions 15 in.high,
lain, wide, 11 in.deep. Otner
manufacturers ask $35.00 or
more. Send for free catalog.
Blake Safe & Vaalt Co.,
Boston,

ference with work.

Have relieved hundreds
most dim-

cases where others have railed. The
cult cases successfully treated by mail,and ueu«
in every Instance. No
eficial results
ladies
risk whatsoever. W© treat hundreds of
for further pax lieu,
rite
W
neversee.
we
whom
oif
lare and free confidential advice. Do not nut
Allletters truthfully answei'eu. Retoo

guaranteed

long.
safe under
member, this remedy Is absolutely
leaves
every possible condition and positively wail,
no after ill effect upon the health. Sentby
sbouldba
letters
Money
securely seale.L *2.00.
W. LMMQi'S C0«, 170 «•*
registered. DR. J.Mass.
mont St., Boston,

FROM BAR

posited

with their bid; the cutters,
300 of them, lose a year’s work.
Was it wise?

&l)t iCliscoortl) American.

Rev. Mr. Hanscom as Liquor DeputyFire at Salisbury Cove Football. *
Bar Harbor, Oct. 6 (special) —The
Y. M, C. A. boys whipped a football team

A LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED

President Roosevelt is receiving
many congratulations for the firm and
skillful manner in which he dealt with
the labor problem involved in the

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
BT THE

HANCOCK
F. W.

00 a year; $1.00 for six
for three months; If paid
75 and 88 cents
$150,
advance,

respectively
the

rate oi

$

Advertising Kac
be made

discussed many
union labor intends to

known on

reckoned

Are reasonable, and will
application.

he was about to give
public
final. After a conference a statement
was given out from the White House
in which the President declared that
the laws of the land forbid any dis-

worth, Maine.
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1S03.
The Music

Festival.

The seventh ann a' Maine music fe
tival

was

held last

week,

Music, like other forms of art, is
largely an acquired taste, and every

was

allies,

There is every indication that Congress will make an official investiga-

movement that makes for the best
there is in the art deserves to be encouraged. Better music is sung, and

tion of the postoffice department.
President Roosevelt is said to favor
it, and to favor the appointment by
Congress of a special commission

it is sung better in scores of churches
to-day than was the case before the
meteoric Chapman struck this phlegThe
matic corner of the country.

Did Not Look Rlicht.
Intelligent compositor, one

of the
The
kind that figures in many an anecdote
worked on an Arkansas paper at a
period when a well known novelist was
editor. One day the printer undertook
He
to sot up the word “doughnut.”

which will make a public investigation similar to that carried out by the
famous Lexow committee which made
such a thorough exposure of the cor

there is chance for
it—will continue, and it will not be
long before it will be observable else-

improvement—and

ruption
ment.

where than in churches.
The public taste will be cultivated;
better concert music, vocal and instrumental, wi 1 be in demand; the

spelled it “donut.”
“See here,” said the novelist, “don’t
you know how to spell doughnut?'
You’ve misspelled it here.”
The intelligent compositor came ovet
and gazed at the proof and scratched
his head in perplexity.
“Well.” he admitted, “that doesn’t
look right, but it had a ‘w’ in it once
and somehow that didn’t look right

in the New York city governMany republican members of

Congress believe that

congressional
a good politi-

a

investigation would be
cal move, as they could thus anticivalue of music in the public schools ! pate the democrats, who are certain
will be better appreciated, and while to introduce such a measure in case
the crests of the musical wave may the republicans do not. Representacontinue to be seen once a year at | tive Hemenway, of Indiana, who has
the fall festivals, its general effect the confidence of Speaker-to-be-Can“My idea would be to
will be felt everywhere through the non, says:
I have a resolution for an investigt.rest of the year.
tion introduced at the pioper time by
festival has
This

j

emphasized

year’s

the contention that its success is not
wholly dependent on a galaxy of
stars; it has demonstrated that after
all the backbone of the festival is the
chorus. So long as the chorus can be
maintained, so long the festivals will
continue. If (here is any lagging in

loyalty on
body, it is

the part of this splendid
not visible to the naked

eye.
It is devoutly to be hoped that
the work so auspiciously begun, but
yet in its infancy, may continue until
the Maine music festival becomes an
aHair as certain as the assembling of
the legislature or the rising of the

scale of prices, hours, etc.
Early last summer the maLu'acturers, relying on this agreement, made a
contract for street curbing for the city
This contract inof Washington.
volved something like a quarter of a
million dollars, and meant
steady
work for some 300 men for about a
year.
After it became known that the
contract had been secured, but before
bonds were given, the cutters intimated that there wasn’t enough in it

price they had, a year
accept; they asked for

for them at the

ago, agreed to
a raise from 28 cents to 35 cents—7
cents more than their agreed scale of
prioes. This meant a cost of some
$5,000 more than the manufacturers
had, in making the contract, counted

and told the
stand it.
on

men

they couldn’t

The men didn’t strike—they had
agreed not to; they simply said they
would take their chances of getting
work elsewhere. They are now tak-

ing
up.

The oontract was thrown
The contractors lose the $500 de-

them.

Set

IIIm Own

Novel.

|

j

j

j

j

against resubmislu’ely
oag.
I
| sion, first, last and always, and havt
j no hesitancy in announcing the fact.’
I

w.

am

COUNTY GOSSIP.

terms with the granite manufacturers’
association of those two towns, and
signed an agreement which included a

either.”

R. L. Farjenn was one of the very
few writers who set up work in type
without the medium of manuscript.
| a republican member, and adopted ly When the novelist first turned to fici the House. The inquiry can be raption lie was editor and publisher of the
idly conducted, after the careful work Otago Times, which was printed at his
already accomplished by the depart- own offices at Dunedin, and many of
the chapters of his novel “<Jrif” were
ment.”
transferred direct
type by tile late
The Rockland Opinion thinks that I Mr. Farjeon, who was one of the lAost
I because W. A. Walker, of Casino, i- I rapid compositors of his time.
He was
and attrib*
| a druggist and a hotel proprietor, e a firm believer in charms
r.tod much of his good fortune to a New
the “logical” candidate
I is therefure
! Zealand greenstone which he wore for
lor senator of the Hancock county
on his watch chain.—Lonj resubmissionists. Mr. Walker tayt: many years
don Tit-Bits.
I -‘This inference is wholly and abso- I

sun.

Was II Wise?
About a year ago the granite cutte
of Sullivan and Franklin came to

A Canny Soot.
Scot lived in a small

settlement some miles from the neighboring
The distance, however, could
town.
be considerably lessened by cutting
through a large estate. This practice
was accordingly so much resorted to
that the owner gave peremptory orders
for all trespassers to be turned around
and sent back the way they came.
One time, however, the Scot In question, having occasion to take some art
cles to town in a wheelbarrow decided
to run the risk and was about half
v ay through when he saw the owner
in the distance. Not relishing" the idea
of retracing his steps, he bethought
himself of a scheme, and. promptly
turning the wheelbarrow to face tbo
direction from which he came, he sat
down upon it as If resting.
Soon the owner came up and, seeing
him there, roughly ordered him to turn
around and go back.
As “back” was in this case his objective point, the Scot obeyed and went
on bis way rejoicing.
A canny

Like its predecessors, it was a
pronounced success from a musical Washington on two former occasions,
point of view, and, from a financial once as charge d'affairs, and once as
On his
point of view, it was, unlike some of secretary of the legation.
its predecessors, a financial success, first visit to this country he married
an American woman, and also became
both in Bangor and Portland.
Year by year the festival idea is a personal friend of President Roosetakiag a deeper and firmer hold upon velt. He was only forty-six years
the people from one end of the State old, and was one of the youngest dito the other, and its influence is grad- plomats who ever held an important
ually permeating its remotest corners. post in Washington.
land.

North Riiswortb’s grea'
The fair of t'te fanners’ c u-> '*
held.
Th« westhe** u. hie, and a
is

Tuia

crowd is

anticipated.
in

attending
Mayor A. C. Hagertby.

me it

is

Bucksport’s

school

a

Tb” ci y
body, h

g
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i if

if

.rern
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b;

committee know

when

we

it.

The;

they
good
closed tbe schools last Wednesday to givi
thine

teachers and

pupils

tt

opportunity
by the way

fair, which

theOrland
roaring success.

attend
was a

an

Not all the gifts nowadays ore going tt
the larger churches in the big cities. Mrs
Carlton Brookman, of West Park, N. Y.
has recently donated |2,500 to the Baptisi
church of North Sedgwick, for wbict
both church and community are trul;
thankful.
__

the fall strawberry cro;
Our South Dee;
in.
continue to
M. C. Per
Isle correspondent writes:
found a ripe strawberry in a Held when
he was at work Friday, Oct. 2, and straw
berry blossoms have been found lately; st
if the weather continues its freaks wi
may have strawberries at Christmas.

Reports

from

come

Postmaster J. C. Ralph, of Southwesl
Harbor, has on exhibition an odd cariosity which be baa photographed—an axi
blade dug up in tbe Stoddard grounds a;
Manset with a large tree-root through tbi
eye, protruding with large rootlets tw(
feet or more on each side of tbe opening
showing a big growtb of the materia
after !t|bad strung tbe axe on as a tropby

though printed late,

readers of

the W. C

Interesting reports of

In Dover Sept. 15-17, wan full of meaning
and interest, because of the resolutions
adopted and the prevailing sentiment

thanked God

for temperance mothers who
aud girls.

bring up temperance boys
There
the

were

also

welcome from

words of

president of

the local

union,

Stevens

Leavitt

M. Evans.
Mrs. Gertrude

Mrs.

Clara

re-

lAyerd

county and

all

department superintendents were read,
Stanley,
one of which was by Mrs. E. B
of Mamet, Hancock county, In^regard to
work on light stations. Two little girls

The Maine W. C. T. U. convention held

who

with Mrs.

were

I

Stanley sang « temby Mrs. E. Wilder

'list*

'lunmb.

Thumbs have been appreciated ever
since the world began. The ancients
used to call the thumb the other hand.
Barbarous kings used to swear and
make compacts by their thumbs.
Ill
Rome it was a sign of favor to wring
and kiss the thumb and of disfavor
or disgrace to lift it up or turn it outward.
A man who was hurt in ids
thumbs was excused from serving in
the Roman wars. Some of the scoundrelly citizens used to cut off their
thumbs so as to remain at home and
get rich. Teachers used to punish their
pupils by biting their thumbs.
The Borne Product.

requiring their employees to be total abstainers,
not only while at work, but also during recreation hours. The young man of total abstinence
is at a premium. Total abstinence has never
been so much talked about as now.
“In France great placards are posted in the
principal streets by the government, of which
the following is a sample

end postpone age.

Stevene, by request, answered the
Does the W. C. T. IT. endorse
chain letter or chain postal card schemes
in any
way? referring to the anticigarette scheme. She answered emphatically: No, it never has and never will.
There are better ways of doing good.
Resolutions, vigorous in tone and lofty
in character, were adopted. They tonched
Mrs.

only

“Alcohol is useful to nobody.
“It is the ruin of homes.
“It causes sickness.
“Alcohol Is one of the most terrible evils.
“And there was 01 jeetton to those placards.
Was It from itte ministers, from the business
men, the respectable people? No—It was from
the liquor dealers, the big breweries, because It
was a menace to their business.
“A
'Gergreat German philosopher says
man# will <go down under the curse of beer
unless the German people decide that beer shall

Bccida, Minn.

,«l

go-’
“An edltoflal article appeared In the OwflooA:
lately stating that the majority of the ministers
of Maine are In favor of resubmission. 8uch
Is not the case. Dr. Gy man Abbott, the editor,
Is mistaken.
From personal correspondence
and other means It Is known for a certainty that
not
one Baptist, Free Will Baptist, Friend,
Adventist or Methodist minister Is In favor of
resubmission, and the Methodist ministers are
One
Indlcnaotly and actively opposed to It
Unlversalfst, one Presbyterian and four Congregational ministers are In favor of It. Seventeen were doubtful before the Bangor convention, but haveu’t been heard from since.
“The forcible ►pecebes of Charles K. Littlefield
and John D. Long are to be published in pamphlet form and distributed over the State.
“The prohibitory law of Maine adopted In
1858, and made permanent by a vote of three to
one In 1884, Is of everlasting benefit to the State.
Every state In the Union is watching Maine to
see whether or not she will go back on her
principles. People In Vermont are dissatisfied
with 1 cal option. There Is no demand for
resuhmission except from the liquor element,
who are bacUng up the movement with their
money, a«d distributing their literature to

prominent

and told
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good, durable

H.

It

a

sound

ulscovery show that
ninety-eight per cent, of cases of "weak lungs’
PtinlfiB Operation.
can he absolutely cured. Almost, if not all formi
physical weakness may be traced to starve
The old beau was trying to make of
tion. Starvation saps the strength. The body it
himself look youthful.
just as much starvea when the stomach cannot
nutrition from the food it receives a*
“He Is dyeing for love,” they com- extract
when there is no food.
"Weak lungs," bronl
chlal affections, obstinate coughs, call
mented.—Chicago Post
foi
nourishment-

"Golden

Medical

Discovery’

supplies that nourishment In Its most condenser
The kicker usually does not make and assimilable form. It makes "weak lungs’
strong, bv strengthening the stomach and or
thst
much progress, notwithstanding
gans of digestion which digest and dlstrlbuU
he puts his best foot forward.—Boston the food, and by Increasing the supply of pun
b ood.

GREELY,

DENTIST.
Graduate of the Philadelphia Dental Collect,
"llftM Of '75
cr^irnct in Giles’ Block. Kllswo<ti.
Closed Wednesday afternoons until farther
otlre.

MISS N. F. DRUMMEY,
Public Stenographer
...and

Typewriter...
PromptlService.

Reasonable Prices.
Oils*’ Offi

Ell*worth.

•*. Ha-.r IflorV,

tZlantrt.
nnYPKWRITISO—Of nit kinds done with
neatness and dispatch, at the law office
X
of L. F. Giles. Bank Block. Ellsworth. Juua
K. ttUOMOV.

(T

IHL

to

do housework in

Somerville. Mass.

VI

a

small

Apply

at 19

family in
Pine St..

jfcr Salt.

A

C.

at Town Hill. Kden.
Good held and
40 to 50 acres.
Two ■story
to 1« tons of hay
Locastable, all in good

Sasture.large

repair.

8 mile* from Bar Marb'pr and Northeast
Harbor and « miles from Qaarrvville. where
there are good mtrktU for any farm products.
Very good location for a country hotet.
Splendid view «*f the mountains. W ill sell on
easy terms or will reul f-«r a term of .ears.
The only reason why I wish to sell is that I am
hot aole to work the farm on account of my
age.
Apply to E. M. HsMOR, West Eden. Me

iriiSF

[the

©IF

THE

|

I

GOODNESS

•

well

1 1
I Me.

on

figure.

High St., Ellsworth,
Address C. W. CouK.Fr

it

..

cost

41* EC I Ala NOTICEi
not trespass iu Cuniculocus Park,
"
demand protection to life and property
from the county of Hancock, the state
Maine, and the United States of America.
Mary C. Kurtz Austin■_

When

well

it is

we

as

NOTICK.
ha*

we

'\IT'HEBBAS my wife, Mary E.orGray,
pr<-vocaT> left me without just cause
o

say

hereby forbid all persons harboring D
trusting her on my account, as I shall pa>
bills of her contracting alter this date.
Gray.

tion, I

gold,

David W.

ask are

Brooksville, Me., Sept. 19, 1903.
INFORMATION WANTED-

this reaches the eye of “J
to y
Q. Austin. wiM
Boz 482. Ellsworth.
Me ? Mr. Austin died in Santa Cruz.
early in 1903. aged 73 years, leaving consiaer
able property.

A.W.Greely
ELLSWORTH.

Oat;
—

FREEDOM NOTICE.
son,
HAVE this day given to my minor
Cyrus H. Whitaker, bis time. I *baHc
a
none of his earnings nor pay any of his
after this date.
Hiram E. WhitakerGouldsboro, Me., Sept. 21,

I

1

1903._

EDWIN M. MOORE,

x

J

dealer In all kinds of

•

Freak,

2

aait.i

Smoked and

mi*}°J!lVpAru-

^bine.^

Dry f

FISH.

|

__

FREEDOM NOTICE*
is to advice all persons inCeresteti
11
that I have given my sou, Thomas
ter Nevells, the rest of his
his
of
none
shall, after this date, claim
lags nor pay any of
A MEBC„.
Ellsworth, Me., Oct. 7, 1903.
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rooms in Massachusetts, totrn
0.000 population. where there are
many kinds of tuunof veto ring and chance for
able.
nil members of a family t* work if
Nearly new, and finished fn bard wood, fur*
Wouia
uace city water and in good repair.
lik* to exchange for real estate in Hancock
county. Address Box til, Ell*w >rtii. M-
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SURGEON.

TELEPHONE.

3.

Oct.

8he gave six remedies for purifying the
nation;

who would

and

Offices in Manning Block. formerly occupied by
I»r. J. K. Maiming. Office open nay ami night,
on professional calls.

tion,

does not stirru'ate business

ness man

PHYSICIAN

except when ab-s-nl

at Wiggin
Store.

Management of L.

prices

“Alas,” said the poor maiden, shak- proposition to invest In an enterprise In which
absolute loss was Impossible and which offered
ing her head, "the single misfortune Is ninety-eight chances
in a hundred ofj a rich
the worst of all!”—New Yorker.
ThM statistics of cures effected by Dr
profit.
Pierce’s Golden Medical

and Ear.

F. SIMON TON, M. I).

Y.

—

Local

is

1.
Make better laws in regard to Immi“X should think you would be amgration. We do not want the poor o!
bitious for political distinction.”
We have
foreign lands thrust upon us.
“No,” answered Mr. Cumrox, “I don’t enough of our own
2
Eliminate ignorant hallnts. A votei
care for it.
My daughter has studied shnu'd
be Rble to read and write the
painting and her pictures of me are English language.
Place the ballot in the hand of every
3.
funny enough without calling in the
aid of any professional cartoonist.”—
Washington Star.
Ninety-eight Per Cent.
There is a fascination about big profits to a
business man. But the conservative and cau
The Slnftle Misfortune.
tlous tracer prefers to have the lesser p«i
“Misfortunes never come singly, you cent, of Interest and the larger per cent,
of safety In his Investments. There Is no bust
know. Miss Priscilla.”

Transcript

Tickets

and the

mer

Eye, Nose, Throat

Office equipped with all the modern Instruments ami aitpU&nces for* the examination and
treatment of these diseases, n
Kasy ieeess to Rar Harbor hospital, where
patients receive the best of care at reasonable
rates.

Popular Prices, 25, 35 and 50c.

a case

a

HARBOR.

Ellsworth.

slates.

It Is

OF BAR

wishes |o anttounec that hereafter he will glra
special attention to the treatment of diseases of
•
the

HALL,

High license doe** not drerease taxes, *ot
Dakota and Kansas show- great decrease compand wit b
license states
It
dealer.

Carts.

nSTBUNKER^

The funniest rural comedy drama ever
staged. Clean, bright, witty, brimful!
of intense heart Interest.
A laugh in
Not a dull moment in it.
every line.
Staged In a magnificent manner. Presented by a thoroughly capable east.

Nor h

liquor

Iprofreoional

Village Fool

liOynl mnerwece bgim work.
Mrs. Ne’le G. Rnegir, the abe.«ker 0
T‘
nrortny evenlotr, i* from A Ike *“ ‘•tsle,
and proved tn* fallacy of many high lic- » hh »rg imon»« by comparing
prohibin“e

PARCHER,

APOTHECARY.
K1 hi worth.Maine

Elaborate scenic production of the
season’s greatest comedy-drama success,
the—

about

tory with lie*

A.

G.

good steak I

Friday Evening,

which

the

over
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HANCOCK

on
Jordan,
sp
Welnesday evening, spoke in g'owing

Mrs. Steven** U he'd all

■ I ■r, n'i"

amustmmta.

aker

termsofthp love and respect In

J.c.atib on

for

White Hair

The msn with the pstebed-up reputstlon has Invariably seen a good deal of the
! seamy aide o( life. Ahem!

voters.

(lie

hottln.

a

•WM>M*MMMWi

steak.—Life.

“Tb»re Is the argument that prohibition
doe#
not prohibit, liecause the law is not enforced;
therrfo»e we ought to have high license.
But
neither is high license law enforcedThere
are bwt that no saloon *-hnll lie opened on Sun.
day, nor sell to minors nor to drunkards, bul
over and over again the*e laws are utt-ilv ol*.
mgarden; so that p ohlbltl n at Its wurd Is far
b *t’er than high I:cense at Its be-t.
••Vo moral man k**»n- a saloon, for though »e
in v not drink him- if be s* lls the stuff which
ruins some ore else.
“We don't want re-uhndsMon; we don't want
the prohibitory law regaled; we don't w nt to
teir up the constitution of the Slate; we don’t
w «nt a fight wHb the worst tlcmcnt Inside amt
outside of the State.”
Visa Anns A,

nd

sent

a

!

u

wonder to ever, one who acca It, And nil.
hair In II. all due to Arrr’. Ilnlr Via.,- ••
Mh*. H. K. Bi n4-i»,

K'af

Strong.

you yesterday?
Customer—Oh, it was

1 »m no* oror » vein old, »nd
thick, (lour In-ad of l. hr hair which

n

firm mini* DUronracfd.

a

Sold for 60 years.

youth.

He—'Your father did not object to our
marriage ns much >■ 1 had expected.
She—Oh. poor papa 1ms given up the
Idea of being too particular.—Brooklyn
Life.
and

Vigor,

have
deep, rich color of

all the

stomach. The oil is added because It
protects the stomach from the biting
acid.

Good

Ayer’s Hair

use

your gray hair will soon

tion.

Butcher—Wasn't that

If you will

Hair Vigor

upon total abstinence, prohibition, purity,
training of the young and woman suf! frage.
A vote of thanks for courtesies extended
j by tbe Dover and Foxcroft union was
passed, the press and railroads were
thanked, and all others who contributed
to the pleasure and success of the conven-

THE DANGER OF ALCOHOL.

everybody

it, in your gray hair?
Keep your hair dark and rich

see

question:

1

“There ha* never been so much total abstinence as at the present time. Rallroads.buslness
men and corporations protect themselves by-

To be sure, you are
growing
old. But why let

perance song written
Neal, of Bass Harbor.

j

part:

and also those which resulted in the creation of the Alaskan
boundary commission which is now
He was in
in session in London.
her

the first three

the last three in Port-

days in Bangor,

He

[The following report,
will be of great interval to
T. U.column ]

sponded. She is the daughter of Mrs. L.
M. N. Stevens, the Maine State aud
boobies.
Condiments nnd Digestion.
natioual president of W. C. T. U. work,
Feople with weak digestions will alThe story-and-a-half bouse at Salisbury and refuted the charge against W. C. T.
of condiways 1k» found to be fond
Cove known as the Hiram Emery bouse, U. women that they neglect their own
of these things
homes to go around the country doiiig ments. as the tendency
and owned by Daniel McKay, waa burned
is to stimulate the glands of the stomNothing was saved temperance work.
Sunday forenoon.
a larger
The principal addresses were given by ach and muse them to produce
except some of the furniture on the first
Pepper,
floor. A defective chimney is supposed
Mrs. L. M. N.
Stevens, the popular supply of digestive Juices.
to have caused of the fire.
stir up
national president, Miss Anna A. Gordon, mustard nnd other like spices
Maurice C. Rumsey, organist and choirthe liver and are useful to people who
master at rhe Episcopal church, left Wed- of Evanston, III., W. C. T. U. world’s seclead
or other causes
nesday evening for his home in New retary, and Mrs. Nelie G. Burger, of from necessity
York, where he will spend three or four Missouri, national organizer.
sedentary lives. Vinegar dissolves the
weeks.
and that is
Mrs. Stevens’ theme was total absti- cellulose Jn raw vegetables,
so well with cabbages
Rev. Stephen H. Green, rector of St
nence,prohibition and incidentally resub- why it tastes
for there is no better Judge
Saviour’s church, left Sunday night for a
missioo, the topics which are agitating and salads,
w hat is good for the
week’s absence in Massachusetts.
Maine at the present day. She said in ! than the palate of

ambassador but a few
months, yet he conducted the important negotiations which followed the
attack on Venezuela by England and
fall.

a

given
number of her lady
was

First prizes were won by Mrs. Oliver L.
Halt and G. Prescott Cleaves, while Mrs.
Cleaves and Oliver L Hall carried off the

Michael Herbert, the British ambassador to this country, had died in
Sir
Switzerland of consumption.
Michael had been ill for some time,
but he hoped to recover his health in
Switzerland, and to return here this

m

maiden tea

a

After supper a number of men dropped
in, and the evening was spent at hearts.

Official, social and diplomatic circles
in Washington were much grieved
last Wednesday to hear that Sir

10:3»

o’clock

(or Miss Clark and

government bureaus which employ
laborers, would remain open shops.

PHASES.

10:23

rs

D

At 6

friends.

binders’ union, and tne government
printing office, as well as all other

3013l|

at

Dover Sept. 15-17.

Bar

ing.

he was a Catholic or Protestant, white
For this
or black, Jew or Gentile.
reason Miller would not be dismissed
on the charges made by the book-
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was

crimination between union and nonunion men in the employ of the government, and that he could no more
decide against a man because he did
not belong to a union, than because

1903:'

Su. Mo. Tu. We. Th. Fr. SaJ

25126127128

The

the

Twenty-ninth Annual Convention

SwfccTttsrmmta.

intelligent woman; women look for good
morale in men.
4. Give women equal wages with men
for equal work equally well performed.
Many
Give justice in the courts.
5.
rases of lynching are the result of dead
laws.
6
Have God In government.

MAINE W. C. T. U.

Bunker, the special liquor deputy,
Harbor, on a raid againat Mrs. against resubmission.
Ford’s place on West street. A thorough
The first address of welcome was given
search was made, but no incriminating
Hon. W. E. Parsons in behalf of Dover
evidence was found.
The officers had by
and Foxcroft. He said that the people of
other search warrants In *beir
inside
these towns are in sympathy with the
Dockets, but as the warning bad been sent
prohibitory law and its enforcement, and
around, they were not used.
he was glad to say that there is Dot a place
Mrs. Fred C. Lynam and Mrs. Herbert in Dover or Foxcroft where liquor is sold.
Rev. H. W. Norton, psRtor of the MethP. Higgins entertained a small party
Monday evening at the home of the odist church of Dover, welcomed the conformer on High street in honor of Miss vention in behalf of the churches. He
W.
Charlotte Clark, whose marriage to Mr. believed that all the good work of the
C. T. U. Is not done in conventions, and
Wright, of Baco, occurs Wednesday evenAaron

st

form the labor leaders that his attitude on the subject had remained unchanged, and that the decision which

to, and all money orders made payable to The
Havcock cot;ntt Publishing Co., Ells

OCTOBER

which
before

as a

question of Foreman
Miller was also mentioned, and the
President took the opportunity to in-

Congress.

at

Business communications should be addressed

1903

bills

bring

were

cents

are

Monday afternoon Rev. S. L Hanscom,
special liquor depufy, accompanied

ing

Subscription Price— $2

All arrearages
per year.

Higgins classical institute last
Saturday. The boys will play Ellsworth
high here next Saturday.
from the

Miller controversy. The day followhis return to Wasflington he held
a conference with a committee of the
American federation of labor at which

COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.

Rollins, Editor and Manager.

month*; JO
strialy in

HARBOR.*

some

Host.
^

AKTEfT

fur boa. black, chaiu
between Clough’s hill and the B’uehh
George Stevens' academy, Friday
_;cftte
Oct. 2. Will the finder please commute
with Musa B. Pollard, Brooklin.

M'
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Haddock,'’ Halibut, Blueflsh, J AMERICAN
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops, A
Lobsters and Finnan Haddles.

9 Campbell

J

A True

4

Bldg., East Bed Bridge, ;
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HOSPITAL,
BAR HARBOR

V

be Made and
important Addition*
More Needed.
to

important building nperatlona

tbe

Ot

at Bar Harbor
which will b0 undertaken
which will rank blgli
wn,ter, the one
aa far
point ol public good, although
cents apont It will be
..dollar* and
conother
Upsed by several to thebuilding
Btr Harbor
addition
tracts. Is the
of which
medical and surgical hospital,
been matte editomention baa recently
=
rially 1" this P"Perhave voted to enlarge the
The trustees
and they propose to
hospital building,

",

FROM BUCKSPORT.
Lornl Goaalp
Bucksport Man Dead In
China -The Oetolier Club.
Mrs. Alice Gilley Collins and
of

Rockland,

visiting

are

child,

in

town.

Miss Inez Webster Is
visiting friends
Boston and vicinity.

Murray Clay, head clerk
Brown, is on a vacation trip

S1n

Flnson A
Boatou.
Winslow Qulmliy and
wife, of Lynn,
are the
gujets of Mrs. Ola Curtia, of
VtilOllH.
for

to

Frank H. Ginn, A'vnh Dorr and Charles
A. Homer have been drawn
as
to

jorors
attend the next l**rm of court.
adjacent piece of land for the profor
the
adTbe
Grant
plans
Kerat I* jovvii from Brooklyn, N.
posed extension.
drawn by Herbert Jaques, Y., and l» vihiii
g at Daulel 6’Brieu’s hi
dition will be
of
A
firm
Andrews,
Verona.
Jaquea
0( the Boston
buy

*»

Kantoul, architects.

tbe

purposes

Toju“twbat

additional

be pot h»s not definitely been
room will
determined. The needs of tbe hospital In
are many, and It
the way Of more ropm
to dewin require considerable planning
room can be most
eide how the additional
used.

profitably

place more ward room I*
needed, especially in tbe men’s ward. A
rooms are alto
large number ol private
In the first

much needed.
plans for a children’s ward are under
consideration, and some money baa
already been raised for the equipment of
such

a

ward.

A room, the need of which la much felt,
leone for tbe Isolation of suspected cases
ol iofectloua diseases.

excellent X ray apparatus has been
presented to the hospital by Mrs. William
for the
Bliss, and a room la needed
tbe use of
proper use of this apparatus,
which la becoming of more practical ImAn

portance

every

day.
of

Is In

Already quite
hind lor tbe proposed improvements In
the hospital plant, and before auntber
summer, when, of course, tbe capacities
ol the hoapltal are most taxed, it la hoped
and planned to have ample facilities lor
taking care of the patients whose numbers are rapidly Increasing every year.
When the plana of tbe trustees are fully
matured. Bar Harbor will have a hospital
a

wbo

many ol them

physicians,

spend tbelr
of

being specialists

tepute, and

money

and wbOM

equipment

whose

here

autn

T he schools were closed
to give pupils and teachers
to goto theOrland fair.

Jay L36

an

Wednesday
opportunity

to his studies at

the

Massachusetts institute of technology. lie is now a senior.
John Haynes and wife and Dr. J. Chester Haynes have, after three months in
their summer home, returned home.
The Richardson cooperage mill on the
cardiug-mill stream is shut down on
account of

low

water, there not being
enough to float the logs to the slip.
The bark “Penobscot”, Capt. Peter MeCaulder, arrived at Buenos Ayres the 29.h
after a good ruu from Boston.
She goes
up to Rosario.
It is understood that the Perkins mill,
at present closed down, will be stocked
and operated to its fullest
capacity this
winter by the owner, Mf. Littlefield.
The well-borers at work on the artesian
wed at

feet

the seminary aie down over 200
and have not struck water in suffic-

ient

flow

as

yet.

Mrs. Blanche Hayes Muir,
who has recently undergone) a severe
operation, will be pleased to learn that she is
Friends of

recovering.
Contracts have been opened for a new
residence for the sergtant In charge at
Fort Knox. The new building will be a
neat

and-one-half

one

mod

house

story

of

design, and will cost about $3,000.

ru

Although

summers

world-wide

lias returned

ou

has had

the

seminary

football

but little time to

team

practice, the

physicians being

boys succeeded in winning from Brewer
experts In various lines, can offer facili- ou Saturday by a score of 11 to 5. Capt.
ties and treatment second only to that to Luce, Bridges and Boone did the best
work for the seminary team. The next
be found In the big city hospitals.
game will be at Brewer on Saturday.
Pastor's
Resignation.
Bucksport
News has been received here of the
Bucksport, Oct. 6 (special)—A meeting
Elm
street
of tbe
Congregational church death in Hong Kong, China, on Aug. 21, of
was ueld on Saturday
night, Deacon Charles H., sou of Henry C Bucknam, of
George Blodgett presiding. The principal this town. The deceased was chief engibusiness of the meeting was the consider- neer of the steamship “Pieldes”, and was
the

ation of the

local

of the pastor.

resignation

Rev. William Forsyth, which was
ceived at tbe June meeting and tabled.

Hpofford presented

Hon. Parker
tion to the

accepted

a

re-

resolu-

effect that the restgnation.be
effect in May, 1906

to take

Tbe resolution was accepted by a vote
It is understood that the ac-

of 43 to 11.

tion will be

acceptable

to

Mr.

wbo will at tbe time stated

hissixtv-Rftb year, when
from the

Forsyth,

have reached
he

will

retire

ministry.

will be acted
meeting of tbe parish to be held
soon, and will no doubt be ratified.
a

Death of Mrs. J. F. Moses.

Bucksport,

Oct.

a

short time.

He leaves

wife and

a

East Boston.

in

The October club held the first meeting
seasou on Friday in
A. O. U. W.
halt.
The meeting was informal, and
chiefly to discuss the plans for the coming season. The committee on quarters
asked for more time, as they had uot been
able to make satisfactory arrangements
for a meeting |p!ace.
After considerable
discussion aoout the membership fees, it
of the

was

The action of tbe church

upon at

ill but
son

voted

adopt a compromise
sixty cents. Several

to

make the fee
members

were

added to the

Lillian Ames favored
several

selections,

rolls.

and
new

Miss

fbe company with
was served.

and tea

(special)—Mrs.

6

James F. Moses died Saturday forenoon at

LAKEWOOD.

tbe home of her

daughter, Mrs. Cbarlts
Andrew H. Hollins, who has been emG. Atkins, in East Orlatid, of general
debility, at the age of seventy-nlnejyears. ployed at the Newport, Bar Harbor, is
Mr«. Moses until quite recently lived at home.
tbe Robinson house which was conducted
Irving Webber and a friend, Mr. West,
for so many years by her husband.
of Bar Harbor, are here hunting for a few
Besides the daughter Helen with whom days.
lived, she leaves one son, Frederick H.
Mo«es. Mrs. Moses was held in tbe highe-t esteem by all who knew her.
she

Tbe steamer “Frank Jones” will be
withdrawn from the Portland and Jonesport route for the season of 1903, making
ber last trip eastward, leaving Portland

Friday. Oct. 30, and westward, leaving
Jonesport Monday, Nov. 2, stopping at
Rockland, where transfer will be made to
tbe

Maine Centra! railroad.

resiBatche’der, a
dent of this place, died in Concord, N. H.,
Her remains were sent to the
Sept. 28
home of her childhood, North^Mariaville,
Mrs. L'zzie

funeral

where
was

burled

former

services
a

son

grandchildren and

one

wide circle of friends to
She

was a

worker

devoted

in

held.

in the family lot.

husband she leaves
two

wece

and

Besides

brother,

mourn

a

aud

her
an

a

Iobp.

active

where she will

greatly missed.
Oct 5.

Stobcrtiscmcnis.

e

daughter,

Christian, and

the church

SI

be

K.

WEST ELLSWORTH.
CARTER-CUNNINGHAM.

pretty wedding took place last evenlrg
home of Jaraes^VV. and Clara S.
Carter, when their youngest daughter,
A

at

Startling Discovery

Alnde by An

Australian.
^ olcanoes can
easily be extinguished,
JV > the New York Herald. A New
Zealand man claims (and there are
many who agree with him) to have
discovered a liquid by means of which
volcanoes may be extinguished quickly
whether active or threatening.
Many diseases of the human body
•ct in the same manner as volcanoes.
Uyspepsia, Rheumatism, Kidney DisFemale Diseases and many
others all
begin with a slight rumble
01
Pait* and distress, ar.d if not treated
la time will burst forth in all their
tiir>\ causing all who are so afflicted
the most intense
suffering and making
ha* a
complete burden.
*°at a liquid has been discovered
that will
extinguish these volcanic
eruptions of disease, whether active or
Utteatening, is not only certain but a
niatenal fact.

Ruble U., was married to Thurston S.
Cunningham, of Bluehill.
The ceremony was performed by Rev.
J. P. Slmonton. The bride was becomingly gowned In blue broadcloth and silk

boquet of sweet peas.
The parlors were tastefully decorated
Refreshwith cut flowers and foliage.
ments were served. The gifts were numerous and beautiful.

and carried

Oct.

orders,

DAVID KENNEDY'S FAVOR-

REMEDY
JL‘“
"HE

is this

liquid discovery.
WONDERFUL CURATIVE
powers of this famous
remedy have cut
• new
path through the field of medicine
sweeping with it a startling
record

of tremendous success.
sell it in N*w 60 Cant SIxa
■na the
regular $1.00 size bottles.
Simple bottle* enough for trial* free by mail.
Kennedy Corporation, Rondout.N. Y.

4iSilJ?*T**.Ke,,nedy’*
Inflammations

_Mei

or

C.A.

Eye Salve for all
Eye. 86c.

of tbe

PARCHER,

apothecaky.

Ellsworth.

Maine

The Ellsworth American
[The only

county

paper.]

the

a

7._B-

Tbe*fall

schedule

of the Eastern Stearn-

Monday.
9hip Co.
have
now
Bangor
Mondays,
Boata
Wednesday, Thursdays and Saturdays at
went

into

effect

Dat

Returning on Mona. m. for Boston.
days, Tueaday. and Fridays leave Boston
at 5 p. ru. As soon a. the river closes, the
boats will only come up as far as Buckhad an unsport. The company has
usually successful season this summer
both in passengers and freight traffic.
11

Patents have recently been Issued to the
following Maine inventors: F. I. Clark,
Augusta, attachment for printing presses
and other machines; U. K. Cross, LewisHenderton, chimney cap; H.T. Dillon,
attachson, level; H. R. Nevens, Portland,
ment for locomotive air brakes.
along life’s pathway, we see people
sidetracked, wavering, vacillating, who
waited until their opportunities had gone
until the
by until the tide had receded,
nick of time was beyond their reach.
will
so enerwhich
else
There is nothing
as a
gize and brace up all the faculties and
habit of quick, energetic decision,
action.—Success.
prompt
All

To Cur. a Cold lo On. Day.
Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
It fallal to cure.
druggists refund the money if
box. 38c.
E- W. Grove’s signature Is on each
Take

ENTR’ ACTE
by
[Copyright,
McClure.]
"Of course you knew nil along.”
He was tearing the edges of the programme Into scallops and did not look
at her.
"I did not, you silly boy. IIow could
I? You never said a word.”
"Hut I looked.”
"Lots look.”
3903.

T. C.

Successful

CONVENTION.

fathering

at

Hlucliill

of

Hancock County .Teachers.
The Hancock county teachers* convention convened at B uehlll on Friday and

Saturday

of last

week.

The convention

was one

by over a hundred teachers
parts of the county, and
of tha most enthusiastic meetings

held for

some

was

attended

from diff rent

Hon. W.

tendent,

time.

Stetson, State superinpresent and gave several in-

W.

was

BORN.

v

ing talks on subjects of interest to
meeting. Tk« following is the complete programme.

terest

“Harvey?”
“He looks lovely.”

21‘

BICKFORD—At Winter Harbor, Sept 27. to Mr
and Mrs E D Bickford, a sou.
DOW—At StOnlngton, Sept 29, to Mr and Mrs
Albert D Dow, a daughter.
DAMON—At Reach (Deer Isle), Sept 2\ to Mr
and Mrs Frank A Damon, a daughter [Edith J
FEKNALD—At Franklin, Sept 2t, to Mr and
Mrs Elmer C Fernald. a son.
GUPTILL—At West Ellsworth. Oct 3, to Mr
and Mrs Oscar H Guptill, a son.
HOPKINS-At Trenton, 8ept 30, to Mr and
Mrs Hoyt H Hopkins, a son.
LIBBEY— At Stonington, Sept 2fi, to Mr and
Mrs Arthur Woodbury LIbbey, » son.

PATRIQUIN—At Aurora, Sept 22,
Mrs Allen Patrlquin, a son.

to

Mr and

the

“How do I look?”
“Bertb! You big, silly, silly kid child!"
"Don't laugh at me, then. It isn't a

Joke."
She leaned over the plush rail of the
box and let a rose leaf tluttter. light as
a baby butterfly, down to the tier below.
"Y'ou girls must have loads of proposals.”

"Why?”
“Oh, you all take It so easy. You jnst
a fellow and
look pleasant
nud all that.”
"Have you asked so many. Bertie?”
“Ten.
Scored, didn't you?
Honest,
though, I haven’t, Gwen; just you,
dear.”
“There was that Ferris girl.”
"Who? Madge—little Madge Ferris?
I wasn't in love with her.
We just
chummed. Y'ou know, Gwen. She was
a great chum.”
"Did you ever kiss her. Bertie?"
“Not since she was old enough to
fight. That Isn't anything. I've kissed
jpu, Gwen."
Ilend silence; orchestra plays “La Paloma.”
“Gwen, the tip of your ear’s awfully
pink. Turn around, won’t you? I jjon't
care.
I did. It was down at Faraway
Beach, that summer. ’Member, Gwen?
You were an awfully funny little gawky kid those days. Fuzzy hair and big

langh at

eyes”—
You used to call me n walleyed frizzletop,” slie said over her shoulder, and
her eyes were full of dream light and
her voice wan low. "It was ages ago.”
“And I chased you that day. Y'ou
could run ns fast as us boys. Way up
the beach, past the cottages and the
hill road, up to where the rocks be-

gan.”
“There was a cave with shells in the
In the
sand, and seaweed tangled
rocks”— She bent nearer with parted
ilps of expectancy.
"The Green Dragon's cave, you called
it, 'member. And I caught you there
and kissed you hard, didn't I, Gwen?
And you said it wasn’t fair, ’cause you
turned into a mermaid as soon as you
reached the cave.”
"And you said you were a wnve,
then, and could follow. Wasn't it fun?"
“Great fun. Gwen, Gwen, darling, I
wish I had you there this minute.”
“1 slapped you.”
“And then I held your hands and
kissed you again. I was good those
days. Returned a kiss for a blow. And
you didn’t slap that time. You laughed
and kissed back.”
“It was ages ago.”
She bent over the rail again away
from him. His eyes were so full of
something it unnerved
something
her, and the others were watching. She
could almost feel Harvey's gaze.
"But, dear, I’ve been loving you all
the time. I’m not a kid, Gwen. Listen
to me. Turn your head again. Y’ou're
—

TEACHERS

Friday Afternoon
At Rluehl^ George Stevens academy, Vice-president Herbert Poole, presiding
.Rev R L Olds
Prayer
Singing—America.Association
Adi Irene, of welcome.Supt Conary, Bluehlil
Response.A F hichardsun, Castlne
Remarks-W W Stetson, State 8upt of Schools
Paper on English...H Warren Foss, principal of Bar Harbor high school
Discussion, several members
Paper on Supetiutendents and Schools,
Supt O L If lye, Brook'in
Paper on School Management.
Mips Naney M Abbott, Hancock
Friday Evening
—.

..

In town hall
Violin solo.Miss Pearson
Address.A F Richardson, Castlne
Vocal solo.Mr Gross, Bluehlil
Address.W W Stetson, State Supt
Vocal solo. .Mr Gross, Bluehlil

Saturday Morning
Opened with singing, conducted by Mr Phil
brook, Castlne
Music.Prof Phllbrook, Castlne
Remarks. Mr Stetson
Paper on Old and New Methods in Our School,
W II Dresser, Ellsworth
Query box, answered by W W Stetson,
Bar
Ileuld,
Harbor, Mr Dresser
Supt
Report of committee on resolutions, Supt
George B Stuart, Ellsworth, chairman
Report of committee on nominations,
Prof A F Richardson, Castlne, chairman

Paper

on

following officers were elected for
the ensuing year:
President, Herbert
Poole, Bar Harbor; vice president, H. C
Conary, Bluebill; secretary,W. H.Dresser.^
The

Ellsworth; executive committee, Edward
S nith, Sullivan, Miss Nancy M. Abbott,
Hancock, Miss Laura McCarthy, Eastbrook.

During their stay at Biuehill, the visiting teachers were royally entertained.
On Friday they enjoyed a trip to Bluehlil

“Of what?”
“Y’our eyes. They tell.”
After a pause:
“Dare you to, Gwen?”
She turned her head slowly and
looked at him.
“Y'ou silly boy!”
“Sweetheart!”
Mamma's
“I’m .not.
Bertie, don't!

watching!”
"Arid Harvey? Is he so very rich,
Gwen? Say. Gwen, don't he look like
Gwen, look
a frog in his evening suit?

How To Find Oat.

Fill
water

a bottle or common glass with your
and let it stand twenty-four hours; a

sediment

or

set-

tling indicates an
^ unhealthy condif tion of the kid-

neys; if it stains
your linen it is
evidence of kidney trouble; too
frequent desire to
pass it or pain in

convincing proof that the kidneys and bladder

are

out

of order.

What to Do.

There is comfort in the knowledge so
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's SwampRoot, the great kidney remedy fulfills every
wish in curing rheumatism, pain in the
back, kidneys, liver, bladder and every part
of the urinary passage. It corrects inability
to hold water and scalding pain in passing
it, or bad effects following use of liquor,
wine or beer, and overcomes that unpleasant
necessity of being compelled to go often
during the day, and to get up many times
during the night. *The mi’d and the extraordinari effect of Swamp-Roct is soon
realized. It stands the highest
Its wonderful cures cf the most distressing cases.
If you need a medicine you shou'd have the
best. Sold by druggists in 5Cc. and$l. sizes.
You may have a sample bottle of this
wonderful
fVT
discovery
and a book that tells
more about it. both sent
jjj
vrj
absolutely free by mail,
address Dr. Kilmer &
Home of Swamp-Root.
Co., Binghamton, N. Y. W.icn writing men; tion reading this generous offer in this paper.

J/awyeu

&, •2K,

Culture aud PolUenemi In Caracas.

Caracas has a public library whicl
contains not less than 30,000 volumes
The better class of citizens are not only
educated as we understand the word
but accomplished to a degree not common in North America. Both sexes art
able to speak three or four languages
besides their own and are well up ii
art and music. As for politeness, there
under the sun
are no such people
Whenever a Venezuelan, male or fe
male, writes a letter, whether to a deal
friend or stranger, he or she Invariably
concludes It with the words, Beso sus
manos, “I kiss your hands,” and when
ever a Venezuelan gentleman meets
lady, whether It be his sweetheart 01
his grandmother, he hastens to assure
her that he Is "lying at her feet.”

Aurora, Sept 29,

Mre

To read your sign
to it.

people

--

—...

FI In worth

Port.

to

glands, the mucous
ti wa and bones; causes
bunches in the ? 'k, < Triad troubles,
rickets, infkr i eyelids, sore ears,
cutaneous ere; (ions, etc.
“I suffered from scrofula, the disease affecting the glands of u y neck. 1 did everything I was told to do to eradicate it. but
without success.
I then began taking
Hood’s Sarsapa'Hty, and the swelling In my
neck entirely disappeared and my skin resumed a smooth, healthy appearance. The
cure was complete.”
M ss Anita M itch ell,
915 Scott St., Covington, Ky.
It affects

sell.

f

membranes,

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

and Pills
Thoroughly

eradicate scrofula and build
the system that has suffered from it.

un

lUflraaBs anB Sttamfcoatt

Commencing June 15, 1903.
BAH HAKBOU TO

Sam.

F

Lord
Sch Win Eadle, Closson, Bar Harbor
Sch Lizzie May, Anderson, Bar Harbor
SAILED
Tuesday, Oct 6
Sell Herrietta A Whitney. Woodward, New
York, Btaves, Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
Sch Lulu W Eppe*, Fatten, Boston, lumber,
Ellsworth Lumber Co
Wednesday, Oct 7
Sch Lizzie May, Anderson, Stouiugton, lum
her, Ellsworth Lumber Co
Sell Wm Eadle, Closson, Bar Harbor, lumber,
Whitcomb, llayncs & Co
Sch .Jenny Lind, Closson, Bar Harbor, lumber, Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
S

S&brrttsrmcnta.

....

Your blood may be

turning to water
-becoming thin
and weak. You

Uuomen
tonics and nutrients,

1

healthy, ruddy blood;

—

iTOH,

to

by

the most delicate

system.
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♦Daily.

take, agreeable to the stomach, and
assimilated

..

..

z Sundays only, y Sundays only steamer
leaves Southwest Harbor 2.20 p m; Northeast
Harbor 2.30 p m; Seal Harbor 2.5u p m, to connect with thlo train.
fStop on slgual or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.

T-frt
DO
It L/C

tonic, Pept-iron Pills,

readily

..

4
8 50

PM

z
10
20
4'.*
00
5z45

....

and you can derive the
most good from them
as combined in the new

pleasant

..

PM

....

natural constituents of

are

..

..

..

unequal to the

duties orpleasuresof life. You need iror
and manganese, the greatest of all blood

which

..

*7
7
7
00 *9

y
y
y

....

....

•T1

AMPMPM

..

Sunday, Oct 4
Sch Weilcy Abbott, Jordau, New York, coal,

BANGOR.

days
AMAM

SoWHbr
8*0 11*20
No E Hbr
9 0) 1 80
Seal Hbr. 9 20,11 60
Bar Hbr... « 3> 10 30 1 00
Sorrento.10 35
Hancock P 7 05 »0 to
Sullivan
Mt Des’t F 7 g0 11 20 l 50
Waukeag.. 7 37 11 27
Hancock
7*4 11 t30
Franklin R 7f48
Wash’s Jc 7 56 11 49
ELLSW’H j8 0! 11 56 2 23
Ells Falls ;8 (6 12T01
Nlcolln
8f>8 12 16
Green L
8 28 12f25
Lake H.... 8f36 12f32
Holden
8 4* I2f40
Br June... 9 03 1 00 3 26
B Ex. St.. 9 10 1 07 3 5
Ban M C... W 15 1 10 *3 40

Tickets for all points South and
West for sale at the M. C. R. R.
ticket office, Ellsworth.
Passengers are earnestly requested to procure
tickets before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth

to

*

anemia from whatever cause;
ironize the blood, give healthy color to

pale cheeks, lips and ears, create an
appetite, aid digestion, steady the
nerves, and promote refreshing sleep.

Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.

fioefland, Blnehill & Ellswoilti Steamb’t Co.

Peptiron Pills, 50c. or $1—the latter a full
month’s treatment. Prepared by C. I. HOOD
CO.. Hood’s Sarsaparilla. Lowell. Mass.

Selling Agent In Ellsworth:
G. A. Parcher. 14 Main Street.
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A

lot received.

new

sizes and

^

All #

prices.

FURNITURK of

♦
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every

J

cription. Everything

*

and up to-date.

des- *

is new *
♦

KLVEHILL LINE.
SCHEDULE IN EFFECT JUNE 1, 1903.
Commencing Sunday, May 31. steamer will
leave Hockl nd (same pier) upon arrival of
steamer from Boston (not before
a m), dally,
except Monday, for Dark Harbor, (1) Blake's
Point, (?) Dingo (Butter Island), Eggemoggin,
South Brook-v! le. (3) Herrick’s, Sargentvllle,
Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Brooklln. South Bluehlll,
Bluehlll, Surry and Ellsworth (transfer from
>

Surry)

RETURNING.

Will leave Ellsworth (transfer to Surry) 7 45
a m, Surry at s.30 a m, dally, * xcept Sunuav for
Bluehlll, (4) South Bluehlll, Brooklln, Sedgwick. Deer Isle. S riietdviile. (G; Herrick’s,
South Br'ioksvllk, Eggenioggln
(4) Blake's
Point, (7) Dirigo, Dark Harbor, Rocklanc, connecting with steamers for Boston.
(1) Wednesdays, Friday- and Sundays.
(2) Tuesdays,‘Thursday8 and Saturdays when
requested by passenger
•) stop when -ignal 1s displayed at wharf or
upon notice from passenger, during months of
.June and September; daily durlDg months of
July ami August..
(4) Stop when flag is displayed from wharf or
upon

notice

from passenger.

(('•) Stop same days and conditions as when
going eastward.
(7) Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, when
signal Is displa>ed or upon notice from pussenger.
Note—This company will comply with above
schedule, except In ev< nt of unavoidable causes
of delay to Its steamers.
Daily trip schedule lu effect June 1 to Oct. 1.

Rockland,

o. a. crock mm.
Manager, Rockland, ft.Me., June 1, 19C3.

EASTERN

El. J.

DAVIS.

i

♦

Steamship Com pan y.
give orders
Fall planting.

the time to

BULBS for

for
Mt.

an

Thousands of people in Hancock
County read Tiie American want
column every week.
If your want ad is not there they
are not reading it.

•.v.,

....

ARRIVED

Now is

satisfaction to buyer and seller.
American want ads get anything
you want, or sell anything you have

no

Consumption,
mortality, and
growth.

..

must go

your sign to the people by
American want ad.
American want ads bring homes to
the homeless; rent properties and bring

as

...

MARINE LIST.

Send

using

by the ages, is
disease, save
>onsibl© for a larger
^usumption is its put<1

little
Scrofula, than

Mahala

Butler, aged 74 years, 3 months, 2 days.
CARTER—At Surry, Oct 7, Donald, son of Mr
and Mrs Joseph Carter, aged 7 years.
MITCHELL—At
Harmony, Oct 5, Myrtle
Sinclair, wife of AIvah Mitchell, formerly of
East Surry, aged 24 years, 3 months, 14days.
TAPLK Y—At West. Brooksville, Sept 27, Samuel
W Tupley, aged 31 years, 11 months, 20 days.

|

—

Pyramids

»

DIED.
BUTLER-At

TY+

Thousands Have Kidney Trouble
and Don’t Know it.

as i

Island.

HGLie
Albert tarn.enta.

And

WALLS—ROBBINS—At Tremont, Sept 20, by
W W A Heath, esq. Miss Phebe E Walls, of
Tremont, to Chester C Robbins, of Swan’s

next year.

have?"
“If I could tel! him for sure, Gwen—
dad, I mean—that I had you for sure
1
you know, dear, he'd stand by us;
know lie would. He isn't like the women. *A11 they think of is landing a felDad
low like Harvey and his cash.
knows I love you. He'd give me a start,
dear heart. It would be fun starting
together, wouldn’t it, Gwen? You're
young, and I'm young. I would do anything in life with you to say‘Go ahead.'

told anyway. Oh, you darling!”
Curtain rises. Her fan falls.
IYOI.A L. MERUI FIELD.

—

The teachers from Sullivan extended a
cordial invitation to the association to
hold the convention at Sullivan Harbor

at that old fossil and then at me. Love
me, Gwen?”
“The curtain will go up in a minute.
Hush!”
i
Don’t make anv mistake, but remember*the
“Gwen!”
name. Swamp-Root, Dr. Kilmer’n Swamp-Root,
the address, Binghamton, N. V., on every
j and
"Hush—dear!"
bottle.
“You darling! Say it again!"
“Dear, dear, dear! Now will you be-

Gwen”—
“The curtain is rising.”
“Never mifid. The rest will look at
the stage. Just give me your hand if
you're afraid, sweetheart just youi
When I bend forhand for answer.
ward put your hand down, and they
won’t see. Please, Gwen. Then I'll be
good, dear. Just to be sure. Your eyes

—

mountain.

—

afraid.”

MARRIED.
CARTER-CUNNINGH AM
At Elsworth, Oct
6, by Rev .1 I' Slmuuion, Miss Ruble I* Ca- ter,
of West Kihworih, to Thurdon S Cunningham, of Bluehlll.
GOOGINS—.IORDAN At Kastbrook, Sept 30,
by Rev George F Sibley, ot Franklin, -tIh-*
Luta Alma Googl'ts, of Kadbrook, to Sidney
Lionel Jordan, of v' ailham.
ROLFE —VVIUTaKER—At GouMsboro, Oct 3.
by A 8 Rolfe, esq, Minnie O Rolfe to Cyrus H
\\ hitakcr, both of Gouldsboro.
W ASS—CUSHING—At Bar Ilirbor, Sept 28, by
Rev A
M
MacDonald, Lillian B o a»s to
George L Cusldiig, both of Bar Harbor.

Old

units.

Desert

Division.

FALL SCHEDULE.

Ellsw orth Greenhouse
Telephone connection.

Six

Dining

Chairs Free 1

with $10 order of Soap*, Tea*,
Collet sf Spices, Extracts, Toilet
Articles and Standard Groceries.
Send at once for our big catalogue
of 400 Other Premiums given
with assortments of $5 and upwards. Dept. A, Home Supply
Co., Augusta, Me.

Commencing Monday, Oct. 5, 1903, the steamer
**Mt Desert”, Cant F L Winterbotham, leaven
Bar Harnor Monday, Wednesday and Saturday
at 10 a. m., touching at Seal Harbor, Northeast
Harbor, Southwest Harbor and Stonlngton,
connecting at Rockland with steamer for Boston.

RETURNING.

WANTED!
......

To inform my friends and the public
that I have on hand a large stock of

From Boston
m.

Monday and Thursday at 5. p.

From Rockland Tuesday and Friday at 630 a*
touching at Stonlngton, Southwest Harbor,
Northeast Harbor and Seal Harbor.
E. 8. J. Morbb, Agent, Bar Harbor
A. H. Hanscom, G. P. and T. A.
Calvin Austin,
Vice-president and
Gen’l Mgr.. Foster's Wharf, Boston,M ass.
m„

NEW AND SECOND HAND CARRIAGES,
which I

am

selling

at

prices that defy competition.

S.
SOUTH STREET,

I—

Terms to suit.

LORD,

....

Advertisers in THE AMERICAN

ELLSWORTH.

capturing the trade,

are

The

subscribers at 206

MICHIGAN has

of the 116 post-offices in Hancock county:
all the other papers in the County combined

reach

not

uo

CAN is not the only paper printed in
Hancock covnty, and has never claimed to
be, bt< it is the only paper that can prop

called

be

arly

a

County paper, all the

merely local papers. The circulation of >'hk AMERICAN, barring the Bar
Harbor Record's summer list, ta larger
than that of all the other papers printed
fa Hancock county.

rest

a

e

Count* vwsj
JO*

+r>-

’t

•/•»<>{

other ps<p*t

Oostnip News

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Fred Robbins left Thursday for Boston
to resume work at A. B. Robbins’ iron
works.
Elmer Warren and Miss Sadie Sherman
left Friday for Bristol, Mass., after a few
weeks’ visit here.
Mrs. C. L. Judkins and little daughter
arrivtd home from Bass Harbor Friday,
having (-pent a few weeks there.
Th* thunder storm of Sept. 27 visited
here, but did no damage. It seemed to
take queer freaks in other places, in
Revtre, Mass., taking a man’s hair clean
from h

head.

s

Rev. Mr. Aldrich, of Swan’s Island,
exchanged pulpits with Mr. Jackson Sun-

day,

preached

and

interesting

an

§m Additional

sermon.

Jackson is to be gone another week,
working with Rev. Mr. Smith, the former
pastor from here.
The event of the week was the sociable
and ►npj.er at schoolhouse hall Thursday
eveni g. A musical entertainment had
been planned, but as a number of those
exp* cted to take part were absent, the
entertainment was given up. Not so the
baked beans and brown bre«d, the pies and
cakes gaiore, the tea and coffee—the^e depended on the ladies of the society, and
Ice cream
were ell that could be expected.
was served after the supper, and the rebt of
the ewning was passed in social games.
The proceeds, which were satisfactory, go
to the Sunday school fund.
Ego.
Oct. 3.
Mr.

EAST FRANKLIN.

Percy Donnell’s baby, who has been
quite it!, is gaining.
Fred Hooper left home the 28th for
Somesville, where he has employment for
the winter.

Eva Springer commenced her school in
the Kyefield district Monday. She is to

County Jietrtt,

»ee

Miss Gertrude
Mrs. Judson Gordon.

Gordon is at

work for

Eastern

Star

entertained

the

delighted

than

Cook for this

which he is

and wish to thank
well

as

as

other

modestly bestowing

so

gifts
from

time to time.

Temple,

Mrs. S.
in the

who has been

preaching

Free Baptist church, goes to Blue- ;
week to hold

hill this

week

a

or more

of

evangelistic services, before going to her
home in Boston for the winter. The Free

Baptist people

Temple
they fully

wish to thank Mrs.

for her work of sacrifice which

appreciate.
Sept. 29.

R.

WEST EDEN.
A

TOWN

EPISODE.

HILL

Family gatherings

are

comparatively

thing of modern occurrence, and are
more generally suggested by the return
of some anniversary.

a

Such

was

the

case

in the recent

gather-

ing in the rooms of M. M. Hamor on
seventy-sixth birthday of his mother,

the
the

wife of J. E. Hamor. Around the festive
board eight persons were seated, representing six different families.
Near the plate of the aged mother was
a beautiful cake upon one side of which
tiny burning wax tapers suggested the
number seven, and

the

on

similar tapers suggesting
and

near

t he

plate

of

a

opposite

side

six;
grandchild,

the number

little

spent

all

WALTHAM.

whose

school.

A

a

most

Rae.

j

Miss
for her

of

Cberryfleld, is
brother, Benjsmin Willey.

George Kitchen

and wife who have been

Northeast Harbor for the
home.

at

summer

are

The Forresters are rehearsing the play
“Among the Breakers” to he given in the

stored,

near

future.

\

quite ill.
Mrs. Amy Small, of Mouncainville, is
visiting Mrs. Alonzo Harvey.
Oscar Wentworth and wife and Mrs.
Harvey Hodgfcin3, of Bar Harbor, were
calling on friends here Sunday.
Mrs. Edward Hodgkins, of Ashvllle,
who spent a few days last week with her
Mrs. Sarah
Hodgkins, has
mother,
returned to her home.
Are.
Oct. 5.
________

If you esk your dealer for some wellknown advertised remedy, because you
have confidence in Ita cur mj, rlo not allow
yourself to be switched off to a medicine
claimed to be “jost as good”, bat which
you do not ask for and of which you
know

nothing.

a

COUNTY
f>tr

and Mre.

Mrs. William Deslele and
Ingraham, of Lamolne Beach, were the
gueals ot George Jordan last week.
aon

few

Last

ot

B. V. Grant bas sold his farm and buildto Mr. Carpenter, of Hull’s Cove.
Mr. Carpenter and friends are now

ings

occupying

Tue master tall, with fine physique,
The wife with noble mien;
The children, beautiful aud bright—
What fairer sight is seen?

it for

a

short time.

The many friends of Sidney L. Jordan
and wife wish them much happiness in
their

marriage which to^k place at EastSept. 30. Both are member^of the

brook

Their birthplace fond and sacred still.
Their houm of cblidhuod fair.
The trjst where lovers to d their love,

F.

Jordan will be at
Nov. 10 at 2 Hager street,
Jsmaica Plain, Mass.
Oct. 5
H.
I

O.

home

the air.

Where cheer and Jollity combine
To make the hours fly;
Where host and guest are happy all,
Aud hearts with hopes beat high.

Mr. and Mrs.

after

HANCOCK POINT.
C. A. Penney is
i

It has its zenith, grand old home!
Gray hairs bedeck its lords;
Age steals Rpace, Lite's music dull-*;
Death snaps the teuder chords.

visiting

relatives

Bangor.
Mrs.

Joanna

Dobbin

is

visiting

Jonesport.

additional Omatg lrew,

NKffS

O

WEST TEEMONT.
R"ble Rumlll la
ivuil* hi. vessel I.

h),

a

Carter is visiting relatives

Mrs. Amelia

McFarland leaves

scon

to

spend the winter with her daughter, Mrs

Ney KUImau,

of Lincoln.

E.

Oct. 5.

Stmcrtiscmnita.

We leave you thus, O mansion old!
Tnou’st bravely borne thy part.
The stranger step shall greet ihee soon,
For thou art “on the mart"
hi-.v s. P Merrill.

SCOTT’S
EMULSION

picnic dinner,

weut

home after

day.
Oct.

a

friends,
thoroughly enjoyable

5._

M.

EAST BLUEHILL.

Harry Wright, of Boston,

is the guest
Mabel Twining at L. B. Grindle’s.
The teachers here. Misses Annie Young
and Dora Leach, attended the teachers’
convention at Biuehlll last Thursday and
of Miss

Friday.
F. D. Long, H. B. Marks and F. I. Candage left here this morning for Hall
Quarry. They will work for Campbell A
Macomber.
Stansfield Meadowcroft was visiting hia
relatives and friends in the village last

Mrs. James Swan and Mrs. Robinson
home from their visit to Augusts.

its attract-

The otlicers of the league for this
term are: President, Miss Wilson; vicepresident, Genevieve Cole; secretary, Susie
Over; treasurer, Clarke Blance; librarian,
Sibyl Cole.
Oct 5.
C.

Mrs. C. E. Petersen and young daughter
from New York last Wednesday.

returned

village

Anderson

Heman

from his

chusetts.

has moved from the

to the tenement of

C. P. Jarvis.

Treworgy was obliged to return
trip after tisb at Mt. Desert Rock

account of illness.

on

Mrs. S.

to remain

jacht

Boyd Blaisdei! was
gins classical Institute

while

“Idelia”

from Higfew' days’ stay

at home
for

a

Harvey il. Blaisdell

has

a

position

Northeast Harbor

as

for

winter

Wash-

Julia A. Chatto attended the Free
Baptist Slate association at Gardiner last
week.
She was the guest of Fred E.
Smith and wife, formerly of Ellsworth,
iu tueir beautiful home.
Mrs. Chatto also
visited her sister, Mrs. Clara Fogg,
at
Pownal, Capt. George W. Chatto, of Freeport, and Mrs. Anna Morrison at PltUtield*

Oct. 5.

a

Joseph Doyle

and

BLUEHILL FALLS.
it b er>

aipt

1

>b

in his hand.

spent Wed need y

with friends in Oriaud.

Temple, of Boetcu, is holding a
meetings here.
Schooner
“Gamecock’', Capt. P. M.
Frieud, arrived from Portland the 30th.
Irving Candage is joyful over the flow
Mrs.

series of

of water iuto the well he has been dig-

glng.
A.

T. Conary and

son

Harry

made

Swan's

Island last week.

a

trip

to

has been vaccinated

tbelr

within

three years;

requiring, also, that no company
aball be allowed to employ euch person.
This measure 'la designed to prevent
smallpox from entering tbe lumber camps,
and

wife

gor this week, where he
the law school.

leave for

Ban-

for

aud Albert
Baas llarbAr and

Leon Chapman, ot Last Bluehill, aud
James Gray, of Bluehill, who areemployed
on the Neviu
cottage board at B. A.

Gray’a.
Mra. Aldea Conary and son Lester, and
Mra. B. H. Caudage and Mrs K. L. Colson
spent Wednesday with Mra. Leslie Flye
at North Brooklin, the occasion being

of

is

a

the

moat

board.

resumes

a

SURRY.
The little six

year-old sou of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Carter is very ill.
Stephen Goodwin fell last week, injuring one of his ribs, aud causing him much

suffering.
Frank L. Jordan, who has been cook of
“Franconia” since that ves-

the schooner

89l started last

spring,

came

home

Satur-

Capt. H. C. Young,

of tbe Ellsworth
“Franconia” after vlaiting bis
home a few days, j lined his vessel at
Franklin Thursday. He is ready to sail
for New York wiih a load of slaves for 8.

schooner

8. Scammon.

Dr. Herbert E Milllken, youngest son
R. Milllken, of North Bend (Barry),
has been visiting his old
home
and
friends. He went to Watervllle Tuesday
to brgln tbe practice of medicine.
Dr.

worthy effort

Bmallpox

in

on

the

a

.1tt>!rt{2nnmts.

Mrs.

of W.

C.

Conary

at

part
lumber
study In !
camp is a horror mat can hardly he Imagined, and there are practically no facllMrs. Eugene S. Bunker has gone to it lea for
controlling or curing t.
|
Kingman, where Mr. Bunker is employed,

her

arrival in that

wife

council

putting

father, Capt. Charles Treworgj
The Leader, of Port Townsend,

and

and

he is

spend the winter with her sister, Miss
Emma Treworgy. at tbe home of her

Gray

governor

few weeks.

_

B. A.

tbe

Boston

prolonged stay.
Leslie Swan, Mrs. J. H%. West, Miss
8. A. Brackett, Mrs. M. F. BlaLdell aud
this place, was with her.
L. W. Blalsdeli were in Baugor last wee k.
Mrs. Clara Wilson, with her six children,
Oct. 5.
B.
arrived from Verona, III., last week to

w

by

meeting Tuesday was from tbe board of
health, requiring that no person be allowed to enter tbe employ of, or work In,
a lumber camp who can not show a
good
vaccination scar, or prove by tbe statement of a registered physician that be

Harvey

into

B. Conary in suffering

Doggers Vaccinated.
One of the moat important orders passed

to

son

quarters.
The many friends of Mrs. Myrtle Sinclair Mitchell, of Harmony, regret to
learn of her death Monday of gastric
fever. Her aunt, Mrs. R. A. Sinclair, of

A.

Tkamp.

_

and

recently.
accountant at

J. Treworgy and

accompanied Capt. Treworgy
last week

G. F. Sibley and family are back
vacation trip to Massachusetts.
Mrs. Robert Phillips has returned from
pleasant visit with her sous in MassaRev.

from their

a

EAST SURRY.
Charles

Oc‘-B.

are

_

ington, of Sept. 24, announces the safe
city of Miss Gertrude Gray,
of this place, oue of our moat popular
(
She
is
the
; teachers.
guest there of
in
Clarence A. Moore and his motoer.

In

at Ntcolin.

Mememtos lond of hand* adu.-t,
t* e leave you fondly so,
’Mid echoes hng'rlng softly still
Of loved ones long ago.

little to

Mr*.

Mrs. Emma

The scion, last to leave Its doors,
I** borne away for aye;
The shutters close, the wall ate dim,
The iuruilure Is gr..y.

a

iveness.

the

gives
strength
consumption
repairing
body
wasting

is

Gtorge Cole, of Milbridge, epeot
at home the last of tbe week.

at work

Charles Jordan is in Boston visiting btr mother, Mrs. Abbie Giles.

halls, and easy winding stairs,
Convenience lend, and grace.
And sloping downward toward the sea,
It sliowo its mas*i»e face.

weddings glad

Willey,

Mrs.

Wide

v\ Here

Ellsworth learning

Mrs. W. B. Jordan attended the music
festival at Bangor the past week.

THE CARHOH HOUSE.

The beat the times afforded then
Made up Its treasures grand—
Great rooms, with u*e and bcautj
Were ample at command.

in

the machinist trade.

enjoyable evening.

_

Ralph Jordan is

1

joyment

Wesley Ford

pagti

PROSPECT HARBOR.

room, and adds not

Harry Jordan is in Ellsworth attending

the day
third birthday
following, was a like display of Ibrte
tapers.
North ■>edgwi< k, September, 1901
The honored one, now just recovered
from a two-and-a half-year*-’ serious illNORTH ssULLIVaN
ness, curved her c*ke and passed a slice to
T. F. Mahtney, of Ellsworth, m«de a
each of the occupants of the table; and
the mother of the little one followed suit dying visit here Friday evening.
^
Scott’s
Emulsion is the
with bis cake.
Mr. and Mrs. William Carpenters eri- !
During the rich repast interesting and ; ceiving congratulations on the birth of a means of life and of the ensome somewhat remarkable reminiscences
of life of thousands of
son born Tuesday, Sept. 29
were rrhited
by several of the guests,
Frank
Charles
women
and children.
men,
Newman,
Robertson,
mingled with incidental sallies of wit and James Scott and others visited the i. O. O
To the men Scott’s Emulhumor.
F. lodge in Ellsworth last Friday.
All tbit ugh it was an occasion that will
sion
the flesh and
Mrs. Myra Dyer, of Fox Island, recent!*de from memory’s vision; and
not soc
so
her
visited
at
father, Aiphonso Orcutt,
ly
necessary for the
it is tl
; ra.'ee of the writer that “the
West Gouldsboro, whom she has not seen
cure of
and the
ui: maketh rich and addeth no
blessing
reto” may long rest upon the for thirty years. She was accompanied
sorrow tt
from
of
losses
by her little daughter. Her brother, Almember*, ut that family gathering.
disease.
fred Orcutt, with his wife and little son,
any
Epsilon.
Sept. 29.
of Swan’s Island, was of the party that
For women Scott’s Emulvisited the old home here. They enjoyed
sion does this and more. It is
MARLBORO.
called on old
a
and
occurred

*«• fther

days

ths month.

Sterling

One day agone the house was j ounsr,
The wonder of the town.
Its praise admiring neighbors sang,
Aud great was its renown.

Mr.

he thinks be will have strawberries dur-

Juanita

bountiful supper was served
Dority. The tables were
tastefully decorated with cut flowers, and
flowers.

vestry of the Baptist church last
week, quite a surprise awaited those who
first went in. Mrs. S. A. Lard happened
to be the one. She found a fine hat-rack,
It was a sura gift of L. Wallace Look.
prise indeed, and the church people are
more

CXtunlft iPfM

UK additional

rtlalhw at

with

Sunday

..

Oct. 5.

the

urday and
Marlavllle.

COUNTY NEAvS.

visiting
Saturday evening was the occasion
getting ready fo? *®lll
ing
pleasant gathering at the home of
^
Mrs.
Net
tie
Rumlll ha. gone tQ
Mrs. Samuel Johnson, of Hancock, made
L. P. Cole and wife were at R. D. Gup- Frank Hodgkins and wife, where Mr. and
“
Isaac
Lincoln, irate, and
Ralph
<’«•' Harbor to
a short visit to friends here recently.
help close Mr. 0
Mrs. G. C. Magratb, of Old Town, Invited
Wit ham, one of the crew of the schooner till’s In Gouldsboro Sunday afternoon.
°*d0“’«
cottage.
birthMrs. Mary R. Butler spent Saturday “Hsael
Mr.
friends
to
celebrate
tbe
Magratb’s
L. P. Sarvis and wife left tbe last of
Deli”, Coggins master, were at
B. H. Lunt, who Is
and Sunday with her son at Trenton.
day. A pleasant time la reported.
bonu> part of the time last week. The week for their home in South Carolina.
worklug at d.
Harbor Head, visited bis.later
Anon.
Melvin and Tilden Smith, who are em- schooner loaded with paving blocks for
Sept. 29.
Mr. U«
Misa Annie Handy arrived Sunday, and
E. Clark, Hundsy.
ployed at Pittsfield, spent Sunday at the White Granite Co. She spiled tor New will be here for some time with friends.
NORTH DEER ISLE.
Tne
"Creedmoor” took a
home.
York last Saturday.
part, of
Mrs. Kate Peters has gone to GouldsWater Is very low here, and many wells ters to Long Island Thursd.v
n„,
Malcolm Googlns is at home from Ola*
E. C. Long and wife attended the county boro and West Gouldsboro to visit relaM'
are dry.
was killed b, Edmon Read.
(
(
mon, where he has been employed during grange at North Penobscot last Saturday. tives.
Joseph Davis arrived home from MarbleCapt. W. B. Robbins, of the
the summer.
C. H. Curtis went fn his hayrack which
schooner
Dr. L. L. Larrabee returned Thursday, head
“E. M. Sawyer”, left here
Saturday.
William Minor and wife, who have was partly filled with hay.
In ths haySund.y |or Ba'
and will be at bis home office for a week
bas
been
111
.or,
Mrs. Charles Haskell, who
been living at Washington Junction, have rack were several women, among whom
accompanied b, his wile.
or ten days.
several days, la better.
moved to Marion.
were Mrs. Curtis and Mrs. C. E. YoutMrs. Arthur Bain, of Northeast
j
for
H.rbor
left
morning
Saturday
Irving
Ray
Roland Torrey and Delmont Torrey «bo has been visiting bar
Arthur Graves is having the foundation man. He weut through ths village with
njothsr, Mr.'
Marblehead, Maas., called there by tbe
Jaue Dow, returned home
laid for a house to be built just across the dying colors.
arrived home Saturday.
Buuday.
illness of friends.
road from his present home.
G. G. Long left here this morning for
Willie Sawyer, Raymond
Freeman Annie, who bas been yachting
Dow, Hsrrv
Misses Clara and Alice Strout, of
Boston.
Before
be
will
visit
and
returning
Harold Thurston s,e
Miss Mary L. Milliken returned last
all anmmer, la at home.
Lett,
were at their aunt’s, Mrs. E.
working
Cberryfield,
his
and
relatives
friends
In
several
week from Isle au Haut, where she has
places
Mrs. Samuel T. Lowe baa been visiting lu the sardine Isctory at Southwest Hir
P. Ray, the last of the week.
In Massachusetts and New York, going
been spending the summer.
bor.
In Rockland the past week.
Miss Bertha Over came home from
as far as Albany.
He expects to be abMrs. Martha Marshall intends going to
Rev. A. P. Thompson, Mrs.
Mrs. Meredith Ellis arrived home FriBolsbubert Island, where she Is teaching,
Blanch.
sent about three weeks. During his abBar Harbor to spend the winter with her
Dlx, Mrs. Carrie Thurston, Mrs.
from a visit In Camden.
day
the
week
her
to
with
bis
will
spend
parents.
Eunice
have charge
sence,
daughter Mary
Mrs.
James
Foster.
and
Miss
Reus Reed attended
daughter,
Lopsu.
Mrs. Wellington Torrey went to Camof the post office.
the
Halcyon assembly of Pythian sisterhood
Oct. 5.
Sumac.
Christian Endeavor convention at
.North*
Oct. 5.
G.
exemplified final degrees upon two candi- den last week to vlalt relatives.
east Harbor Wednesday.
NORTH SEDGWICK.
dates at its last regular meeting, Tuesday
Mre. Frank Haskell and daughter have
NORTH LAMOINE.
Capt. George Tbnr«ton and daughter
evening.
gone to Bangor for a short stay.
Rev. S. P. Merrill left here Monday for
Miss Emma Austin has returned from
Qeorgle spent Sunday with Capt. Thuri*
New York.
The Hewlnses left Thursday for BosThe sidewalk society held Its meeting ton’a
Portland.
parents, Solomon sod Mar, o
ton. Mr. Hewins will return after get- at the home of Capt. Roland Lowe last
Mrs. Hattie Clough, who has spent the
Is brig “Jennie Hnl*
Thurston, wbile
Mrs. A. E. Moore, of Ellsworth, was
his
and
remain
until
week.
ting
family settled,
summer here, has returned to Bluehill.
bert” is loading stone at Somes Sound
calling on friends here Saturday.
lor
tbe sardine season is closed.
Mrs. Fred Cole and children, of North
Capt. Melville Thompson has arrived Philadelphia.
Mrs. Amelia McFarland, of Hancock
and Eva Gross, of borne and hauled up tbe yacbt “Coronllla”
Misses
Blanche
Deasy
Cole’s
are
Mrs.
°ctBrooklin,
sister,
visiting
Point, visited D. Y. McFarland recently. Bar Harbor, came over for tbe social dauce for tbe winter.
5-___Thelsu,
*
Minnie Thurston.
Samuel Moore and wife and Mrs. Ara- Friday night, and were entertained at
SOUTH SURRY.
Theodore Tbompaoo, Arno Weed and
There was a hulled corn and milk supbine Sumner, of Ellsworth Falls, visited Capt. Deasy’s until Monday morning.
Frank Howard arrived borne Saturday
George Cousins, of East Bluebill, spent
per at the town house Wednesday evening. Waiter
Young Sunday.
Miss Mamie Young entertaiued a party from yachting
Sunday with Harvey Candage and family.
A good time is reported.
oapi. norace l^ora ana wiie, oi ttiis- | of her young friends at her home at Mrs.
The postomce at the Reach is to be abolHarvey Candage and several men from
Miss Sarah Coombs, of Bangor, and
were
the
of
Mrs.
H.
worth,
guests
Bru&’s Saturday afternoon and evening. ished when the H. F. D.
George
Miss Eva Farrow, of West Sedgwick, are
mail route is es- East Bluebill went to-day to Sound
the
week.
Coggins
past
Misses Deasy and Gross were the gue9ts of tablished here.
where they will cut
the guests of Mrs. Ada Alleu.
paving.
•
Mrs. Emma Stearns, of Surry, who has honor.
Fred Coggins, who bas been with
Lillian Robbins, daughter of William
Moses Carter and wife, who have been
bis
been
her siBter,
Mrs.
Clara
visiting
Sc hoodie lodge, K. of PM worked tbe and
Rose Robbins, died at her home Sep- father tbla aeaeon In tbe “Haiti Dell”
on Deer Isle for two weeks, returned Satbas returned borne.
Young,
second
rank
a
candidate
Saturday tember 25, aged ten
|
upon
arrived home Saturday, and will
years.
urday. They enjoyed the trip very much.
remain
Harry Hodgkins and family, of Bar night. Tbe Pythian sisterhood furnished
for tbe pres nt.
Mrs. Elmer Hardy and Mrs. Charles
Miss Minnie Torrey, who has been visita
iu
clam
chowder
the
Harbor, visited relatives here the last of
supper
banquet
Dr.
Charles
Gray left home Monday for Boston, where
Briggs, of Boston, msdes
ing her mother for two weeks, returned the week, returning
room.
Sunday.
flying visit to bis summer home hers,
they will remain several weeks,
Thursday to Woodfords, where she expects
Mrs. J. M. Williams is home from PortMrs. Lois Gilpatrick was called to
to spend the winter.
Samuel Lowe and son Whitney went to coming Saturday and returning Sunday
Northeast Harbor last week by the sud- land where she was a delegate to tbe
i night. Tbe doctor bas made
last week to buy lumber.
many friends
Misses Inez ldella Page and Beulah den death
Mr.
of Miss Ida Smailidge.
grand assembly of Pythian sisterhood. Bangor
here.
Low expects to raise the eli of his bouse
Maude Thurston attended the Hancock
was a guest of Mts. N. H. Cole while
She
Mrs. Gleason Wilson, of Jonesboro, and
Schooner “Haiel Dell”, Capt. Will
aud add several more rooms.
county teachers’ convention at Bluehill
Cogiu the oity.
Mrs. Milford Leighton, of
Oct. 5.
glne, anchored at Hopkius’ point SaturUnionville^ |
E.
Friday and Saturday. They report an in- ! made a
Tbe series of prayer meetings conducted
short visit to their cousin, Mrs.
and
day
session.
afternoon,
sailed
again Sunday
teresting
Edward Young, the past week.
by Rev. Wallace Cutter has been well
FRANKLIN.
morning, bound to New York with stone
Mrs. Sarah Carlton Brookman, of West :
attended. Rev. C. E. Petersen, of FrankD.
Y.
McFarland
and
Mrs.
from
wife
attended
the
Ararulnta
Bluebill.
DeBeck
and
Mrs. Asa
Park, N. Y., has presented the North !
annual reunion of the sixth lin, will be here every evening next week S. Dyer are visiting at Steuben.
Mrs. Ella Stanefleld, of East
Sedgwick Baptist church with |2,500. It ! twenty-third
Bluebill,
Saturday.
except
Maine
veteran
association
held
recently
A picnic party from here spent an
will be a great help to the church and its
enjoy- called on friends here last Thursday. She
j
at Newport. Mr. McFarland was chosen
Tbe
school
McKinley
improvement able flay at Meyer’s camp Saturday.
was accompanied
members, and the community feel very
by Mrs. Meadowcrolt,
one of the vice-presidents.
league has just added a nice new bookcase
grateful for the gift.
Joseph H. West and wife leave for Seal of Providence, R. I., a former resident of
Oct. 5.
to the grammar school-room. It sets beEast Bluebill, who Is
_Y.
Harbor Tuesday, to spend a few days.
of
the
visiting there.
On Oct. 2 Columbia chapter
j
tween tbe windows ac tbe back of the
Jennie Marshall, of Bar Harbor, is
visiting relatives here.

Miss Lassie Hooper has gone to Hancock, where she has employment.
In

Nel-on Candag^ picked some ripe,
wild strawberries last Thursday. Ha says
there are many green ones in bis field, and
J.

Miss

by

Miss Grace Donnell has returned from
Northeast Harbor!

Providence, R. I.

other page

primary department.
chapter, of Stontngton, at Its hail in
Mr. and Mrs. Petting!!!, of NewburySedgwick. The hall was prettily decoport, Mass., are visiting Mrs. A. C. Urann. rated with bunting, evergreen and cut
teach in the

He left last Friday for bis home in

week.

WEST HANCOCK.

The Amkr

many.

so

COUNTY NEWS.

BUDS AND FLOWERS OF
HOMELIFE.
Paiue’a Celery

Compound Makes and Keep#

the Children Well and Strong.
—

Mothers Make It the Home Medicine
For the Little Ones.
The children, God bless them, are the buds
Without their
and flowers of our homes.
would
prattle anti hearty laughter, our homes
be desolate. 'ITtey should ever Ire carefully
tended in childhood and youth, if we expect
them to ripen into perfect men and women.
In the home and at school, the children
have their times of ill health and suffering.
We often note the pallid and bloodless cht ess,
heavy eyes, nervous movements, and tvuten*
o
ings of limits and muscles. They complain
headache, drowsiness, weariness, dyspepsia,
and indigestion.
All such symptoms a- a“*
will ! a'c
naents mean *hat the seeds of disease

ure*
Tfast and fnm hold, unless proper n
o
are taken to restore a jxrrfect condition
Milllken is a young man of rare
promise, I health.
with several years of hospital
Thousands of wise and prudent parents ni'c
practice
He goes to bis new location with the beet
made their children happy, healthy, and vigor*
ainc s
ous by giving them nature’s medicine, 1
wishes of hi, many friends.
-nv
severe and c
In
Oc'. 5.
Celery
many
Compound.
q,
I plicated cases, Fame's Celery’ Compound ha*
restored health when the little ones were given
MARIAVJLLE.
up by physicians.
Miss Georgle Penney, of
was
in
Bangor,
If your dear ones are not as hearty,
t
town over Sunday visitlug relatives.
and rugged as they should l>e, try the nva
Mr. Moody and
wife, of St. John, giving virtues of Fame’s Celery Compoun
It makes and keeps the children well.
Wash., is visiting their childhood home.
wmmmM
Rev. Mr. Brown is expected here SunThe house Is made bright and cozy with ■
day, tbe llth, to take the palace of Rev.
Mr. Sargent.
The remains of Mrs. Lizzie
Bacbelder,
■
of Massachusetts, were
Pillow and table covers, curtains,
brought here Oct
chat ■
portieres, afghans, tidies, and
1 for burial, accompanied
■
by her husband
coverings, may be dyed beautiful
and only son and his family. Mrs. Bachand artistic colors.
elder was tbe daughter of Daniel
■
Frost, of
Direction book and 45 dyed •ample# free.
U
this place. Her last request was to be
DIAMOND DYES, Burliugton, Vt.
-brought here for interment. Funeral serheld in the schoolbouse Oct.
vices.
2,
Elder Garland, of Green Lake,
officiating.

•s‘*ron.^’

DIAMOND DYES

most sustaining food and
Mra. Flye'a birthday.
tonic for the special trials that
C .A.
Sept. 5.
g.
A successful meeting of the Hancock
women have1 to bear.
APOTHECARY.
county teachers' association was held at
NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Maine.
Ellsworth,
To children Scott’s Emul- Bluehill, Oct. 2 and 3. Officers for 1904
J. A. Peckham, who has been in Bar
were elected as follows:
Herbert
Poole, Harbor since tbe
sion gives food and strength
middle of July, expects
Bar Harbor, president; W. C.
for growth of flesh and bone Bluehill, vice-president; W. U. Conary, to return borne soon. Mr. Peckham has
Dresser, not been
well, and he has been under the
and blood.
For pale girls, Ellsworth, secretary.
care of Dr. Longstreth.
M
He is now much
children are troubled with worm#.
Oct.
6.
Substitute.
■
and uvated for accaethmg el*e. A Ivordo#e#
for thin ana sickly boys Scott’s
improved, and expeetsNthat a little more
rest
and
quiet will restore him to his acEmulsion is a great help.
Dr. True’s Elixir
a

PARCHER,

Worms?

Send for free sample.
SCOTT & BOWNE. Chemists.
NewYork.
409-415 Pearl Street.
SOc. and SI.OO: all dru«eist3.

EGYPT.

customed

Wgtson Joy and family, ol Sullivan,
visiting friends here last week.
Mrs. George Preble and grandson have

Amehioah:

Oct- 5.

Spec.

George Jordan and wife spent last Sat-

/

| fixative
Cures

a

(Many

gromo Quinin
Cripin2 D«j

Cold in One Day,

I

■
»mexpplw,>nn»irthpy«i.l.»udpro«»™"
1
worm*. jbK-.idrutt
iiu.
r. mi l: * oo- >iib.r..jip^

• Mrtomelftbpre.rpno

were

returned to Fairfield.

The

health.
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NEWS.

.V-V.

.C

oth*,

jxyc

east frankun.
Emetine Wentworth

Mrs

lies gone to
visit relstlvee and trlende

Gould'schildhood
boro
home.
to

last

Tuesday

to spend a few
days before
to their borne at Bar Harbor
gj

returning

J.T. R. Freeman has been much out of
health of late with a serious attack of
rheumatism, but was yet able to superintend the painting of biB
store

and

residence

COUNTY NEWS.
For Additional

have

nee

other pages

ATLANTIC.
Tbe

new

buildings, position

which

County Nexen

school house

bell will

be put In

this week.

noeu

Tbe Atlantis public library has received
greatly Improved with a pretty coat of
a donation of 228 books.
pale green with white trimmings.
"ilia"
Mrs. Harriet Joyce and Mrs. Emery
Quite a large delegation of the SouthJoyce went to Rockland Monday.
west Harbor Christian Endeavor
ter,*! Somesvllle.
society
Stover le In poor health.
attended the local union at Northeast HarMrs. Prudence Smith, of Stonington,
Mrs. Bartlett
bor last Wednesday, several of the
y
and family have reF.
Sibley
num- has been In town visiting relatives.
o.
Pcv.
ber being entertained over
where they
night by Dr.
Emery Barbour will move bis faintly to
turned from Massachusetts,
The and Mrs. J. f). Phillips at their cottage Orr’s Island whence be sails steamboata tour weeks' vacation.
have spent
there recently vacated
with llowers Sunday
by Its summer oc- ing.
cburcli was decorated
the pastor back,
cupants.
A party of friends and relatives gave a
\morning to welcome
Dr. C. E. Freeman, of Bar
and sister visited Mr.
Harbor, Is surprise (tarty to Henry Hutchings Sept.
lira. J. H. Patten
bis
making
and
Mrs. E. Johnson
parents a visit and receiving I 29, it being his sixty-fifth birthday.
pittcn'a sisters.

Mildred Wallace has returned
her sunt, Mrs. Eunice Car(cm visiting

Bar Harbor one day last week.
oell were In
Kinsman,
carpenter, has gone
Freeman
where he will have employto Bar Harbor
ment for the winter.

the

congratulations of many frlendB on
Improving health. Mrs. Freeman
with him, but returned almost Immediately to be with her mother, Mrs.
Cox, who was receiving hospital treatment at Bar Harbor.
bis

came

Mrs.

Clayton Gilley,
Stonlngton,
few days of last week
here
to
assist
her
Intending
sister. Miss Nora
lo
the
room
hired of A. O. Gilley
Grlndle,
near the drug
store, but was unexpectedly
called home, and the shop was set in
order by Mrs. James Crockett wbo will
j
quested to be present.
MUb Grace Donnell visited Mrs. Kutter represent Miss Grlndle,
whose chief
business store is at Northeast Harbor.
Monday last.
J. B. Mason claims that he has got the
George Ferrln and wife, of EaBt Sulllhere Oct. 1.
king pin breed of potatoes, the Michigan
v»n, visited friends
Ifev. G. F. Sibley will attend the Baptist Rose, very prolific, of the finest flavor and
innual State convention, to be held In extremely mealy. He put In the cellar thla
Deacon
Rutter year about thirty bushels from a small
Kocklacd this week.
George Kenlstou and Mrs. Frank Blals- patch of ground, with scarcely a sign of
borne union sewing
The ladles of the
baked-becn dinner at
mciety will serve a
on Wednesday,
jl,» Minnie Hardison's
Invited and
Oct. 14. All are cordially
are specially remembers of the society

dell

are

delegates.

homeot

party was held at the
Springer and wife Friday,

hie

An erj

C.

J

Oct. 2
Dunn spent Tuesday with
Miss
Cassllena
lintter.
and Miss Martha TregUgas look

Mbs Ci
Mr*. H

ence

II.

gpri
tea

apent

fifty-one perfectly sound tubers
weighing fourteen and one-half pounds.
vested

Oct. 5.

R.

Oct 5.
BROOKLIN.

H. 0. Staple®, of Bangor, 1® In town.
Raymond Allen returned from yachting
Ml«s E. A.
ou

SI.,.

Mayo

leaves to

day for Bos-

Blanchard Roberts has moved into Mrs.
Bowden’s house.

Clara

is

visit-

Bralnard Condon has been in Boston
past week on business.
Miss Jennie D. Wight has returned to

the

In town.

and family, of Mtlbrldge,
are visiting friends In town.
Albert Marks, who has been employed
in New Hampshire, le home.
Rose Campbell lett (or her home in

Manchester,

N.

H., Monday.

J. J. McDonnell

Waltham, Mans.,
Mrs. Eveline
the

8.

attended the Hancock
county educational association at Bluehllt
lost week.
teachers

Estabrooke, of Boston, is

guest of her cousin, W. M. Thomp-

J. G. Dunbar has gone to Campello,

Mrs.

Mass., to spend

the winter with

her son,

E. Dunbar.

Minnie Grlndle, of Buck’s Mills, is emin Rhind & Perkins’ tailoring establishment.
W.

M.

NORTH CASTINE.
Fred Dunbar, of Brockton, Mam., Is In
town.
Hancock Pomona grange wtU meet with
CasUne grange Saturday, Nov. 7.

Rodney

Brown and wife, of Bangor,
the guests of Amos Perkins and wife.

are

Mrs. Augusta Leach has returned from
visit among relatives in Buclcsport and
Orlaod.
>

George Dunbar, after spending several
months with his family, leaves to-day for
Ssn Francisco.
Manfred Mixer is progressing finely
with his new house, which will soon be
rssdy for occupancy.
Mrs. Thomas Fessenden has returned
Itom Maltawamkeag, where she went to
visit her mother, who la ill.
A large
gathering of patrons of Hancock
Pomona grange enjoyed the hospitality of
Highland grange. North Penobscot, last
Saturday. The eloquent addreaa of welcome by J. M. Hutchins was listened to

to

buy curtains

William Tell, of Franchborp, lost his
Little
by fire Saturday afternoon.

of the contents

was saved.
Lose fl,5uo.
Tell was badly burned about the
hands. Dr. Small was called to drese ihe
wounds which were very painful.
Oct. 5.
B.

Mrs.

SEDGWICK.
W. H. Stanley is working in Bar Harbor.
William Turner, who has been at his
father’s for a week, has returned to Boston.
Arthur W. Penney, of Haverhill, Mass
Is visiting his father, J. W.1 Penney.
He
will return the eighth.

Tbe clam factory of Twitcbell, Cham& Co. is running on full time. Help

plain

Is scarce, especially women.
Mrs. Lettie Smith, formerly of this
town, who has been living in Providence,
K. I., the past few years, has returned ana
is with her mother, Mrs. Dell Parker.
About all the boys who went to Verin ttie com factory have
returned. Guy M. Means went to work
in the clam factory as sealer Immediately.
Mrs. Delia Cain anticipates leaving soon
for her former home In Texas. She came
here a few years ago with her husband,
David Cain, jr.; he has since died, and as
she

has

going

relatives

no

here she thinks of

Oct. 5.
BROOKSVILLE.

Staples bas gone to Portland
Capt. Augustus Condon.
Brooks Cousins, who is attending school
at Bluehiil, was home Saturday.
Ormand

with

E wood Grlndle and wife, of Stoning
ton, were in town visiting friends and
re atlves Saturday and Sunday.
Miss

Mary Perkins has gone to Augus t
high school there this wln-

to attend the
8he

will make

her

ter.

Saturday

morning.
Miss Ethel Blaisdell is recovering from
two-weeks’ Illness.

Dunbar, of North Castiue, visH. Dunbar Friday.
Mrs. A. E. Marks and Mrs. T. F. Mason
attended the music festival at Bangor.
Samuel

\

v

Miss Olive Weecott is w nking for Mrr.
J. E. Staples.
Winfield Walker and wife are at Eben
Hinckley’s for a few weeks.

sister, Mrs C. Q. Mosher.
Owt. 5.

deer

friends.
C.

to her former home and

at

a

the

house

of

son

for
^

Sara,

and

George Partridge shot

a

used

Wednesday night

Wardwell

Sedgwick, spent
Mitchell’s hotel.

him.

Hollis Stanley entertained twenty-elx of
bis young friends at a birthday party last
The evening was
Siturday evening.
spent in games, and a pleaaant time 1®
reported. Refreshments were served.
Oct. 5.
Use Femme.

be

ployed

Miss Agnes McFarland left Saturday for
William Bridges has gone to Boston
McIntosh, Us., where she will teach in the
with Capt. Burke SePera in the schooner
Dorchester academy.
W. E. Freetbey, who has been yachting, “William Pickering”.
Oct. 5.
Climax.
came home
He wae accomSaturday.
panied by bis wife, who went to Boston
EA8T ORLAND.
to meet

will

scboolhouse.

employ-

Flora Roberts has gone to Pawtucket,
I., to spend the winter with her sister,
Mrs. Howard Slocum.

Miss Carrie Tibbetts, who has been visiting her grandmother at Raymond, is
boms.

home

has

son.

K.

came

where she

ment.

Wednesday
from Bath, where he ia employed.
Miss Beatrice Carroll, of Southwest
Harbor, Is visiting friends In town.

Seven

/

S

Nancy Clough, of BluebUI,

A. B. Stewart

Mrs.

Bluehill.

in

Wednesday evening. Tbe prbceeds

mont to work

¥

Roy Grlndle 1b in Brockton, Mass., atr
tending school.
Wade Grlndle Is attending the academy

business.

log friends

8PRA*.
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

Saturday.
tou

a

rot Id the entire lot,
Mr. Mason was
much gratified to receive last week a letter
from Howard Gilley, of Camden, stating
that from the single potato given him by
Comrade Mason last fall, be had har-

hem.

a

of

ice-cream sociable will be held at the

An
hall

home with

her

L.

_

A’iHVILLE.
E. E. Bragdon, who bad
again.

111 turn, is

an

out

L. M. Bunker, who has been in Skowhegan for a few days, will be at home

Wednesday.
Willie E. Martin has bought a house lot
F. H. Bean, and has commenced to put
up a house which he intends to have

of

ready to live in this fall.
Oct. 5.

B.

ited A.

Alamooaook grange will have a cattle
show and fair next Thursday, Oct. 8.

Harvey Hopkins
at

has decided to

remain

home, and is working for Augustine

Mason.
Walter

wife, Miss Una
Kelley, of CasF. E. Blalsdell’s Sunday.

Bartram

and

Bartram aud Miss Stacia

tine, visited at

Norman Hopkins returned Saturday
from the eastern Maine general hospital.
He had a growth on bis tongue removed.

Mrs. Moses died Saturday morning at
of her daughter, Mrs. Charles
Atkins, where she has been living the
past year. Fred H. Moses came from Bar
Harbor Saturday, called here by the death
the home

of his mother.
rw*r. *»

<

M.

EASTBROOK.
OOOGIN8—JORDAN.

Sidney L. Jordan, o( Waltham, and
Mlaa Lara A. Oooglns, of Eaatbrook,
were married at the home of the bride’s

Self-reliance is

a

Good

Teacher.

We often Und that

boys who have educountry, almost
without schooling or teachers, make the
most vigorous thinkers. They may not be

c

.ted

quite

themselves

in

the

polished or cultivated, In some
they have something better
polish, and that is mental vigor,
originality of method, and independence.
They do not lean upon their schooling,
or depend upon their diplomas; necessity
has been their teacher, and they have been
forced to act for themselves and be practical; they know little of theories, but
they know wbat will work. They have
gained power by solviog their own problems. Such self-educated, self-made men
carry weight In their communities because they are men of power aDd think
vigorously and strongly; they have
learned to concentrate the mind.
Self-help Is the only help that will make
strong, vigorous lives, .“self-reliance is a
great educator and early poverty a good
teacher. Necessity has ever been the
priceless spur which has called man out of
himself and spurred him on to his goal.
Grit Is more than a match for almost aDy
handicap. It overcomes obstacles and
abolishes difficulties. It is the man who
makes an opportunity and does not wait
for it—the man who helps himself and
does not wait to be helped—that makes
tba strong thinker and vigorous operator.
It la be who dares to be himself and to
work by bis own programme, wlthou'
imitating others, who wins.—Orison Steelf
Marden, in Success.
ways,
than

as

but

attention.
The response father, Asa Oooglns, Wednesday evening.
by Howard Smith, of Floral grange. Sept. 30.
Preelection and Installation of the folThe wedding was a quiet one, only
lowing o(Beers took place in the after- relatives and a few friends being present
w. M., Hollis Austin; W. L., Tbe ceremony was performed by Rev
noon:
Unnle Keyes; w. T., Nellie Wood; W. 8., O. F. Sibley, of Franklin, tbe ring csreJ.B. Wilson;
Children’s Defective Senses.
W.C., J. W. Bowden; W. mony being used.
Howard Smith; A. 8., J. F. Lear; L. A.
Tbe presents were useful and pretty.
moat of my readers can rememPerhaps
Nora Staples; gate
keeper, H. 8. Dun- Mr. and Mrs. Jordan have gone to Ja- ber the time when children were cudgelt d
"*»; Pomona, Llzxte Wood; Flora, Jo- maica
will
where
they
spend if they made mistakes In spelling. Tt e
Plain, Maas.,
•ana Durgaln;
Caras, Emma Austin.
the winter.
teacher, and parent, too, proceeded on the
Oct. 6.
L.
Spec.
Oct. 6.
principle that mistakes are due to carewith marked
wu

_

PENOBSCOT.

SOUTHWEST HABBOR.
All are glad to sea Dr. C. M.
Sawyer once
■Mrs on the street after a serious Illness

nearly a month.
j. H.
Gilley la to build a clsten of roomy
dimensions at Mt. Desert light elation.
He

expects to go to the Rock to com“moee work
to-dey.
Or. Tapley’s countenance beams with
**
vneetving tbe hearty congretule°ns of hia
friends over his most excelent cboloe of
a helpmate, formerly Mies

"Oodlng.of Philadelphia.
J- T.
Finney, of Boutb Framingham,

superintendent of tbe B. A A. raild*d, has been enjoying his annual vacaonol ten
days with T. M. Mason, of
#n<* “i*° oalling on relatives

here*****'

Mrs. Melinda
Clark, with her daughter,
Onrtba Longstrotb, and her two

Wh° b*T® *P°nt tbe summer ■*
the U.
W. Cousins
bouse, went to Manset

n'*0'

The Penobscot
closed.

house

Is

lessness, and carelessness 1s

Mrs. B. B. Cushman Is home from •
visit to Augusta.
Mrs. W. J. Creamer returned home from
Boston Saturday.
The Willing Workers gave an Ice-cream
social at tbe grange hall Friday evening.

Capt. William Sellers, who has bean
repairing his schooner, the “Flora Con*
don”, at Belfast, Is In Bangor loading
lumber for New York.
Oot.

5._Scba.

will at
Only one remedy In the world that
In any part of
once stop ttchlneas of the skin
At
any drug
Doan’s Ointment.
the body.
store, SO cents.—Advt.
A boon to travelers. Dr. Fowler's Extract of
Wild Strawberry. Cures dysentery, dlarrhma
Acts
seasickness, nausea. Pleasant to take.

promptly.—Advt.

a

disease of

the will, and can be cured only by dermal
temporarily stimulations. But Investigations made In
tbsae last few years In various parts of
the world have shown that bad spelling is
in s large percentage of cases due to a
defect of vision, which prevents a clear
Imaging of the parts of a word in the
exact sequence In which they occur.
Children are still whipped tor “careless"
writing, but there are, again, defects of
vision that distort the copy which the
child Is expected to Imitate. Superintendent Whitcomb, of Lowell, in the
examination of one such case has reprtg
duced samples of the child’s writing beher
fore
eyes were examined, and
immediately after she put on glasses,
showing a most extraordinary Improvement In a
moment’s time. These Instances are but Illustrations of causes of
“carelessness" and “stupidity" that are
being revealed In many parts of the world
by an investigation of children’s senses
and nervous condition.—World's Work.

The Ellsworth American
(The only

county
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Dodgers—Lat’s
R

An

Rxpertfnro

the

Artist

Had With

man

I

don’t

What’s he

ever

cross over.

CRre

to meet.

done to

[loving

you?

Tu«r« comee
Ho i^ers—
Do I

fore—

Conjurer.
Oh, nothing, except he stuck a
into
An amusing story is told of the artist me
once, ahout two yeur« ago.
K '/era—
I’ldl
and
ah
!
May
English conjuror at a Whew! And didn’t you ever ge even
fair at Stratford-on-Avon. Phil was in with him?
Dodgers—Never did; that’s
the crowd which had gathered to watch the trouble. It was a
surgical op-ration,
a very clever gentleman who was wrap- Rnd the
bill,is still unpaid.
j ping up sovereigns and half crowns In
l pieces of
paper and selling them for 2
Loss of appetite la commonly grudu il; one
I shillings.
The “sharp” had a beautiful
dish after another la set aside. It is on< «*f the
I face—such a face as Phil May loved to
first Indications that the system is
running
draw. So he sketched him furtively. down, and there is
j
nothing else sc good i.»r it as
But the gentleman saw him and made j Hood’s Sarsaparilla—the best of all
tonics.
a speech forthwith.
—Advt.
"if tliut there celebrited portrit I Clint
or with the tight breeches on will 'and
3irjert'£«mi7tta.
up the picter, the equally celebrited
benefactor to 'oonmnity wot is givln'
away quids for coppers will reward 'im
accordingly.” he shouted.
Cure Catarrh by Nature’s Own
Phil, with a twinkle in his eye. handMethod -Every Breath of Hyomei
ed up the drawing. The conjurer was
Brings Relief.
delighted with the sketch and pinned It
Nearly every one who has catarrh
to the tailboard of hls cart. With anknows how foolish it is to try and cure
other preliminary speech, he threw
three sovereigns, three half sovereigns it by drugging the stomach. Temporand several half crowns into a piece of ary relief may be given, but a cure
paper, screwed it up and handed it to seldom comes.
the artist. “You'll be president of the
Until recently your physician would
bloomin’ R'yal academy some dye, have said the
only way to cure cayoung man,” said he. “Here, catch!”
tarrh would be to have a change of
“A bargain's a bargain,” said Phil,
climate ; but now with Hyomei you
walking off with the packet of gold and can carry a
health-giving climate in
silver.
your vest pocket and by breathing it a
He confessed afterward wnen he few mi uutes four times a dav soon
opened the packet and found two pen- cure yourself.
The complete
nies and a halfpenny in it that it was
Hyomei outfit costs
the most entertaining commission he but $1.00 and consists of an inhaler
that can be carried in the vest pocket,
had ever been paid for.
a medicine dropper and a bottle of
Hyomei. The inhaler lasts a lifetime,
Men Wl»o “Were Literature.”
and if one bottle does not cure, an exlast
of
were
the
and
Balzac
Hugo
tra bottle of Hyomei can be obtained
the great men whose inspiration was for 50 cents. It is the most economliterwho
did
make
not
ical of all remedies advertised for the
unceasing and
Bal- cure of catarrh, and is the only one
ature, but who were literature.
that
follows nature in her method of
zac wrote a
great story at a sitting
—a
sitting that lasted for eighteen treating diseases of the respiratory
All that while he wrote, for j organs.
hours.
0. A. Parcher has sold a great many
no
secretary could keep pace with
Hyomei outfits and the more he sells
him, and all that while he lived on the more convinced lie is that he is
black coffee. Then he slept for thirty perfectly safe in
guaranteeing to rehours.
Hugo wrote “Hernani” In a fund the money if Hyomei does not
month, and we can think of Balzac and cure.
Hugo as we think of the great Venetian living in the glory and exultation
Ecgal hotter*.
Veronese must
of constant creation.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
have improvised "The Marriage Feast
Benson H. Wardwell. late of
at Cana” with extraordinary ease, and
Penobscot. Hancock county, Maine, by
I like to think he painted the immortal bis mortgage deed dated October23, a d. 1882,
fiddler in a morning and went out in and recorded iu Hancock registry of deeds
book i81. page 481. conveyed to Alexander G.
ills gondola in the afternoon thinking Perkins, late of C&siine, in said county, the
he had done a fair day's work. That following real estate situated in said Penobscot, same being the homestead farm of said
was how men wrote and painted in the
soup.
Benson H. Wardwell, bounded northeasterly
land of James T. and Jeremiah Wardwell;
“Used to waiting on table?” I asked.
great times before science beckoned by
northwesterly by land of Wesley Bowden;
“Oh. yes.”
them away from the beautiful.—George southwesterly oy laud of James T. Wardwell,
Benson H. Wa;dwell and Hannah Hutchings;
here have you done any waiting?" Moore in Lippiucott’s.
southeasterly by laud of Alden B. Snowman,
“Summers—hotels.”
containing eighty acres, more or less, with all
buildings thereon standing, and whereas
"Like it?”
Drlgnoll and Hi* Age.
Horace Perkins, administrator with the will
On one occasion Bianchl, the noted annexed of said Alexander G. Perkins, by his
"It's the easiest job you could have
of assignment dated Nov. 26. a. d. 1892,
given me. but it ’ll be rather expensive teacher, went on the stage to see Bri deed
and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds,
for you before my bill is paid.”
gnoli, the famous singer, whom ha vol. 270, page 55, sold, assinged and trans"What do you mean?”
found pacing up and down like a mad ferred to Julius F. Perkins, of said Castine,
said mortgage and the note and debt thereby
“I mean that every time I hand you man, humming over his part.
secured, and. whereas said Julius F. Perkins
by his deed of assignment dated the 29th day
"matter
with
what
is
the
« plate of soup It 'll cost your company
Brig,
“Why,
of May. a. d. 1903, and recorded in said Hanhe
nervous?"
asked.
Are
you
$1,000.”
you?
cock registry, vol. 396, page 282, sold, assigned
"Yes, I am nervous." was the reply as and transferred said mortgage and the note
1 smiled good humoredly, being quite
and debt thereby secured to Fiank E. Lewis,
It was he walked harder and faster than ever. of said Castine; now, therefore, the said
amused at the man's "gall.”
Frank E. Lewis claims a foreclosure of said
be
nervnot
to
bluff
me
into
“But,
was
to
Brig,
ought
evident he
you
trying
mortgage by reason of a breach thereof and
giving him a first class passage out ous. I’ve heard you sing the part 200 gives this notice for that purpose.
Frank E. Lewis.
and home again. Still the next morn- times. I heard you sing it thirty years
Oct. 1,1903.
By Geo. M. Warren, his atty.
ing l awoke before daylight and got ago."
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
“Thirty years ago! Who are you that
to thinking about tine fellow till I beErnest L. Mears, then of Rockmuch?"
gan to be worried. Caution said treat should know so
land, Knox county, State of Maine,
“Who am I? You know who I am, more
of Bluehill, Hancock county,
him as if you believed him. You'll lose
recently
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated August
nothing. Whereas if you don't and he's and I know who you are.”
twen-y-first, a. d. 1697. and recorded iu Hanwhat
I
know
am, I cock county registry of deeds, in book 317,
“Very well; you
ull right he may make trouble for you.
page 397, conveyed to me the undersigned, a
But the matter had gone too far for but I am sure you do not know what certain
lot or parcel of land situated ia that
I
and
if
wish
will
tell 1 part of said Bluehill known as North Blueyou
you are,
me to retreat, and I took no action.
on
both sides of the highway leading
hill,
a
fool!”
|
On the return trip, the second morn- you. Yyi are
from Thompson’s corner to Ineall’s corner,
so called, bounded northerly by land of Mary
ing out, who should I see on deck,
Peebles.
I G. Gillis; easterly by land of Charles A. Condressed In a Jaunty English suit, puffsoutherly by land of Charles A. Snow
In the “Memoir” of Robert Chambers ary;
and John R. Grindle; westerly by land of
ing a good cigar, but my shanghaied
R. Grindle.
Containing one hundred
by his brother William is a delightful John
man.
and thirty-five acres, more or less.
And
allusion to Peebles, their birthplace and whereas
the condition of said mortgage has
He said.
Uood morning, captain,
been broken, now, therefore, by reason of the
a spot ever warm in the loving mem“What ’ll be the run today?”
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
I looked at htm pretty steadily for a ory of Scotch residents.
Alexander T. Gillis,
One of these, a man who had lived
moment, then turned on my heel and
By Edward E. Chase, his attorney.
there all his life, was enabled by some
went to the purser, who told me the
Bluehill, October 5, a. d. 1903.
uplift of fortune to visit Paris. When
man was down on the list as Nelson
Administrator'* Halo of Real Estate.
I (began to he came back his townsmen gravely
Brentwood of New York.
to a license from the Honorable O. P. Cunningham, judge of probate
gathered about him.
fear I was In for trouble.
“Noo,” said one, while the others lis- for the county of Hancock, Maine, I, James
Just before we reached New York,
W. Davis, administrator of the estate of Wil"tell us aboot It.”
liam Conway, late of said Ellsworth, deceased,
going Into my cabin one morning, I tened,
“Paris,” he began, “a' things consid- shall sell at public auction, on the 2nd day of
I opened It
saw on my bunk a paper.
November, 1608, at ten o’clock in the foreered, is a wonderfu’ place; but, still, noon, on the premises, the real estate hereinand read:
after described, and all the right, title and
Peebles for pleasure.”
interest which the said late William Conway
THE
STEAMSHIP CO.
u

htr

at Sullivan Center last week.
Bls, pgtten,
Colson and Miss Inez DonMrs. Jostph

PHIL MAY’S BARGAIN.

COSTLY ATTENDANCE
[Original.]
I was standing on tlie quarter deck
was
before
the time of bridges
(this
aboard ship), working out of New York
a
harbor, w(jen man came up the companion way, looked wildly about him
anil gasped in astonishment.
“Well, my man," I sang out, “wbat'w
the matter?”
“I don't know,” he said. “How did
I get a hoard this ship?”
“Y’ou probably skulked aboard, but
you won't skulk now you've got aboard
You'll work your passage.”
Y'ou see, we bad so much of tills smt
of deadbea/ (but we'd got tired of it,
and I didn't propose to be humbugged.
The man was well dressed—in fact, too
well dressed to make a sailor of or for
him to stand heaving coal into the furnaces. I looked him over and made up
my mind to make a cabin boy of him.
“Now, see here,” I said; “it is too late
to put you ashore. Y'ou know that or
you wouldn't have shown yourself till
later.
I've got to take yon to Liverpool. You go to the head steward and
tell him to get what he can out of you.''
While I was speaking the man seemed to be trying to recall somethingThen he thrust his hands into his trousers pocket, then into all the rest of
his pockets, evidently looking for money. Then he turned to me and said;
“Put me ashore.”
“Put you ashore? I would without
'your asking if I could. I've got the
mails on bourd, and I daren’t lose an
hour.”
I was watching him like a cat and
felt sure he was playing the emotion*
that would be expected of him unde,
the circumstances.
“What am I to do, captain?”
“Do what I told you to do—go to tin
head steward for work.”
He disappeared from above the com
panionway, and I heard nothing mon.
of him till I went to my cabin, wher»
I found a protest drawn up in lega
form against my tuking him to Liver,
pool and demanding to be put ashore
At first I was staggered, but I'd sect
many a sharper dodge than that, and 1
assumed that the man had brought tin
paper aboard with him. I paid no at
tentlon to It and in a few days forgot
all about the fellow, till one day lis
appeared in the saloon, where l was
at dinner, and handed me a plate o*

DO NOT DOSE THE STOMACH.

WHEREAS

WHEREAS

PURSUANT

To Nelson Brentwood. Dr.

^ftrlitcal.

Handing the captain five plates of
soup
Other services as cabin boy.
Loss of time.
Total

I

5.000
40,000

TMnkJTwice.

.$60,000

began

some

$5,000

one,

to
or,

quake. I'd carried off
rather, some one had

It Will Repay Residents of Ellsworth

got himself carried off to get up a lawto Follow this Citizen’s Advice.
suit to bleed the company. However,
there would be no use now paying any
That good old adags—“Think twioe
attention to the matter. I ignored It,
and act once”—is brought to mlud when
though I confess It bothered me.
Soon after we were docked I was
called on by the agent for a statement one reads the following account of the
covering the case of Mr. Brentwood. I experience of a Ellsworth citizen. Mrs.
gave it and heard no more of the matThen Moon made a public statement on the
ter till the day before I sailed.
I received an envelope addressed to
Nelson Brentwood and a letter from subject many years ago, and at this time
the agent asking me to sign the comrepeats his former testimony with renewed
munication in the envelope and forward It w4th other lnclosures. The ln- emphasis.
cInsures were an unreceipted bill of
Mrs. Phlllna Moon, Surry road, three
Nelson Brentwood for banding him
live plates of soup at $1,000 a plate
miles from Ellsworth, says: In January,
and a check for $5,000. The communication was a humble apology for tak- 1897, after reading several accounts of
ing him to Europe against his will. I
signed the letter and dropped the pack- mothers’ recommending Doan’s Kidney
age In the mall.
Pills as being excellent for children, I
When I returned on the next trip I
got the explanation. Brentwood was got a box and commenced using them in
a graduate of- college and during
In one case In particular
vacations had waited on table at sum- my family.
He bad studied law and I
mer hotel*.
where backache was very pronounced and
was a brilliant but unsteady man.
|le had been employed In a case In kidney trouble undoubtedly existed, It
whleh he was the one man living so
well posted as to handle It successful- ceased after the nse of four boxes. Darly and was sure to win. The opposing
the five years which have elapsed
counsel had given him a supper the ing
night before the trial, got him drunk there has not been a sign of a recurrence.”
and shanghaied him, paying a largo
For salejby all dealers. Price 60 cents.
bribe to some of the company’s servants aboard my ship.
The affair cost Foster-Mllburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sola
the company $45,000, besides my bill
for the United States.
for haTlng a first class lawyer for a ■agents
!
Remember the name, Doan’s, and taka
F. A. MITCHEL.
waiter.
qo substitute.

|

had in and to said real estate, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in Ellsworth aforesaid, at Ellsworth
Falls, and
bounded and described as follows, namely:
Beginning on the Westerly side of the road
leading to Waltham one rod from the center
of said road an'd at Joseph T. Getchell’s
corner, then running westerly on said Getcheil’s North line eight rods, then Northerly
and parallel to said road five rods, then Eastparallel to said Getchell's line eight
erly and
rods, then Southerly in said road five rods to
the place of beginning and containing onefourth of an acre more or less.
Being the same premises conveyed by Cyrenus B. Lord to the said William Conway by
deed dated August 11, 1868 and recorded in
volume 97 page 258 of the registry of deeds
for Hancock County, Maine.
Dated this 29th day of September, 1908.
Jambs W. Davis.
subscriber, the
rpHE
X and Trust Company

American Security
of Washington, district. of Columbia, hereby gives notice that it
has been duly appointed executor of the laet
will and testament of Albert C. Barney, late
of Washington, in the Baid District of Coltfmbia, deceased, and given bonds as thelgw
directs, and has appointed Edward B. Mahys,
of Eden, Hancock county, Maine, its agent h*
All persons having dethe State of Maine.
mands against the estate of said deceased fire
desired to present the same for settlenuut,
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
American Security fit Trust CS>.
Charles J. Bell, PresklAbtSeptember 14, 190S.
rilHfc subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed admHHs
X
trator with the will annexed of the emUc
of Samuel R. Eldridgc, late of BucksporKin
the county of Hancock, deceased, and CTye»
bonds as tne law directs. All persons h&tfrg
demand? against the estate of said deceased
are desired to
present the same for sqtJLlement, and all indebted thereto are requested1
to make payment immediately.
September 1. 1903. Gborob A. Ei.drido*.
subsetlbers hereby give notice jLhat
they have been duly appointed execujpra
of the last will aud testament of Charlotte M.
Buck, late of Orland, in the county of
cock, deceased, do bonds being required b^The
terms of said will. All persons having demand*
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make
Albert R. Bue*.
payment immediately.
Harry H. Bue*.
September 1,1903
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M. GALLERT.
BUSINESS

THIS

WHY

GROWS.

our

Mi-s Helen M.

Autumn

and

Coats.
our

they

You know that you are
welcome to come and inspect
them.

Our

connection

long

enables us to offer some magnificent values in Fur Coats, Scarfs
and Muffs. Prices to fit every
purse.

sale of NEW

Autumn Waists.

their

as many shirt waists sold
in winter as in summer. Highest
perfection has been reached in
waist making. These waists are

Silk and Shtin
and #0.

very

Silk,

Mo-

are

i

Toe

quote

j

lot of

a

prices,

only

the bail

or

Rich,

of

departEvery

week

a

James

shop

Dyer

across

is

building

blacksmith

a

Unionvilie, preached
here Sunday afterand evening.

Case,

of

the Methodist church
noon

Mrs. Ellie
with

Mrs.

Gouldsboro.

Campbell
Fred

is

spending

Hamilton

a

at

week
South

_

SUCCESSFUL PICNIC

DINNER.

The picnic dinner which
the cld Jonathan Tracy

was

*

held at

credit.

hop^d

much

and

deserve much

Your intelli-

Thurlow quarry

on

^

FOR

DELIVERY.

Bank.

SURPLUS and UNDIVIDED PROFITS.
DEPOSITS, $600,000.

%

have

to

G.

the main Island

$45,000.

SPKC.

in

keeping

in

present w:th wellThree tab e* were

the grove, aud

Stmrrtisnnntts.

in the house.
put up their horses and
set to work to make the ladies’ bask, is
lighter for them to carry home.
noon

After

the

one

men

dinner every

one

Patton's

went to

w»

Sun-Proof
Paint

pS

Ip
jj|

pI

|

M. M. MOORE. .Ellsworth Falls, Me.

QUALITY

RANGES—CLARIONS

j

beautiful.
lunch-banket*.

A. P. Wiswell. L

Arno W. King, Vice-President.
Henry W. Cushman, Cashier.
A. Emery, J. A. Peters, Jr., A. W. King, Eugene Hale, E.
H.Greely.

HIGH

All hope that this
work, hut that many
will become interested and
more
will
want to help to make the old grove more

filled

Andrew P. Wiswell. President.

j

made.

were

Officers:

H.

|

not there will be surhow much Improvement

see

been sold

—

UDE HI A NEW HAN

k

again, and worked until 4 o’clock wh n
the company broke up, and all started for
home, well satisfied with their day’s work.
^•5
J e.n

THINKS L. F. MEDICINE
A BOON TO MANKIND

_

in and round about
sands of miles,
cities and towns the finely ground dust
of the pavements, fragments of straw,
hair, stable manure, debris of insects,
soot, epitholhi from door sweepings or
shaken from rpg*. carpets and liedding.
together with gases un.l other volatile
emanations from factories, rendering
establishment*, abattoirs, tanynrds.it nd
compost heaps of all sorts, though not
of the air, are in It, in so much as to
l>e In some degree almost everywhere

^

Perhaps

you

easier your
a

have

When you find out,

WOOD & BISHOP CO.,

idea how much
be with

Clarion.

you from
THE IMPERIAL CLARION.
Ask y°ur dealer about

no

housekeeping would

buying

nothing

can

keep

one.
n

CLARIOX8

or

writ

e? us.

Bangor, Maine. E*“!ff|!lc‘1'

|
;

present.—Sanitarian.

EAST SL’RRY.
wife of

There will be a dance and supper at
Tbe work is just begun, and it is ! town ball next Friday
evening, music by
!
who were unable to be Monaghan, of Ellsworth.

that those

National

ft

Alvab Mitchell, died
Myrtle P.,
homestead,
In Harmony Oct. 5. aged
twenty-four
Gouldsboro Point, Saturday, Oct. 3, was
three
mouths and four days. The
years,
The day was glorious.
a great success.
remains were brought here,
accompanied
Fifteen men came all prepared to work.
by her husband, her fo*ter-mother, Mrs.
and
all
Several brought their teams,
R.
A.
her
Sinclair,
foster-brother,
worked with a will, pulling stumps, dig- Percy L. Sinclair and wife,
of Auburn,
ging out rocks, hauling dirt to fill in the and her father, Otis E Sinclair, of Coetihollows, and leveling off the floor of the ; gan.
Oct. 6.
C.
beautiful old grove.
Though but few men were there, they
HANCOCK.

accomplished

First

\

not the end of the

A*,

Elder

to

«ese men

spread

in

READY

j

were

Nineteen ladies

the road from his house.

NOW

by using

try to
We have

day will assist
rolling.

Those who
nrised

Boston, is spending

ARE

j paint

even

attraction.

--“

with friends here.

BANKS

A

Mattings, LinoBugs and
complete

there that

is

KEV.

Thepractical painter

M. GALLERT.

Mrs. Ellen Staples, of Atlantic, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Mary Sowle.

TME

Well Named Paint

Gloves

and

you an outline of our new fall stock.

t

THE HOME

held

Directors:

appeal, will tell you that they are low-priced goods
and high-cost goods. Our aim has been and is to give the very best
values possible for the money you have to invest, be it much or little.

GOULDSBORO.

wan

An

the most important
in our store.

the

are

po^e*

family

Oct. 6

assortment.

COUNTY NEWS

KEEF>

W. 8.

has

gence, to which we

Mr.

WE

CAPITAL STOCK, $50,000.

offers.

Carpetings,

figures

■*“'

sent

M.

STONINGTON.

leums and Oil Cloths,
Curtains. A full and

It has not been our intention to

...---

savings account should reprea
proportion of the difference
between one’s earning capacity and
cost of living.
Take one of these
banks and save this proportion.

grasp

t»ai»s»reclatlve Listener.
A well known lawyer whose first
1,1
Ikl
I
CT I
evea! >,ou arc unah,rc*l* •'»’ f»ur hanking rooms drop a postal or telephone No. ao-a and a represent:!
live of the Home H.mk Sys’e n will visit you.
II
I I
C* ■
name Is James has a brother whom he
II is brother has a
visited lately.
daughter, aged four years, whrse molli- ;
ALMANACS ARE ANCIENT.
er had lectured her a few days before ;
for telling “stories.” The lawyer, thinkThey Were Made by the Greek* a*
ing to entertain the little one. took her j
Far Back a* A. D. 100.
on his knee and told her two of his best
According to Theon, The commentator
folklore tales. Instead of being charmon Ptolemy, almanacs, as we undered. as he expected, “she never smiled, stand the word, were constructed from
but when he had finished slid from his
says,
about the year 100 A. D. by the Greeks
knee, with a solemn face. and. going to of
Alexandria, but tire dates of festithe man who storms at
her mother, said: ‘Mamma, Uncle Jim
vals and other* events of national interwill go to the bad place sure. He has
est had been exposed on marble tabthe weather because the
’’—Kansas
stories.’
told
me
two
big
Just
lets in Home 200 years B. C. Lalande,
Journal.
City
on his house won’t
an authority on the subject, states that
^
the earliest almanac of which the auPurely Conventional.
w
weather
the storms,
“Agatha,” said her mother. “I don’t thor’s name is preserved was that of
like to hear a daughter of mine tell Solomon Jarchus, who lived in the mid
could live a life of sunYou know you die of the twelfth century.
even a conventional lie.
A primitive English calendar or al- j
shine
can’t bear Aunt Becky, and yet when
she came the other day you said, manac was called the “prime-staff,”
or
almanac."
It
was
“rein-stock”
“clog
’Auntie, how glad I am to see you!’
“That wasn’t a lie, mamma,” answer- made of wood, bone or born, about
ed Agatha.
“That was an exclama- eight inches long, like a square ruler.
On this the days were marked by a
tion.”—Chicago Tribune.
series of notches, every seventh being
j
of larger size. The festivals were indl- ;
Marrying For Money.
“I married for lub de fust time.” said cated by symbols, as were the golden !
Ebenezer Snow, “but dis time I mar- number and the cycle of the moon.
Patton's Sun-Proof Paint
ries for money, an’ don’t you forget it.”
gives double the service of all-whiteSpecimens of this “clog almanac” may
9 lead or any ordinary paint. It is made of the most perfect com“Your bride elect has money, has be seen at the British museum and in
Wnationof
materials
to
stand the severest trial the sun and
m
point
B
museums or libraries at Oxford, CamShe?”
weather can give it. Guaranteed to
B
“Yes, suh. Dat girl has no less dan bridge and Manchester. Some of larger
keep its gloss and weft 'well
for
five
m
years.
B
$34.78 in de savin’s bank, for she | size were hung “at one end of the manSend
for
book
of
Paint
showed me de book.”
Detroit Free tle-tree of their chimneys” fpr general
Knowledge and Advice (free) tjp
Press.
! use, and smaller ones were carried in
PATTON PAINT CO.,
Laka St., Milwaukee, Wis.
the pocket or on the walking stick.—
FOR SALE BY
Bad Attack of Taralyala.
Pearson's Weekly.
Gentleman—You can’t work on acNonsense!
You
count of paralysis!
The Uu»t lu the Air.
look as strong as 1 do.
The aif of cities is Impregnated with
Tramp—Well, ye see. boss, it's pa- dust aud filth. To conduit their deleralysis of de will dat I’m troubled wit. terious effects the streets should he
#
—Exchange.
freely ventilated and watered. Wind
and rain are the great destroyers of
There Is no place quite as dry as that dust.
From the fields the wind lifts
where a river used to l»e.
Very, very cften some enthusiastic
the debris of vegetation—pollen, s 'fd>.
customer tells us how much his Clarion
n[K>r ■■ of fungi and bacteria: the dust
A south side museum curiosity is a man
of the soil—siliea. silicate of aluminpleases him.
who can talk faster thau his wif
ium. caibonate and phosphate of lim»
The experience is the same in every
The average man is a good nurse when and
peroxide of Iron. In and proceedkitchen where a Clarion does the cookit comes to nursing a grievance.
tine
jj
volcanic
from
regions
particles
ing
iig—short working hours—small fuel
Silence may be the wit of fools, but they of carbon and dried mud are taken up
bills.
seldom have it with them.
aud wafted hundreds or even thou-

yard.

*e<-

A

under the

come

these two educators

Murch’a yesterday. A "'picnic
dinner was nerved, and a thoroughly enj >yab'e time wrh lind. Among those from
out of town was G. W. Murch, of Kiltery.
at

dressmaker knows our lines and
patronizes them. There are no
two departments better stocked
than these anywhere.

ettes. The largest stock of Outing Flannels at 5c, 8c and 10c

Count* A'ws

pupii!

2i»c and 50c grades.

ments

We carry the newest Waitings, Mercerized goods, Flannel-

additional

3 Per Cent. Interest.

insures

Wilcox, of New
York, and John Hagan, of Put a teiphia

are

oe/wtr

tbe

us earn

carried. We carry a full
line in each of heavy, medium
and light weights in vests, pants
and union suits. Our leaders in

Housekeeping

give

and your deposits with

BAY81DE.

Trimmings and
Dress Linings.

and Blankets.

tried to

At certain intervals bring
your
bank to us; the contents will be removed, counted in your presence,

_

Comet) us when in want of
Corsets or Cloves, and we will
tit you to whatever you require.

We offer unusual inducements
in bleached and half bleached
Damask Napkins and Towels,

jm

teachers who

Jersey Knit
Underwear.

Corsets

Goods.

simply

Maine.

books.

We have the

convey to you that low

SAVE.

put into execution tbe ideas presented
evening, “an education” will come
to mean more than studying a few text-

Dress
Domestic and

day that

development of

A reunion of the Murch

store

$5

Waists at

DEPARTHENT

NATIONAL bank,

and

HOSIERY.

astonish you.

per

the

influence of

Our 25c hose for ladies, misses
and children, in either cashmere,
fleeced or cotton, are the best any

Heavy Cotton Waists, Cheviots, Vestings from $1 up to $5.
Woolen Waists from $1.50
to $5.
The lowness of the prices will

Bedspreads

Ail bail tbe

words.

the individual

O-.t. 8.

Nearly

dressy and they’re
modestly priced.

P'RST

at

and

Toe addresses given Friday evening by
Richardson and State Supt. Stetson
were
before the teachers’ convention
admirable. The spirit of progress was in

ever

very

Take the bank home with
you,
begin in a small way what vou
have been intending to do for
years,

Prof.

the

ready to show the best
line of Underwear for ladies,
misses and children we have

$35.
introductory

SAVINGS

violin solos at

playing

your

and

closed her

entertainments

opens your bank

books

Banks loaned you

Deposit

goes to her home in
Miss Pearthis week.

SPEC I ALr—Beautiful Pett!coats from $1 up to $10.

We

SPECIAL—Some Fur Driving Coats (ladies’), at #25 and

The

public

fur manufacturers

leading

with

Mass

baa

more

Pass

furnished
deposit duly credited,
and, if desired, one of these Home

instrument, and gives much pleasure and
assistance during her stay here.

reen

selves to meet the increased de-

mand.

Pearson

or

showing

church services is very inuc.i appreciated.
She is aLfine performer on her favorite

If all

Xew Petticoats in
and Mercerized.

history of Maine.
fully prepared our-

have

We

from

$1.00
account.

that

in the

season

various

PETTICOATS.

fur

biggest

Mrs.

son’s kindness in

lowest to the best.

FURS.
This will be the

prices

All

weaves.

entertained

Brookline,

extensive, both in all wool and
silk and wool fabrics. All wool
and silk and wool Crepes, Voiles,
Batistes, Albatross and fancy

to lie shown to

ready

ara

you.

ONE DOLLAR.

bank

by Mrs. L'zzie O.-good
Eliza Herrick, and there was a

was

and

cottage*here, and

complete

ines, Covert Cloths, Cheviots.
Of thin goods, for house and
evening wear, our line is very

got these exclusive styles here;

the:

KEEP

VOU

DEPARTMENT.

of tbe

Miss Adelaide

in all the new and
desirable fabrics. Heather and
Scotch Mixtures, Tweeds, Zibil-

customers like to
get the first selection from the
exclusive things in Coats. We’ve

Many of

SAVING

large attendance.

Stock
is

to its

ladies’ Conmeeting
gregational circle was held Thursday,
Oct. 1. The old officers were re-elected.
Mrs. Lizzie L. Partridge, president; Mrs.
Ella F..Hinckley, secretary and treasurer;
Tbe circ'e
Mrs. M. E. Mayo, collector.
The annual

Our Dress Goods

Winter

| attention is called

j

later.

$8.75, $10, $12.50, $15, $17.50, $18.50, $20, $25.
for

1887.

Bank has carefully considered the
presenting this Home Banking System, the First National
res
bank
The
and
clients.
growth and marked increase of business
quirements and interests of its friends
have been the result of consistent effort and appreciated progressive methods.
Following these lines

Repairs on the old Biuehll! academy are
already begun. The foundation a»d,cellar
walls are receiving a thorough re-selling.
A historical room is to be fitted up in it

all here and ready for you to admire and choose from. Let
this handsome outlit of new suits assist you in making up your mind
Trices we know will impress you
as to the wanted style and weave.
favorably. We announce special suit prices as follows:

shapes

V

Pofdwin, who has been visiting Miss Joste Snow, returned to her
■home in Flushing, N. Y., last w«ek.

msworth, Maine.

In

teachers’

tbe

Miss Ida Le

They're

The newest

ESTABLISHED

Bar

editor of the

attended

convention.

andt Winter Costumes.

Autumn

Smith,

Record,

Harbor

First National Bank,

Savings Department,

^

cently.

roof than ever before.

Stylish

are

The HiH cottage, which has been occupivd by a party of ladies, was closed Monday.
^
Mass Lina Morton spent a few weeks
with her aunt, Mrs. H. C. Morton, re-

knowledge of your needs. It grows by catering
through
to those needs in an intelligent and careful manner. It grows by giving you the honest worth of your money. It grows through its energy,
activity and push. These qualities are always inlevidence. We want
to give you just the service that you’ll appreciate. We want this
store to be fust in your mind when you’ve dry goods to buy. The
new season open.- with broader, better buying possibilities under this
It grows

wife and son Harold, of
visiting relatives in town.

Mayo,

A. H.

Lowell,

BANKING SYSTEM

HOME

BLUKHILL.
Ed Bissett is very ill with typhoid fever
at the house of George Abbott.

|

**! wish to aay a few words In praise of the
True‘L. F.'Atwood’s Litters. 1 have taken it
for years and find it to be the best ail round
laxative medicine I can get. I was feeling
very bad last spring and took several bottles
and It made me feel like a new man. If this
testimonial will be of any use to you In increasing the sale of your medicine you are at liberty
to use it. This medicine i3 surely a boon to
all mankind.”—S.Wf- Gordon.Chesterville, Me.

•Did

yon

while you

anything remarkable
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the moat pride In doing
thing by sheer instinct pay tbe penalty
for it in cold judgment.
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rule that works both ways is that men
marry to give up their liberty and girls
marry to get theirs.
A

A Modern School
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